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Abstract
Tropospheric clouds are main players in the Earth climate system. Characterization of long-term
global and regional cloud properties aims to support trace-gases retrieval, radiative budget assess-
ment, and analysis of interactions with particles in the atmosphere. The information needed for the
determination of cloud properties can be optimally obtained with satellite remote sensing systems.
This is because the amount of reﬂected solar light depends both on macro- and micro-physical char-
acteristics of clouds. At the time of writing, the spaceborne nadir-viewing Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment (GOME), together with the Scanning Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric
Chartography (SCIAMACHY) and GOME-2, make available a unique record of almost 17 years (June
1996 throughout May 2012) of global top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reﬂectances and form the observa-
tional basis of this work. They probe the atmosphere in the ultraviolet, visible and infrared regions of
the electromagnetic spectrum. Speciﬁcally, in order to infer cloud properties such as optical thickness
(COT), spherical albedo (CA), cloud base (CBH) and cloud top (CTH) height, TOA reﬂectances have
been selected inside and around the strong absorption band of molecular oxygen in the wavelength
range at 758 – 772 nm (the O2 A-band). The retrieval is accomplished using the Semi-Analytical
CloUd Retrieval Algorithm (SACURA). The physical framework relies on the asymptotic parameteriza-
tions of radiative transfer. The generated record has been throughly veriﬁed against synthetic datasets
as function of cloud and surface parameters, sensing geometries, and instrumental speciﬁcations and
validated against ground-based retrievals. The error budget analysis shows that SACURA retrieves
CTH with an average accuracy of ± 400 m, COT within ± 20% (given that COT > 5) and places CTH
closer to ground-based radar-derived CTH, as compared to independent satellite-based retrievals.
In the considered time period the global average CTH is 5.2± 3.0 km, for a corresponding average
COT of 20.5±16.1 and CA of 0.62±0.11. Using linear least-squares techniques, global trend in
deseasonalized CTH has been found to be −1.78±2.14m · year−1 in the latitude belt ±60◦, with
diverging tendency over land (+0.27±3.2m · year−1) and water (−2.51±2.8m · year−1) masses.
The El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), observed through CTH and cloud fraction (CF) values
over the Paciﬁc Ocean, pulls clouds to lower altitudes. It is argued that ENSO must be removed for
trend analysis. The global ENSO-cleaned trend in CTH amounts to −0.49±2.22m · year−1. At a
global scale, no explicit patterns of statistically signiﬁcant trends (at 95% conﬁdence level, estimated
with bootstrap resampling technique) have been found, which are representative of peculiar natural
climate variability. One exception is the Sahara region, which exhibits the strongest upward trend in
CTH, sustained by an increasing trend in water vapor. Indeed, the representativeness of every trend is
affected by the record length under study. 17 years of cloud data still might not be enough to provide
any decisive answer to current open questions involving clouds. The algorithm used in this work can
be applied to measurements provided by future planned Earth’s observation missions. In this way,
the existing cloud record will be extended and attribution of cloud property changes to natural or
human causes and assessment of cloud feedback sign within the climate system can be investigated.

CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Earth’s climate is a complex perturbed system, in which a wealth of chemical and physical processes
takes place on a wide range of spatial and temporal scales. Global and regional climate regimes are
increasingly changing, driven by changes of the constituents of the Earth-atmosphere system. Gaining
insight on the sources of these changing processes is one of the main tasks of geophysical disciplines.
Geophysical sciences do not only pursue the understanding of the governing scientiﬁc mechanisms
but their outcome serves also as a basis for extrapolation of future scenarios, which contribute to
policymaking. It is understood that the human well-being may be subject to climate settings. This
is particularly true for populations heavily dependent on favorable climate conditions, as portrayed
in Figure 1.1, where the geographic disparities of demographic vulnerability to climate change are
displayed [Samson et al., 2011].
Figure 1.1: Global climate-demography vulnerability index (CDVI). Blue negative values portray regions of
populations less vulnerable to climate change, while red positive values indicate regions with a demographic
growth exceeding climate-sustainable population (from Samson et al. [2011]).
2 Introduction
Additionally, the revolving economic cycle and the energy consumption by emerging economies are
giving rise to speciﬁc forcings and feedbacks to the climate system. Contemporary concerns include
change of land and water use, change in mean temperatures and in greenhouse gases emissions, and
injection of particulate matter in the atmosphere [van Donkelaar et al., 2010]. While the latter is a
cause of health damage, the former factors may impact the environment, contributing to the onset of
extreme weather events [Allan and Soden, 2008].
As an example, Figure 1.2 shows hurricane Sandy moving towards New York City on October 28,
2012. Prevention of natural disasters is of topical importance, especially in societies which experience a
growing urbanization [Rosenzweig et al., 2011]. Climate change also may shape political relationships
and migration streams in those regions, as in the Mediterranean basin, where food, water supply and
demand are rapidly changing [Rosenzweig and Tubiello, 1997].
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Figure 1.2: Retrievals of cloud top height (colored outlined polygons) from the GOME-2 instrument, aboard the
ESA Metop-A satellite, superimposed on the true color image of hurricane Sandy on the 28th October 2012, derived
from the VIIRS instrument aboard the NASA NPP platform. Sandy’s water surge will be expected to hit New York
City the early afternoon of October 29.
Within the global picture of the Earth’s climate system, what role do clouds play?
They modulate the amount of radiation reﬂected and trapped by the Earth-atmosphere system
[Heintzenberg and Charlson, 2009, Stephens, 2005]. The net radiation budget [Trenberth et al., 2009]
does depend not only on the cloud cover and cloud height but also on the total amount of condensed
water in the atmosphere and on the size of droplets/crystals and the cloud thermodynamic state.
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Interaction of water vapor with suspended particles, the aerosols, may change these properties
[Twomey, 1991] and perturb as the cloud’s lifetime [Albrecht, 1989] as well the cloud precipitation
efﬁciency [Stevens and Feingold, 2009]. Therefore, clouds are also important players within the
hydrogeological cycle [Allen and Ingram, 2002] and act as water reservoirs throughout the atmosphere.
Property changes of tropical convective clouds can impact the amount of water vapor at disposal in the
stratosphere, which is known to feedback to global temperatures [Solomon et al., 2010]. In turn, water
vapor has a role in the CO2 climate sensitivity [Andrews et al., 2011] and in the formation of clouds.
Speciﬁcally, the water vapor feedback is thought to be negative (a cooling effect) through evaporation
and rainfall [Ban-Weiss et al., 2011].
Precipitating clouds are not only a source of latent heat, which changes atmospheric dynamics,
but alter also surface reﬂectivity and wind ﬁelds [De Ridder and Gallée, 1998]. Depending on the
thermodynamic phase, snow deposition brightens the ground, as already seen in Antarctica [Picard
et al., 2012], whereas rain darkens arid regions, reducing sand reﬂectivity [Twomey et al., 1986].
Another atmospheric constituent interacting with clouds is black carbon. Its direct effect on clouds,
both in liquid and ice phase, takes place through perturbations of atmospheric temperature around the
clouds themselves and their spatial distribution may change. While clouds in mixed-phase are known
to warm the climate system (positive feedback), there is no consensus on the feedback sign for black
carbon ice-clouds [Bond et al., 2013].
This brief, yet incomplete, overview of the possible interactions which clouds undergo in the atmo-
sphere portrays the cloud’s structural trait of being in a constant state of ﬂux with all the actors of the
climate system. Therefore, clouds can be regarded as proxies of many chemical and physical variables.
Monitoring cloud properties over time and space unveils the underlying processes of a changing climate.
The information needed for the quantiﬁcation of terrestrial cloud properties on a global scale can
be obtained optimally with satellite remote sensing systems. This is because the amount of reﬂected
solar light depends both on macro- and micro-physical characteristics of clouds. In particular, it is
often assumed that clouds can be represented by homogeneous and (in horizontal direction) inﬁnitely
extended plane-parallel slabs. The range of applicability of such an assumption for real clouds is limited,
because 3-D effects are not taken into account and multi-layer cloud systems can occur. However some
properties can still be derived and valuable information can be retrieved.
Though the main scientiﬁc objective of the instruments’ family used in this work is the retrieval of
trace gases [Bovensmann et al., 1999, Burrows et al., 1995, 1999, Coldewey-Egbers et al., 2005, Meijer
et al., 2006, Richter et al., 2005, Van Roozendael et al., 2012], these measurements are also relevant
for the study of cloud parameters.
Clouds affect the path of light through the atmosphere and therefore change the depth of a gaseous
absorption band as seen in reﬂected light. They act as reﬂectors and absorbers and their inﬂuence can
be summarized in three components: ﬁrst, they shield part of the troposphere hiding the gas columns
below; second, they enhance the absorption above and inside a cloud (due to light path enhancement)
yielding an increased band depth; third, they cause multiple scattering, as photons travel inside. The
properties to be known are cloud albedo, optical thickness and top height.
4 Introduction
However, the altitude of a cloud has a cardinal role because clouds at different heights exert different
feedbacks. High clouds absorb infrared radiation and radiate like blackbodies, thus they can warm the
atmosphere trapping radiation at low temperatures. At the same time, their albedo is weak because
they are thin. Conversely, low clouds are weak infrared absorbers and strong reﬂective objects, owing
to their relatively high optical density.
While the net effect of high clouds, when looking at the tropical belt, is to warm the climate system,
whereas lower clouds cool the system [Loeb et al., 2012], this situation may change if considering the
Northeast Paciﬁc over a decadal time window. Evidence of a positive low-level cloud feedback has been
demonstrated [Clement et al., 2009]. Therefore no claim is possible on a global scale and regional
studies should be conducted instead.
At present, a number of relevant datasets of global cloud properties are available.
They have been derived from different instruments and platforms, each with its own spatial, temporal
and spectral characteristics, which are summarized in Table 1.1. Some of them are compared in the
Global Energy and Water Experiment (GEWEX) activity in the framework of the World Climate Research
Programme (WCRP) [Stubenrauch et al., 2013].
Either backscattered ultraviolet and visible radiation or scattered/emitted infrared radiation is
measured by passive satellite imagers. The following datasets have been inferred: the High resolution
Infrared Sounder (HIRS, Wylie and Menzel [1999], Wylie et al. [1994]), the International Satellite
Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP, Rossow and Garder [1993], Rossow and Schiffer [1999]), the
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR, Jacobowitz et al. [2003]), the Global Retrieval
of ATSR (Along-Track Scanning Radiometer) Cloud Parameters and Evaluation (GRAPE, Poulsen et al.
[2011], Sayer et al. [2011]), the Multiangle Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR, Diner et al. [1989],
Moroney et al. [2002]), the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS, Menzel et al.
[2008], Platnick et al. [2003]), the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS, Stubenrauch et al. [2010])
and the Ozone Monitoring Instrument (OMI, Joiner et al. [2012], Vasilkov et al. [2008]), the Scanning
Imaging Absorption Spectrometer for Atmospheric Chartography (SCIAMACHY, Bovensmann et al.
[1999], Kokhanovsky et al. [2007d]).
New perspectives for cloud properties retrieval are offered by active sensors such as the Cloud
Proﬁling Radar (CPR, Stephens et al. [2008]) onboard CloudSat and the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with
Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP, Winker et al. [2007]) onboard CALIPSO platform. In these systems,
the high vertical resolution is counterbalanced by the limited spatial coverage.
Existing cloud datasets derived by measurements in the molecular oxygen absorption band (the
O2 A-band) are the Fast Retrieval Scheme for Clouds from the Oxygen A-band (FRESCO, Wang et al.
[2008]) and the Retrieval of Cloud Information using Neural Network (ROCINN, Loyola et al. [2010]).
The algorithm employed in this work is complementary to retrieval techniques in the infrared spectral
region and competitive with techniques in the visible or near infrared part of the electromagnetic
spectrum. This is because it operates in the wavelength region of the O2 A-band as well, but with a
cloud model different in both underlying physics and technical implementation.
1.1 Motivation 5
The understanding of the development of clouds over time and space can follow two distinct
pathways [Chandler and Scott, 2011]. The ﬁrst is termed process-based. Arbitrarily detailed chemical
and physical processes, governing the evolution of clouds within the coupled atmosphere-ocean system,
are incorporated in global climate models. The outcome of such models is a projection in the future of
the Earth’s climate and its constituents. The second approach is called observational-based. Available
datasets are analyzed with statistical techniques to deliver a quantitative assessment of the change of a
cloud property over time. This empirical method is called trend analysis. For the meaning of trend,
Chandler and Scott [2011] offer the following deﬁnition: “Trend is the long-term temporal variation in
the statistical properties of a process, where long-term depends on the application”.
Recent published trends in cloud top height do not provide clear indications. The outcome analysis
of the 7-year GOME record (June 1996 throughout May 2003) by Loyola et al. [2010] shows a change
of −4.8 m · year −1 for the latitudinal belt ± 60◦.
Davies and Molloy [2012] reported a decreasing global trend of −40 m · decade−1, as seen by
MISR on the Terra satellite. Evan and Norris [2012] showed that the previous results were affected by
instrumental artifacts and corrected MISR timeseries exhibit opposite tendency, that is an increase of 54
m · decade−1, supported by a MODIS (on Terra) upward trend of 60.9 m · decade−1. The considered
record length amounts to 8 years, from March 2003 throughout February 2010.
The critical aspect of any trend analysis is that no statistical signiﬁcance may be found, due to the
relatively shortness of the derived timeseries. In this work, it has been attempted to overcome this
limitation, extending the records with the joint analysis of measurements of the three sensors GOME,
SCIAMACHY, and GOME-2. Since the launch of GOME, back in 1995, over 17 years of data have been
made now available. They form the observational basis of the research presented in this thesis.
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1.2 Outline
The thesis starts in Chapter 2 with a general and illustrative description of the global cloud ﬁeld.
The physical processes involving clouds in the atmosphere are brieﬂy introduced, while deﬁnitions of
their properties are given in more details along with a description of the data and methods for their
derivation and assessment.
In Chapter 3 the instrumental characteristics of the three sensors are provided. Ongoing and future
missions, such as Sentinel-5, OCO-2 and GOSAT, are also illustrated. Due to their similar spectral
coverage and the ﬁner spatial resolution, their measurements are suitable for the application of a
algorithm operating in the oxygen A-band, such as the one employed here. In this way, the actual cloud
records can be extended until and beyond 2020.
Chapter 4 is devoted to the introduction of the scientiﬁc background needed for the development
of the cloud retrieval algorithm. Starting from the Lorenz-Mie theory of light scattering of a single
spherical particle (Section 4.1), the radiative transfer equation and its solution for the scalar case are
provided (Section 4.2.1). Careful attention is given to the study of the measured solar light reﬂectance
at 758–772 nm (the absorption band of molecular oxygen) as function of instrumental and atmospheric
parameters (Section 4.2.4). The solution of the forward and inverse problem, implemented in the
retrieval algorithm, is presented (Section 4.3). In particular, the solution of the forward problem is
based upon analytical approximations of radiative transfer, the so-called asymptotic theory. Auxiliary
datasets such as cloud fraction, surface albedo, the actual atmospheric state and topography are
described in Section 4.3.3.
In Chapter 5 the question addressed is under which experimental settings the generated cloud
records are reliable and what one can learn from cloud remote sensing with techniques based on
different methods and instruments. Therefore, the chapter is divided in two parts. The ﬁrst part deals
with synthetically generated datasets and the accuracy of the retrievals is analyzed with respect to the
assumed cloud (Section 5.1.1) and underlying surface model (Section 5.1.2), geometrical conﬁgurations
(Section 5.1.3 and Section 5.2), and instrumental spectral resolution (Section 5.1.4). The performance
of the algorithm for the case of a double-layered cloud is investigated in Section 5.3.
The second part of the chapter deals with the comparison of cloud retrievals against real independent
data. Radar ground-based measurements and co-registered retrievals of the GRAPE dataset, derived
from infrared-based measurements of the ATSR-2 instrument are ﬁrstly used (Section 5.4). Then
Section 5.5 displays the global and seasonal comparison against other two algorithms using the oxygen
A-band, i.e. ROCINN by the German Aerospace Center (DLR) and FRESCO by the Royal Netherlands
Meteorological Institute (KNMI).
In Chapter 6 the main results of the thesis are presented. Data quality inspection reveals the inﬂuence
of spatial resolution on the retrieval statistics (Section 6.1). It is shown that sensors with ﬁner footprints,
such as GOME-2, deliver double high quality usable retrievals as compared to coarse resolved sensors,
such as GOME. This behavior is rooted in the cloud model employed in the algorithm. Single-layered
clouds are assumed in the forward modeling, but coarse resolved sensors sense more heterogeneous
scenes, which leads to an overall decrease of usable retrievals. This consideration points to the need of
a correction strategy that must be devised to homogenize the respective time series. Once this step is
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undertaken, time series of cloud top height, which is the main focus of this chapter, can be generated
for trend analysis (Sections 6.2 to 6.2.2).
Section 6.3 is committed to case studies and additional applications of the algorithm. The annual
cycle of global cloud properties is portrayed in Section 6.3.1. The extensive ENSO phenomenon is
described in Section 6.3.2 and correlated with cloud top height. It is argued that ENSO, due to the
renown large-scale and intra-annual cycle, must be ﬁltered if cloud trends are computed.
Section 6.3.3 is dedicated to the retrieval of the height of the icelandic Eyjafjallajökull volcanic ash
plume. Detection of dense aerosol layers is complementary to cloud remote sensing in two distinct
ways. On one hand, aerosols may contaminate sensed scenes and misclassiﬁcation may corrupt cloud
statistics, hence discrimination between aerosols and clouds is needed. On the other hand, additional
informations on particulate matter properties will be of use to the investigation of aerosol-cloud
interactions. As last application, cloud retrievals obtained from SCIAMACHY measurements in limb
and nadir modes are matched on a monthly temporal sampling to deliver geographical and seasonal
displacement of cirrus clouds (Section 6.3.4).
Eventually, in Chapter 7 the research of this thesis is summarized, conclusions are drawn and
directions for future developments are proposed.
CHAPTER 2
Global cloud ﬁeld and its characteristics
2.1 Cloud types and processes
Figure 2.1 shows a full-color satellite view of the Earth on July the 11th 2005, composite largely from
MODIS (on Terra) data and GOES instrument. The visual appearance of the planet is dominated by
clouds. The existence of clouds is mainly due to physical processes which redistribute atmospheric
water and water vapor. The main drivers are dynamical processes, such as convection, horizontal and
vertical air motions, and mixing.
Figure 2.1: True color composite of the Earth on July 11 2005, mostly based on data from MODIS/Terra. GOES
instrument is used for gap-ﬁlling at equator and at the poles.
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Horizontal motions of air masses of different temperatures may generate clouds. When a warm,
light air mass moves into a mass of colder and heavier air, it is forced to rise, cool and, eventually,
condensate. When the moist air mass moves onto a colder surface instead, it is cooled and low-level
clouds, called stratus, may form.
Convection describes the upward movement of air heated by the Sun in proximity of the ground. As
warm air moves upward, departing from the planetary boundary layer through turbulent mixing, it
cools until a critical temperature is reached. If the actual water vapor pressure of the air parcel comes
close to the saturation water vapor pressure, the relative humidity of the air parcel approaches 100%.
When it exceeds 100%, in the presence of a condensation nucleus, water vapor condenses, liquid water
droplets appear and clouds are allowed to form. The release of latent heat following condensation,
under speciﬁc conditions, sustains the upward movement of the air parcel and hydrostatic instability is
reached. A cumulus cloud is formed.
The kinetic energy acquired by a uplifting cloudy parcel reinforces updraft and may give rise to a
well-formed, aged and tall cumulus tower, called cumulonimbus. The tops of such clouds can reach
18 km altitude and may spread out horizontally to form stratiform cloud anvils. Due to the very low
temperatures of the surrounding environment (≈−60◦C), water has changed phase and ice crystals can
appear. They are the constituents of cirrus clouds.
Table 2.1: Range of typical tropospheric cloud properties. LWC/IWC = liquid water/ice content. N=number of
cloud droplets per volume of air (adapted from Heintzenberg and Charlson [2009]).
Location Height (km) Type T (◦C) LWC/IWC (mg·m−3) N
Surface 0 fog ≈ 0 10–102 1–103
Lower troposphere 1-3 stratus 10 to ≈ −35 102–5 · 102 10–103
Lower troposphere 1-5 cumulus 10 to ≈ −35 102–103 10–103
Troposphere 1-15 cumulonimbus 10 to ≈ −60 103–104 102–103
Upper troposphere 7-15 cirrus −40 to ≈ −90 1–10 10−2–10
Despite the evolving and apparent chaotic nature of clouds, when looking at them from a satellite
perspective, as in Fig. 2.1, clouds appear to be organized in well-deﬁned patterns as function of
locations and season[1]. This consideration suggests that cloud structures, or ﬁelds, can be grouped as
function of common macro- and micro-physical properties and their role in the climate system can be
categorized and investigated. Broadly speaking, processes in the atmosphere involving clouds can be
sorted into ﬁve categories [Randall, 2012]:
- Microphysical processes. They comprehend changes in aerosols, cloud droplets and ice crystals on
characteristic spatial scales of μm;
- Dynamical processes. They are related to air movements inside cumulus clouds. Typical spatial
scale being on the order of few km;
[1]A visual, statistical and expressive classiﬁcation of clouds using true color images collected by MERIS instrument aboard
ESA ENVISAT platform is the online volume “Cloud structures” [Paperin, 2010].
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- Radiative processes. Clouds can directly and indirectly modulate the ﬂow of energy through the
atmosphere. Both broadband (0.2 – 100 μm) incoming solar and reﬂected shortwave/emitted
longwave outgoing terrestrial radiation are affected;
- Turbulence processes. Planetary boundary layer mixing and entrainment of surrounding environ-
mental air are involved;
- Chemical processes. They encompass several mechanisms, ranging from scavenging of aerosol
particles to ozone destruction by polar stratospheric clouds, halogen chemistry initiation and
nitric acid entrapment by cirrus clouds.
All these processes may interact with each other on temporal scales ranging from seconds to days,
if synoptic weather systems are considered. Locally, two- or even three-way coupling mechanisms
take place with different underlying land types and oceans. Eventually, clouds have the potential to
feed back to the climate system, depending on changes in their properties such as coverage, height,
thickness and water content or changes in their seasonal and geographical displacement.
Human activities also may modify clouds (see Table 2.2). Change of land use, production and
injection into the atmosphere of greenhouse gases and water-soluble particles, such as carbon and
sulfur compounds, perturb water vapor condensation and droplet nucleation processes, so that cloud
properties are ultimately affected.
The state of the art of current knowledge on aerosol detection from satellites can be found in the
monographs of Kokhanovsky and de Leeuw [2009] and J. Lenoble et al. [2013], while interactions of
clouds with aerosols are comprehensively described in Heintzenberg and Charlson [2009], where also
the present challenges and future research frontiers are outlined.
Table 2.2: Cloud types and their property changes through conjectured mechanism (adapted from Heintzenberg
and Charlson [2009]). PBL= Planet Boundary Layer. Preﬁx A = Anthropogenic. CCN=Cloud Condensation Nuclei.
IN=Ice Nuclei.
Cloud type Perturbation Mechanism
Contrails, ship trails + albedo A-CCN/IN, water vapor
Continental stratocumulus + albedo A-CCN, water vapor
− cloud top height A-CCN
− precipitation A-CCN
Continental low clouds ± cloud fraction vegetation changes
PBL marine clouds − effective radius A-CCN
PBL stratocumulus − liquid water content A-soot
PBL global stratocumulus + albedo A-CCN
Cloud formation + cloud fraction A-greenhouse gases
Global cloud cover + cloud fraction cosmic rays, ions, A-CCN
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2.2 Cloud fraction
Figure 2.1 elucidates the concept of cloud fraction (also termed cloud cover or cloud amount): the
portion of the Earth surface covered by clouds at any given time. It is a geometrical property of a
cloud and it can be deﬁned locally as the portion of the satellite ground pixel occupied by the cloud.
Cloud cover plays a paramount role in the climate system. It impacts the assessment of the Earth
radiation budget due to its sensitivity to anthropogenic and natural aerosol injection in the lower
layers of the atmosphere [Albrecht, 1989] and the induced change in the effectiveness of reﬂecting
short-wave radiation. Recent studies highlighted that an increase in cloud fraction leads to the warming
of the Arctic due to the preponderance of long-wave outward radiation at high latitudes [Cotton, 2009,
Eastman and Warren, 2010a,b]. Climate modeling relies also on cloud cover for both self-consistency
checks and research because of the problems arising in comparing and merging cloud cover datasets
derived from a variety of inhomogeneous methods.
Historically cloud fraction has been the ﬁrst cloud parameter visually collected in synoptic reports
by weather stations and ship tracks and has the longest observational record, spanning over four
decades (1952–1996), the comprehensive Extended Edited Cloud Report Archive (EECRA, Hahn and
Warren [1999]). Global quantitative cloud fraction assessments have started with the beginning of
satellite remote sensing. The International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP, Rossow and
Garder [1993]) provided joint long-term series of cloud cover from a collection of several geostationary
weather satellites, measuring light in the visible and infrared spectrum. In general, the determination
of cloud fraction is strongly inﬂuenced by the spatial resolution of the instrument. Imagers and spectral
sounders are both utilized for this task. While the former (generally highly spatially resolved, in the
order of ≈ 300 – 1000 m) generate cloud masks with a brightness threshold identiﬁcation of ground
pixels, contrasted with the surface, the latter can make use of broadband polarization signals in separate
spectral bands and infer cloud fraction through interpolation among them. This second approach has
been chosen for this work and it is described in more details in Sect. 4.3.3.
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Figure 2.2: Global mean cloud fraction from GOME measurements for April 1999.
Cloud fraction depends also upon the underlying surface. As an example, the same month of Fig. 2.2
has been broken out in two datasets, one over water masses and one over land masses, aggregated
onto a grid of 1.5◦ sized cells and averaged over latitudinal belts. The results are illustrated in Fig. 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Zonal mean cloud fraction from GOME measurements for April 1999, over land, water and global
with 2σ. Aggregation to a equal-angle grid of 1.5◦×1.5◦.
2.3 Cloud top height
Among the geometrical (or macrophysical) properties which portray clouds in the atmosphere, the top
altitude has a prominent role. For instance, the retrieval of trace gas columns from satellites relies on
the cloud top height to correct for the amount of air screened out by the presence of a cloud and for
the amount of reﬂected light which enhances scattering and absorption processes above the cloud itself.
Additionally, the Earth’s energy budget and the radiative characteristics of the atmosphere depend on
cloud altitude: low-level clouds exert a cooling effect, because they reﬂect more incoming sunlight in
the visible part of the spectrum at relatively high temperatures, whereas high-level clouds entrap the
infrared radiation emitted by the Earth’s surface at comparatively low temperatures, hence being a
greenhouse actor and exerting a warming effect.
At the present, three main families of satellite-based measurement techniques have been developed
to infer cloud top height, each with its own accuracy and sensitivity, which in turn depend on the
underlying physics governing the retrieval approach. Cloud top height can be retrieved with (1) visible
or infrared imagers and sounders, (2) stereoscopy and (3) active techniques such as radars or lidars.
The visible and infrared imaging and sounding technique encompasses two sort of algorithms. The
ﬁrst type relies on the reﬂection of visible and near-infrared light, therefore limiting data collection
only at the sunlit hemisphere of the globe. The second type exploits the emission of thermal infrared
radiation from cloud bodies, therefore enabling data collection also nighttime. The ﬁrst technique works
well with low and mid-level clouds, because clouds are generally bright objects and they provide an
high signal, when compared with cloud-free scenes, given that the underlying surface is not too radiant.
Coupling the detection of such a reﬂective object with the sensing of a change in the absorption band
of a well-mixed gas (such as O2-A,-B or -γ bands or the CO2 at 14–15μm) delivers the desired cloud
altitude. The emissivity-based technique is more sensitive to high-level clouds, which are habitually
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Figure 2.4: Global mean cloud top height (km, given above mean sea level) from SCIAMACHY measurements for
April 2007.
as elusive and optically thin as visible and sub-visible cirrus clouds are. The guiding principle is the
measurement of a temperature contrast between the surface and the cloud itself which is assumed to
radiate as a blackbody. The emissivity is deﬁned as the ratio of the actual emitted radiance to that of an
ideal blackbody. Taking T0 as the surface temperature and Tc the cloud top-temperature, the emissivity
of a cloud is proportional to ΔT = (T0 - Tc). But the emissivity depends also upon the wavelength, so
that clouds in the thermal infrared emit more than in the near-infrared. As a consequence, thermal
infrared techniques do not look through a cloud, because strong emitters are also strong absorbers,
and the light emerging from the lowest layers of the cloud likely extinguishes before reaching the
top. Eventually, the measured cloud-top temperature is translated to height, when matched to the
local atmospheric proﬁle. However, careful examination must be given for those situations where
uncertainties in the pressure-temperature proﬁle propagate into the cloud height calculation, such as
temperature inversions for stratocumulus clouds over oceanic regions, as already identiﬁed in Menzel
et al. [2008], Stubenrauch et al. [1999a,b], Wielicki and Coakley Jr [1981], to name a few.
The stereoscopy technique relies on the parallax method [Moroney et al., 2002, Muller et al., 2002]
to observe a cloud from a multi-angle viewing perspective, thus the respective instrument must be
equipped with more than one imager. The Multiangle Imaging Spectroradiometer (MISR, Diner et al.
[1989]) offers such capabilities. In contrast to other methods, stereo-imaging has the advantage
of measuring clouds geometrically, hence not being sensitive to calibration errors in the observed
radiances. In this way the bias can be shrunk down considerably [Marchand et al., 2007]. Even so,
the accuracy of cloud top height retrievals depend on the correct informations about the wind ﬁelds,
which can displace clouds within the overpass time window needed by the cameras to sense them. An
error up to 4.5 m/s in wind speed determination by MISR [Hinkelman et al., 2009] induces an error of
about 450 m in cloud top height [Marchand et al., 2010].
Radars and lidars methods do not rely on the amount of backscattered sunlight, but enforce their
own light source to generate echo-resolved cloud top heights, by computing the time a light impulse
travels from the instrument to the sensed object and back. The main difference between radar and
lidar is the light frequency generated by the source. While a radar operates in the microwave region, a
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lidar makes use of wavelengths of ≈1μmand below. One example of cloud radar is the Cloudsat cloud
proﬁling radar (CPR, Stephens et al. [2008]), which operates in the radio frequency W-band at 94
Ghz. With such systems not only the top height and the vertical structure of clouds become achievable,
but also the discrimination between precipitating and not precipitating clouds because the registered
backscattered signal is greatly determined by high moments of cloud droplet size distribution [Isaac
and Schmidt, 2009]. Winker et al. [2003, 2007, 2009] illustrate the design, the retrieval principle
and cloud top heights derived from the space-borne Cloud-Aerosol Lidar Infrared Pathﬁnder Satellite
Observations (CALIPSO). In this context, the cloud top is deﬁned as the steep change of backscattering
efﬁciency along the vertical dimension. One can therefore look at the derived height as the physical
height of the cloud. Still the lidar active systems suffer from diffuse solar background noise in daytime
operation, and share with radars a limited spatial coverage, which increase the time coverage needed
to gather global perspectives on clouds and climate. However, what makes such systems attractive is
the capability of aerosol-cloud discrimination, owing to the different polarization phenomena induced
by the scatterers.
2.4 Cloud optical thickness
Conceptually, optical thickness (or depth) τ is the physical thickness of a medium layer in units of
scattering mean free photon path. Such layers are formed by incoherent scatterers, which induce
multiple scattering to determine the layer appearance. In the case of clouds, the condensed water
droplets have a typical radius r in the range 5 – 10μm [Kokhanovsky, 2006], which is much larger
than visible light, meaning that their scattering cross section is proportional to the square of their
diameter and the geometrical optics approximation holds. Since clouds are characterized by a droplet
size distribution n(r, z), the cloud optical thickness can be written as
τ=
∫ h
0
dz
∫ ∞
0
dr n(r, z)Qextπ r
2 (2.1)
that dictates the amount of light depletion through the atmosphere due to extinction by a cloud
of physical extent z. Here, Qext indicates the extinction efﬁciency (typically ≈2) while π r
2 is the
geometric area of a cloud droplet (see Section 4.1). In contrast to molecules, the scattering efﬁciency of
cloud droplets is almost independent of wavelength, because very little absorption of light takes place
in the visible spectrum. This consideration implies that both phase function and single scattering albedo
are weakly dependent on changes of droplet size. In other words, radiances observed by satellites in
the visible are more sensitive to variations in cloud optical thickness than in cloud droplet size, whereas
the dependency upon the particle radius becomes commensurate in the near-infrared. Therefore it
becomes feasible to use the calculation of τ from passive remote measurements with single wavelengths
[King, 1987, Kokhanovsky et al., 2003] and subsequently a more quantitative description of other cloud
properties such as radius [Nakajima and King, 1990] and cloud top and bottom height [Kokhanovsky
and Nauss, 2006, Rozanov and Kokhanovsky, 2004], as it will be shown in Sect. 4.2.2.
Clouds are rarely homogeneous layers in the horizontal direction. The assumption of a cloud as a
plane-parallel scattering layer has been widely employed due to the need of reducing computational
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Figure 2.5: Global mean cloud optical thickness from SCIAMACHY measurements for April 2007.
efforts in the radiative transfer calculations. The errors introduced in τ by such a simpliﬁed cloud
model has been assessed by Loeb and Coakley Jr [1998]. They state that τ is systematically biased
(e.g., the reﬂectances are underestimated by ≈%20), proportionally to the increase of solar zenith
angle ( 60◦) and for a geometry where the instrument is pointing toward the sun. This reason being
the bumpiness of cloud tops. This result has been later conﬁrmed by Varnai and Marshak [2007], who
found that the net change in τ (derived from MODIS measurements) is moderate given a solar zenith
angle < 50◦ and by Horváth and Davies [2004] if the radiances measured by the 60◦ and 70.5◦MISR
view cameras are omitted. The same τ dependency on cloud inhomogeneity was found in Kokhanovsky
[2003] with a different theoretical model, based on analytical parameterizations of radiative transfer.
Such approximations form the underlying theory this work is based on.
2.5 Liquid and ice water path
Equation (2.1) can be transposed into a relevant quantity for meteorological studies if it is combined
with the following equation: this deﬁnes the Liquid Water Path (LWP) under the assumption of adiabatic
clouds [Harshvardhan et al., 2002] and also the amount of liquid water (of density ρ) in a cloud of
layer height z, physical extent H, and mean volume V , as
LWP≡
4
3
πρ
∫ h
0
dz
∫ ∞
0
dr n(r, z) r3 = ρ V H (2.2)
to yield the following relation (given the area-weighted effective droplet radius reff and an homogeneous
cloud layer of τ= 2 〈r2〉H)
LWP=
2
3
ρτ reff with reff ≡
3 〈r3〉
4 〈r2〉
. (2.3)
From Eq. (2.3) it is clear that the knowledge of LWP depends on two variables, τ and reff, which can
not both be simultaneously retrieved with a sole visible wavelength. Moreover, if LWP has to be derived
along the whole cloud, a technique capable of penetrating into the cloud depth is desirable. In fact, at
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visible and near-infrared channels, most of the remotely sensed radiation emerges from the top as in
the case of thick clouds.
Hence, techniques based on microwave measurements are deployed to capture the radiation emitted
or absorbed throughout non-precipitating clouds consisting of droplets with reff  50μm. For a typical
operating frequency range between 6 and 85 GHz, light scattering is less signiﬁcant than absorption (or
emission) by droplets, which is proportional to LWP.
However, the combined analysis of the relative change of scattering to absorption makes also feasible
the retrieval of the ice phase and its abundance in clouds. Microwave sensors can also measure
throughout nighttime and are not disturbed by the presence of ice clouds whose absorptivity is
≈2–3 orders of magnitude smaller than water clouds. Two examples of such sensors are the SSMI
(Special Sensor Microwave Imagers) family, with the follow-on SSMIS (Special Sensor Microwave
Imager/Sounder), payload of the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP, Hollinger [1989,
1991], Hollinger et al. [1987]) and the AMSR (Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer, Kawanishi
et al. [2003]) carried aboard the NASA Aqua satellite.
The content of water in solid phase, the ice water path (IWP), can be deﬁned similarly as in Eq. (2.2).
However, the variety of irregular shapes of ice particles does not enable the description of the IWP
with a single size distribution n(r, z) and other approaches must be devised. Habitually, ice crystal
size distributions can be parameterized as the sum of regularly-shaped plus fractal-shaped particle
size distributions [Macke et al., 1996]. The ice bulk density ρice amounts to ≈0.97 g/cm
3 due to the
presence of air in capillary space [Pruppacher and Klett, 1978]. Actual techniques for measurement
of ice water path and other properties are radar, lidar and passive radiometers in the infrared, each
with its own strengths and weaknesses. Due to the different sensitivities to ice properties, a synergic
approach, such as CALIPSO and CloudSAT teaming up with MODIS, is preferred [Delanoë and Hogan,
2010].
2.6 Effective radius of droplets and crystals
The effective radius of water cloud particles (deﬁned in Eq. (2.3)) belongs to the microphysical
properties of a cloud. In the last two decades it deserved attention because of the indirect effect exerted
by aerosol particles on the lifetime (i.e., the micro-physical state) and the optical properties of clouds
[Albrecht, 1989, Twomey, 1991]. Optically, under the assumption of a constant LWP, the increase in
cloud droplet concentration
∫
dr n(r) corresponds to a decrease in their reff, which in turn leads to the
enhancement of the cloud albedo. Longer-lived clouds have been also observed as a consequence of
ship tracks inﬂuencing stratocumulus formation [Ferek et al., 1998].
In addition, reff increases with height toward the cloud top in non-precipitating water clouds, because
updrafts lift some of the smaller droplets from the bottom, which collide and join with each other to
form fewer and larger ones. This vertical gradient in reff is counteracted by drizzle and rain after the
outbreak of precipitation. At the same time, precipitation could also be suppressed by the presence of a
high loading of aerosol particles which compete for the available moisture in an air volume and act as
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), reducing the mean local reff in the layer. In other words, pollution
perturbs the hydrological cycle, by inhibition [Rosenfeld, 1999] or enhancement of precipitation, when
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Figure 2.6: Global mean water cloud droplet effective radius (μm) (a) and ice crystal effective radius (μm) (b)
from MODIS Terra for September 2000.
soluble materials, such as SO2, act as coating for the CCNs [Wurzler et al., 2000].
From a global perspective, given that continental air typically shows higher concentrations of
hygroscopic aerosol particles than maritime air, the reff distributions are consequently narrower over
land masses and broader over oceans, with modes shifted toward larger values. It is noteworthy,
however, that LWP in both continental and maritime clouds is often similar. The reff is calculated
exploiting two channels, one in the visible in the range 0.58 – 0.68μm and the second in the near-
infrared for λ  1.6μm. The simultaneous derivation of τ from the former (negligible absorption
and high reﬂectance) and of reff from the latter (higher absorption and negligible reﬂectance) is
achieved matching the measurements with look-up-tables of radiances previously computed in function
of geometrical and atmospherical parameters. This technique has become custom practice in passive
remote sensing and has been deployed for AVHRR (Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer,
Nakajima and Nakajma [1995]), MODIS [Platnick et al., 2001] and SCIAMACHY [Kokhanovsky et al.,
2005] radiances. The global distribution of water cloud particles size for September 2000 from MODIS
Terra is mapped in Fig. 2.6(a), where the contrast between air masses over land and water can be
better grasped.
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The same land/water contrast is seen for global distribution of ice crystals effective radius in
Fig. 2.6(b). Ice crystals, however, are at least twice as bigger as water droplets. This implies that, at
infrared wavelengths, light absorption will be enhanced and reﬂection will be reduced as compared to
droplets. Therefore, a passive retrieval technique will be based on this differing sensitivity to effective
radius.
2.7 Cloud albedo
The reﬂection of a cloud, integrated over all angular variables (i.e., solar, satellite and azimuth angles),
is termed cloud (spherical) albedo η. Conceptually, it is the fraction of solar radiation diffusively
reﬂected by the planet and its atmosphere for all directions. Therefore it is a dimensionless quantity,
mainly required for the correct calculation of short and long-wave ﬂuxes, contributing to the global
Earth energy budget. Cloud albedo variations are mainly determined by changes in LWP, rather than
reff or τ. Even so, its value is still dependent on the radius. Han et al. [1998] analyzed global records
from ISCCP and reported that for optically thin clouds (τ < 15) η is positively correlated with reff,
whereas for optically thick clouds (τ > 15) the correlation is negative, the reason for that being the
lack of precipitation in thick clouds, due to the assumption of an adiabatic LWP [Lohmann et al., 2000].
The derivation of η from satellites can follow two pathways. The ﬁrst is to retrieve τ, reff with a
look-up-table and two spectral channels and subsequently compute η. The second makes use of one
spectral non-absorbing channel to infer η with the aid of asymptotic equations (see Sect. 4.3.2 and
Kokhanovsky et al. [2007b]). In Figure 2.7, the global map of η, retrieved from GOME data, shows a
general homogeneity for clouds over water surfaces with values in the range 0.4 – 0.6. At high latitudes,
the retrieval of η becomes especially challenging, due to missing contrast between clouds and ice. For
this reason, Greenland and some desert areas across the globe are outlined as a very bright cloud, with
η in range 0.8 – 1.
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Figure 2.7: Global mean cloud spherical albedo from GOME for year 2000. Some surfaces (Greenland, Sahara)
are misinterpreted as bright clouds.
20 Global cloud ﬁeld and its characteristics
2.8 Cloud classiﬁcation
Historically the ﬁrst taxonomy of tropospheric clouds was introduced in the 19th century by Luke
Howard [Howard, 2010], a british chemist and meteorologist. Clouds were classiﬁed according to their
visual appearance in four major types with a latin nomenclature: cumulus, cirrus, stratus and nimbus.
Additional combinations of the four major classes were used to distinguish clouds in function of height.
This reﬁnement was devised by the french evolutionist Jean-Baptiste Lamarck. Further classiﬁcations
took into account cloud development. Eventually, this division has been internationally adopted and,
with the aid of modern measurement techniques, cloud properties can be intercompared in view of the
role played in atmosphere.
A yet simpliﬁed but functional scheme to deﬁne cloud types was proposed by Rossow and Schiffer
[1999] in the framework of the International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP). Started in
1992 as a part of the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)[1], ISCCP collects and merges data
from a collection of geostationary weather satellites. Joint histograms of cloud occurrences are plotted
as a function of correlated height and optical thickness (Fig. 2.8(a)).
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Figure 2.8: (a) Cloud classiﬁcation scheme proposed in the ISCCP-D2 dataset. The height scale on the right vertical
axis is approximate (from Van Diedenhoven [2007]).(b) Seasonal cloud classiﬁcation based on SCIAMACHY data
for year 2007.
Fig. 2.8(b) displays such two-dimensional histograms, as derived with the algorithm used in this work
from measurements of SCIAMACHY instrument for year 2007, subset for season. The most habitual
clouds during the whole year are cumulus and stratocumulus clouds (comprised in the lowest 3-4 km
of the atmosphere), amounting to ≈30% of the cases. Altostratus and nimbostratus clouds (at the
height range 4-7 km) are less frequent and amount to ≈10-15% of the cases. Cirrostratus clouds, in
mixed-phase too, may appear at heights >7-8 km for ≈20% of the cases. Details on the accuracy and
precision of cloud parameters inferred with the algorithm used in this thesis are provided in Chapter 5.
[1]http://www.wcrp-climate.org/
CHAPTER 3
Instruments
This chapter gives a brief introduction to the spectral, orbital and measurement parameters of the
instruments used in this work, as well as a discussion on the applicability of the algorithm to mea-
surements of the follow-on instruments, which are designed to cover the oxygen absorption spectral
range. Essentially they measure the amount of incoming solar radiation which is scattered back into
space by the Earth’s atmosphere-surface system. Since the depth of an absorption band depends on the
amount of gas encountered by the sunlight along its path, the minimal difference between the measured
spectrum and a spectrum reproduced by a radiative transfer model reveals the actual columnar gas
density. Speciﬁcally, they have in common a moderate/high spectral resolution, which make feasible the
capture of most of the features of atmospheric molecular gases absorption bands and the application
of the same retrieval principle. The coverage of ultraviolet (UV), visible (VIS) and near / shortwave
infrared (NIR and SWIR) wavelength range is advantageous for improving the signal-to-noise ratio due
to the energetic photons of high-intensity solar radiation. Consequently, only the day side of the Earth
can be sounded. Their topical features are summarized in Table 3.2.
3.1 GOME on ERS-2
The Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment (GOME, Burrows et al. [1999]) instrument was selected
as a de-scoped precursor of SCIAMACHY and is a grating spectrometer that has been ﬂying on the
European Remote Satellite 2 (ERS-2, which was switched off and decommissioned between July and
September 2011) since April 1995. The spacecraft is a sun-synchronous and polar orbiting platform,
with a local equator crossing time of 10:30 AM. It covers the wavelength range of 240–790 nm with
a moderate spectral resolution (varying from 0.2 to 0.4 nm among the 4 detection channels) and its
primary goal has been the retrieval of trace gases amount [Coldewey-Egbers et al., 2005, Meijer et al.,
2006, Van Roozendael et al., 2012]. In the normal nadir viewing mode (i.e., looking downwards),
GOME observes the Earth with 3 forward scans, each of with a ground footprint size of 320×40km2
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(amounting to a total swath of ≈960 km × 40 km) and a 1.5 s detector readout integration time
with nominal scan angle ±31◦ at the spacecraft, followed by one back-scan. It reaches nominal global
coverage at the equator within 3 days.
GOME has also three broadband (≈ 100 nm in the UV range, ≈ 180 nm and ≈ 160 nm in the VIS and
NIR ranges respectively) Polarization Measurement Devices (PMD) with a nominal footprint of 40 km
×20 km at nadir. They measure the portion of partially polarized reﬂected sunlight in the direction
parallel to the entrance slit (i.e., perpendicular to the main optical plane of the instrument). The
principal purpose is to implement a correction for the raw spectra, since optical components such as
gratings and mirrors are polarization sensitive and in-ﬂight time-dependent degradation can impact the
accuracy of the Earthshine spectra.
In the speciﬁc case of the oxygen A-band, the GOME polarization sensitivity of ≈2 [Aben et al.,
2003] can lead to errors in the range of several tens of percents in the absolute radiances [Natraj et al.,
2007], whereas in-ﬂight long-time degradation amounts to ≈ 0.6% per year, one order of magnitude
less than in the UV [Tanzi et al., 1999]. Alongside this application, the PMDs also deliver valuable
informations which can be used to characterize polarizing scatterers as molecules in the UV range and
aerosols [Krijger et al., 2005], as well as clouds [Loyola and Ruppert, 1998] at a sub-pixel scale.
Forward 1
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Forward 3
Backscan
40 km
960 km
Scan Direction
(3 x 1.5 sec)
Flight     Direction
Fly–Back
(1.5 sec)
Figure 3.1: Geometry (left) and scan patterns (right) of the ground pixels (GP) sensed by the GOME instrument
aboard ERS-2 (adapted from Slijkhuis and Loyola [2009]). Geolocation parameters at the Earth surface are
recorded for corners and center of GP (points 1 to 5), as well as solar and spacecraft absolute and relative angles.
The same geometry holds for GOME-2 on MetOp-A, with a ﬁner spatial resolution for each GP (80 km × 40 km)
and wider total swath (1920 km), however. GOME-2 has 24 forward and 8 back-scans.
3.2 SCIAMACHY on ENVISAT
The Scanning Imaging Absorption spectrometer for Atmospheric CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) [Bovens-
mann et al., 1999, Burrows et al., 1995], from the greek σκιαμαχια, “ﬁghting shadows", is a passive
grating spectrometer with moderate-resolution imaging capabilities (see Tab. 3.2).
SCIAMACHY was originally proposed already in 1988, in answer to a call for instrumentation to
measure atmospheric composition from space. It was selected by ESA but subsequently descoped to
become GOME aboard ERS-2. Later on, SCIAMACHY was embarked as payload of the ﬁrst european
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Figure 3.2: Incoming Solar Irradiance (dark red curve) and GOME measurement (blue curve) of a cloudy scene
on the 15th May 2001 at 09:39 AM for orbit 31725 and ground pixel 421. Center coordinates: 80.53◦N, 75.99◦E.
Ground surface height 0 km. Solar zenith angle 64.19◦at point B of Figure 3.1. Viewing zenith angle 0◦(nadir
view). Cloud properties: fraction 1, top height 1.84 km, albedo 0.67 and optical thickness 23.81. The almost
spectrally neutral blue curve in the wavelength range 400 – 650 nm reveals the presence of the cloud. The bands
of the strongest absorbing molecules together with the three oxygen bands are labeled accordingly. The Sun and
GOME spectra are multiplied by the cosine of the solar zenith angle and π, respectively. The oxygen A-band is
magniﬁed in the inset.
Polar Orbiting Earth Mission (POEM-1), now known as ENVironmental SATellite (ENVISAT). It was
launched on March 1, 2002, into a sun-synchronized orbit of ≈800 km above the Earth’s surface. It
covers a spectral range from 240 nm to 1750 nm and in chosen windows between 1900 and 2400 nm
it pursues the evaluation of tropospheric and stratospheric trace gases (e.g. O3, NO2, H2O, CO2, CH4,
BrO, HCHO, OClO among others).
As with its predecessor GOME, it senses the Earth in nadir mode with a mirror line-of-sight angle
of ±32◦, westward (forward) and eastward (back) scans. Unlike GOME, SCIAMACHY possesses the
capability of looking at vertical structure of the atmosphere in the so-called limb mode (see Fig. 3.3).
When a measurement in limb mode is recorded, the nadir mode is switched off. This conﬁguration
implies a lack in surface coverage along the orbit track in nadir mode on the one hand (see Fig. 3.4),
but the synergy of both modes can be exploited matching a nadir columnar gas retrieval with the
ensuing limb gas proﬁle on the other. In this way, the subtraction of the stratospheric signal from the
integrated columnar one yields the tropospheric signal only [Beirle et al., 2003, Sierk et al., 2006]. An
identical approach can be employed for clouds, as it will be shown in Section 6.3.4, where limb and
nadir cloud height datasets are intercompared.
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Figure 3.3: SCIAMACHY measurement modes: nadir, limb and nadir/limb matching.
0 3 6 9 12 15 18
[km]
Figure 3.4: Cloud top height retrieved by SACURA on the 2nd May, 2003. The GOME retrievals for the orbit
61628 are plotted as color-coded outlined boxes. The retrievals from SCIAMACHY (orbits 4843 to 4845, right to
left) nadir states are framed in black and superimposed on top of GOME. The blanks with SCIAMACHY nadir states
in between correspond to limb measurements.
3.3 GOME-2 on MetOp-A
In January 1998 the ESA Earth Observation Programme Board the MetOp Programme was started due
to the increasing need of global long-term monitoring of the climate variables. It consists of three space
platforms which are designated to cover the time span from 2006 until 2020 and beyond.
Given the successful long-lived scientiﬁc operation of GOME, its successor was selected as a payload
on the MetOp platforms [Callies et al., 2000] and the ﬁrst satellite MetOp-A was launched on 19th
October 2006. The instrument’s basics resemble the GOME features, however, improvements have been
achieved in the spatial resolution, which now can be varied in footprint size from 5 km × 40 km to
80 km × 40 km. A scan pattern of 24 forward and 8 back-scan adjacent ground pixels implies a total
swath of 1920 km × 40 km, which provides global coverage at the equator in nearly one day.
The polarization monitoring capabilities have been spectrally and spatially ameliorated as well with
the incorporation of double Brewster/pre-disperser prisms. Light is separated into its perpendicular
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and parallel polarized components and measured simultaneously along 12 channels with a nominal
footprint size of 40 km × 5 km and spectral resolution varying from 2.8 nm at 312 nm to 40 nm at 790
nm.
Table 3.1: Overview of the Polarization Measurement Device (PMD) features of the three instruments used in this
study. The spectral resolution ranges span from UV throughout SWIR.
Parameter GOME SCIAMACHY GOME-2
Channel 3 p 6 p 12 s,p
Spectral resolution (nm) 100 – 160 55 – 120 2.8 – 40
Spatial resolution (km2) 40 × 20 30 × 7.5 40 × 5
It has to be noted that the three instruments are lagged among each other. For instance, SCIAMACHY
ﬂies ahead of GOME of ≈ 1
2
hour as does GOME-2 with respect to SCIAMACHY. Thus it is reasonable to
assume that the cloud ﬁelds will be displaced according to the intervening winds and that the three
instruments will hardly sense exactly the same scene. However, if one is interested in mean quantities
of cloud properties, the averaging process (usually carried out on a monthly sampling basis) smooths
short-term spatio-temporal variations and the respective datasets can be compared. Interestingly, Tilstra
and Stammes [2006] have found that the error in absolute radiances, introduced by the change in solar
and azimuth viewing angles caused by the 30-minutes lag between GOME and SCIAMACHY, is 1% in
the wavelength range of 500–800 nm.
3.4 Follow-on instruments
The Sentinel Programme [Berger et al., 2012] encompasses 5 satellites whose payload extends the
spatial and spectral capabilities of former instruments such as MERIS, AATSR, GOME and SCIAMACHY.
The clear advantage is the generation of a consistent dataset of more than 30 years for climate stud-
ies. Speciﬁcally, the Sentinel-5 Precursor (S5-P) single payload is the TROPOspheric Monitoring
Instrument (TROPOMI, Veefkind et al. [2012]). It covers the time gap between the Ozone Monitoring
Instrument (OMI, Levelt et al. [2006a,b]) on EOS Aura, SCIAMACHY and the ensuing Sentinel-5, and,
with a nominal spatial resolution of 7 × 7 km, aims ﬁrstly at the sensing of tropospheric greenhouse
gases and aerosols. From a pixel-based perspective, the high spatial resolution reduces cloud con-
tamination [Krijger et al., 2007] and is of beneﬁt for assessments of anthropogenic emissions from a
local to a regional scale. Moreover, the early afternoon orbit (overpass time 1:30 PM at the equator)
makes feasible a synergistic approach with GOME-2 and the estimation of diurnal cycles of species in
the boundary layers as well as of clouds. Long-term time series can be inferred if one joins OMI and
TROPOMI datasets [Veefkind et al., 2012]. Figure 3.5 displays the spectral ranges of TROPOMI together
with the heritage instruments (GOME, SCIAMACHY and OMI). The main advantage is the inclusion of
a short-wave IR channel (as compared to GOME), from which information on water absorption can
be derived, while the extension to the oxygen A-band provides a better signal-to-noise ratio for cloud
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detection if compared to the weaker O2-O2 band used in OMI [Joiner et al., 2012, Sneep et al., 2008,
Vasilkov et al., 2008].
Figure 3.5: Overview of the spectral coverage by TROPOMI and its forerunners used in this study. The oxygen
A-band spans the range 758–772 nm (dark orange area) (from Veefkind et al. [2012]).
Objectives similar to S5-P have been set for the Greenhouse gases Observing SATellite (GOSAT,
Hamazaki et al. [2004], Kuze et al. [2009]) by the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA).
The aim is the characterization of both carbon dioxide and methane. For this purpose GOSAT comes
equipped with two modules: the Thermal And Near infrared Sensor for carbon Observation - Fourier
Transform Spectrometer (TANSO-FTS) reveals interferograms (i.e., spectra) of backscattered sunlight in
4 different bands (0.76, 1.6, 2 and 5.5 – 14.3 μm) with high resolution (≈ 0.035 nm); with the TANSO
Cloud and Aerosol Imager (TANSO-CAI) one can correct for aerosol and cloud contamination using the
three UV,VIS and SWIR bands. The FTS module collects light around the nadir with an angle sweep of
± 35◦across and ± 20◦along track, which coincide with a nominal footprint of ≈ 5 km, while the CAI
imager provides the cloud mask inside the total swath of ≈ 750 km.
The companion of the GOSAT mission was meant to be the Orbiting Carbon Observatory (OCO,
Crisp et al. [2004], Kuang et al. [2002]) satellite, which was originally designed to infer carbon dioxide
concentrations (but not methane) on a regional scale. The global coverage of GOSAT, together with
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the sensitivity and the ﬁner spatial resolution of OCO, would have helped in assessing anthropogenic
sources and natural sinks. Unfortunately, the OCO platform was lost shortly after launch on 24 February
2009 due to the failed opening of the clam-like spacecraft fairing [Palmer and Rayner, 2009]. However,
the launch of the successor instrument OCO-2 is scheduled by late 2014, being almost identical in
design and performances to the parent one. Due to the complexity of resolving CO2 natural sinks, the
OCO-2 is intended to collect data in three observation modes. The nadir and glint modes sense the
surface with a footprint of 1 km × 1.5 km. Speciﬁcally, the glint mode exploits the enhancements
of atmospheric signals above surfaces (primarily oceans and northern areas where GHG emissions
imbalance climate [Petrenko et al., 2010, Shakhova et al., 2010]), which experience specular reﬂection
of sunlight. The measurements collected in target mode ﬁx on speciﬁc sites, where coregistered
ground-based and airborne data are available for comparisons.
The difﬁculty of measuring the exchange of CO2 ﬂuxes at the surface is tackled with a spectral
resolution of 0.044 nm for the three spectral channels OCO comes equipped with. The surface height
can be derived by the depth of the oxygen absorption at 0.76 μm, while accurate measurements of CO2
are derived from the two IR channels at (1.61 and 2.06 μm). This approach overcomes the limitations
of customary thermal IR sounders, which can not deliver precise measurements close to the surface due
to missing temperature contrast with the atmosphere above. Clearly, the O2 A-band also serves as tool
for discrimination of cloud and aerosol contaminated scenes.
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CHAPTER 4
Theory
4.1 Light scattering theory
The main purpose of this section is the characterization of cloud particle properties when light scatters
upon it. To achieve this, it is necessary to apply a proper theoretical model describing the interaction
between a monochromatic electromagnetic wave and a water droplet. Such a model is known as
Mie scattering theory. In Mie theory the amount of scattered light is dependent on the diameter of
the droplet, on its size compared to the wavelength and on its refractive index. In its most general
description [Bohren and Huffman, 1998, van de Hulst, 1957] the problem of light scattering with a
particle involves the solution of the Maxwell equations where the electric and magnetic susceptibility
 and μ are continuous, that is inside and outside the particle. The discontinuity on the interface
forces us to ﬁx boundary conditions for the electric and magnetic ﬁeld in order to ensure the energy
conservation onto the interface 
Eint − Eext

× dS = 0
Hint − Hext

× dS = 0.
(4.1)
(4.2)
It is possible to ﬁnd the general solutions for the Maxwell equations and boundary constraints
(Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2)) as a linear combination from known solutions. The knowledge of only two
perpendicular polarizations of incident linearly polarized light is enough to deduce the polarization
of the scattered light. In our study of cloud droplets the light is diffused from far distances, thus the
electric ﬁeld is mainly transversal [Kerker, 1969].
Let a traveling wave of electric ﬁeld E scatter onto a particle of arbitrary shape and let E‖ and E⊥
be the respective two ﬁeld components (with respect to an arbitrary plane of reference through the
direction of propagation) of the incident wave (subscript i) and the scattered wave (subscript e). Then
the scattering in any direction is described by four complex amplitude functions S1,2,3,4 and the electric
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ﬁeld E as [Bohren and Huffman, 1998]⎡⎣ E‖,e
E⊥,e
⎤⎦ = eik(R−z)
−ikR
⎡⎣S2 S3
S4 S1
⎤⎦⎡⎣ E‖,i
E⊥,i
⎤⎦ (4.3)
where k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, r the distance from the droplet, z the projection of R on the
propagation direction of the incident wave and λ the wavelength. The description of scattering is then
reduced to the derivation of coefﬁcients Si .
The problem is analytically solvable for a droplet of spherical shape and of any size. Its solution was
found by Gustav Mie [Mie, 1908]. The symmetry of the particle allows the Eq.(4.3) to be simpliﬁed. By
setting S3 = S4 = 0, the electric ﬁeld components E‖,e and E⊥,e, respectively parallel and perpendicular
to the plane of scattering [Bohren and Huffman, 1998], are given by⎡⎣ E‖,e
E⊥,e
⎤⎦ = eik(R−z)
−ikR
⎡⎣S2 0
0 S1
⎤⎦⎡⎣ E‖,i
E⊥,i
⎤⎦ . (4.4)
Here, setting the diagonal terms S3 and S4 to zero expresses the absence of depolarization during the
scattering by the sphere. Considering both the symmetry of the particle and the boundary constraints
at the surface, a spherical coordinate system (r, θ , φ) is appropriate to describe the solution, that can
be decomposed in terms of spherical harmonics.
The observed intensity Ie scattered in the direction (θ , φ) by a sphere, illuminated by the intensity Ii
can be written as
Ie(θ ,φ) =
Ii
k2R2

|S1(θ )|
2 sin2φ + |S2(θ )|
2 cos2φ

(4.5)
where the amplitude functions S1 and S2 can be explicitly calculated with
S1 =
+∞∑
n=1
2n+ 1
n(n+ 1)
(anπn+ bnτn)
S2 =
+∞∑
n=1
2n+ 1
n(n+ 1)
(anτn+ bnπn).
(4.6)
The functions πn(θ ) and τn(θ ) in Eq.(4.6) are computed with the Legendre polynomials Pn(θ )
πn(θ ) =
dPn(θ )
sin(θ )dθ
, τn(θ ) = −
d2Pn(θ )
dθ2
.
Introducing the complex refractive index m and the size parameter x , that describe the ratio between
the particle diameter and the wavelength λ
x =
2πr
λ
(4.7)
the coefﬁcients an and bn can be written, with the aid of the Riccati-Bessel functions ψn(x) and ζn(x),
as [van de Hulst, 1980a]
an =
m ψn(mx) ψ
′
n(x)−ψn(x) ψ
′
n(mx)
m ψn(mx) ζ
′
n(x)− ζn(x) ψ
′
n(mx)
, (4.8)
bn =
ψn(mx) ψ
′
n(x)−m ψn(x) ψ
′
n(mx)
ψn(mx) ζ
′
n(x)−m ζn(x) ψ
′
n(mx)
(4.9)
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ψn(x) = x
i−n
2
∫ 1
0
eix cos(θ ) Pn(θ ) sin(θ ) dθ , (4.10)
ζn(x)≈ (−i)
n+1 eix when x  n2.
The cross-sections C and the efﬁciencies Q for both extinction and scattering can be calculated from
Eq. (4.5). The efﬁciencies Q are deﬁned as the ratio between the cross-sections C and the projection of
the particle geometric area onto the plane perpendicular to the incident beam
Q =
C
πr2
. (4.11)
The speciﬁc Mie efﬁciencies Q can be expressed in terms of the coefﬁcients an and bn as follows
[Bohren and Huffman, 1998]
Qsca =
2π
k2
∞∑
n=1
(2n+ 1)(|an|
2− |cn|
2) (4.12)
Qext =
2
k2r2
∞∑
n=1
(2n+ 1)Re(an+ cn) (4.13)
Qback(θ = π) =
1
k2r2
 ∞∑
n=1
(2n+ 1)(−1)n(an− cn)
2 (4.14)
Once the values for scattering and extinction have been calculated, the efﬁciency factor for absorption
follows as
Qabs =Qext−Qsca. (4.15)
In atmospheric remote sensing the quantities of interest are the phase function p(θ ), the asymmetry
parameter g and the single scattering albedo ω0.
The phase function p(θ) describes the angular conditional scattering probability of a photon striking
upon a droplet, and it can be written as
p(θ ) = 4π
Csca(θ )
Csca
, (4.16)
and, deﬁning the solid angle dΩ = sinθ dθ dφ, the requirement of normalization for p(θ ) implies that∫
4π
p(θ )
dΩ
4π
= 1 (4.17)
and from Eq.(4.6) follows that
p(θ ) = 2π
|S1(θ )|
2+ |S2(θ )|
2
k2Csca
. (4.18)
For practical applications standard routines are available for the calculation of the discrete form of
p(θ ) and they make use of the Legendre polynomials introduced above. It is customary to rewrite p(θ )
in terms of Pn(θ ) as
p(θ ) =
∞∑
n=1
xnPn(cos θ ) (4.19)
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where
xn =
1
2
∫ π
0
p(θ ) Pn(cos θ ) sinθ dθ . (4.20)
Setting the coefﬁcient x1 = 3g, enables to introduce the second quantity of interest: the asymmetry
parameter g. It describes the fraction of backward-to-forward scattered light, assumes values in the
range [-1,1] and differs depending on size and composition of the particle of interest.
The relative amount of scattering involved in the extinction process is called the single scattering
albedo (SSA) ω0 as
ω0 =
Csca
Cext
=
Csca
Csca+ Cabs
= 1−
Cabs
Cext
(4.21)
and, likewise, the photon absorption probability
β = 1−ω0.
In the case that ω0 = 1, the scattering process is called conservative and no absorption in the medium
takes place.
Light propagating through an atmospheric layer of depth z with intensity Ii experiences an attenuation
given by the Beer–Lambert law
I(z) = Ii exp

−
∫ z
0
α(z′) dz′

= Ii exp(−τ) (4.22)
where the quantity α(z) is the extinction coefﬁcient and τ the optical depth.
Extinction can be represented by the sum of two contributions
α(z) = N(z) [Cabs(z) + Csca(z)] = N(z) Cext(z) (4.23)
where, in the above equation, Cabs and Csca are the cross-sections for scattering and absorption
interactions. The above relation is valid for a monodispersing medium, composed of N identical
particles at height z.
In cloud optics one deals with poly-dispersed media and the respective coefﬁcients can be obtained
by integrating the cross-sections w. r. t. the number density size distribution n(r) dr, i.e. the number of
particles per unit volume with radii between r and r + dr
α(z) =
∫ ∞
0
Cext(r, z)n(r, z) dr. (4.24)
For a uniform medium where the extinction is independent of position, τ is just the product of the
extinction coefﬁcient and the path length
τ= α z. (4.25)
Since the inverse of the extinction coefﬁcient is the mean free photon path (MFP), the optical depth is
the dimensionless path length, expressed in terms of free photon paths, and it can be deﬁned as
τ=
z
α−1
=
z
MFP
. (4.26)
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In the case of z  MFP (τ  1), a photon is likely to be either absorbed or scattered before it
traverses the entire path length. This condition is referred to as the optically thick limit. Conversely,
if τ 1, the energy emitted by a differential air volume is neither absorbed nor scattered inside the
same volume, and the condition is referred as the optically thin limit. It could be that a medium is
optically thick for absorption but thin for scattering. This situation arises for values τ  0.1, and a
single scattering event occurs. In this case no probability of multiple scattering has to be accounted for.
This does not hold for high values of optical depth, such as for clouds, snow, fogs and smoke plumes.
The particle number size distribution n(r, z) of Eq.(4.24) has to accordingly be chosen representative of
the droplet population in the medium under study.
4.2 Radiative transfer theory
In oder to deal with radiative processes and to be able to quantitatively address radiative transfer for
remote sensing applications, one describes the radiation ﬁeld traveling through the Earth’s atmosphere.
More precisely, the aim of radiative transfer is to quantify the changes of the intensity vector I which
undergoes extinction due to absorption and scattering processes with molecules and particulate.
Classical texts which summarize the development and the solutions of this task are Chandrasekhar
[1960], Sobolev [1975], van de Hulst [1980b] and Liou [2002]. In these treatises the radiative transfer
theory stems from phenomenological arguments. It has recently been demonstrated that radiative
transfer can be regarded as a corollary of the Maxwell’s equation [Mishchenko, 2008, 2011, and
references cited therein], however in this work the derivation in terms of energy ﬂuxes is employed.
Since we are dealing with remote sensing in the presence of clouds which are highly scattering
layers, one has to extend the underlying theory to incorporate multiple scattering. The mathematical
task becomes demanding, especially if one wants to numerically solve it with an increasing degree of
complexity and bearing on reality. Some assumptions therefore have to be made.
First, the radiation emitted by the Sun enters the atmosphere from a distance, which is very much
greater than the extent of the atmosphere itself.
Second, the lower part of the atmosphere can be approximated by a blackbody radiator. The
troposphere is considered to be in thermal equilibrium because the air density is high enough that
molecular collisions take place faster than each radiative oscillation of the molecules. Therefore,
translational, vibrational, and rotational transitions are in equilibrium themselves. This ensures that
the solar radiation is isotropic, unpolarized and dependent locally only on temperature [Goody and
Yung, 1989] and that Planck’s law applies to each layer of medium.
Third, it is customary to approximate the planetary atmosphere as a sequence of plane-parallel slices
of medium. This approach makes scattering processes and volumetric cloud properties independent of
the horizontal direction. It is a justiﬁed approach in many practical cases because the vertical variations
of the quantity of interest, such as gas concentration, outweigh the horizontal variations.
Finally, clouds are assumed to consist of spherical poly-dispersed water droplets in liquid phase.
This assumption enables the description of single scattering properties of clouds with a given size
distribution and refractive index in the frame of the Lorenz-Mie theory introduced in Sect. 4.1.
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4.2.1 Radiative transfer equation
In Sect. 4.1 the optical properties of individual particles have been introduced. They can be air
molecules, described by Rayleigh scattering theory, or spherical particles, such as cloud droplets or
aerosols, to which the Lorenz-Mie theory applies. With appropriate particle size distributions, surface
and volumetric bulk properties become attainable, given that no optical interaction between particles
takes place. The combination of several air volumes enables the construction of a vertical column in
which light-matter interactions such as scattering, absorption, and extinction are described. This is at
the core of radiative transfer theory and the cornerstone is the radiative transfer equation (RTE).
The origin of RTE dates back in the 19th century. Its development from the simplest form, without po-
larization, until the most recent vectorial formulations are comprehensively summarized by Mishchenko
[2008, and references therein]. Its form in the scalar case is derived here.
The optical depth τ of Eq.(4.22) is deﬁned over height z (the only spatial variable) along a path
perpendicular to the horizontal plane and can be related to the light slant path element ds, deﬁned
with respect to the z-axis, with
ds =
dz
μ
with μ= cosθ . (4.27)
given the observation viewing zenith angle θ . Similarly, μ0 (= cosθ0) is deﬁned for the solar zenith
angle θ0. Given the geometry of the problem in Figure 4.1, let us introduce the RTE for the radiance
ﬁeld I and a plane-parallel atmosphere as
μ
dI(Ω,τ)
dτ
= −I(Ω,τ) +
ω0
4π
∫
Ω
Pˆ(Ω← Ω′)I(Ω′,τ) dΩ′ (4.28)
for all directions Ω′ converging to the solid angle Ω and the phase matrix Pˆ, which reduces to the phase
function of Eq.(4.16) in case that polarization effects are neglected.
Since the total radiation ﬁeld is deﬁned as the sum of the direct solar beam and the diffuse radiation,
one can split I with the following relation
I(Ω) = Id(Ω)+ F δ(Ω− Ω0) (4.29)
where δ is the Dirac δ-function and Ω0 is the direction of the incoming solar radiation ﬁeld F and Id is
the diffuse radiation.
The insertion of Eq.(4.29) in (4.28) enables to write the plane-parallel approximation of the RTE as
a integro-differential equation
μ
dId(Ω,τ)
dτ
= −Id(Ω,τ) +
ω0
4π
∫
Ω
Pˆ(Ω← Ω′) Id(Ω
′,τ) dΩ′
+
ω0
4π
Pˆ(Ω← Ω0) F exp

−
τ
μ0

. (4.30)
where we have the Stokes vector of the incident light ﬂux F .
Likewise, reﬂection R and transmission T functions can be deﬁned in view of Eq.(4.30). These quan-
tities relate the incident light intensity I0 with the measured intensities. In their scalar representation
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reﬂectance. The array size is proportional to the total number of parameter combinations and can
reach 108. Either a polynomial approach [Fischer and Grassl, 1991] or a neural network technique
[Loyola, 2004] can be devised to shrink down the array. As a downside to the LUT approach is a
general inﬂexibility with respect to spectral features of the instrument. New spectral ranges require the
generation of new arrays.
Conversely, a second technique employs analytical approximations of radiative transfer and is referred
to asymptotic theory [Kokhanovsky, 2006, Sobolev, 1975, van de Hulst, 1980b]. It has been found that
analytical equations are accurate approximations of radiative transfer (within ±5% error range for
cloud optical thickness and cloud top altitude, as compared to exact vector calculations [Kokhanovsky,
2003, Kokhanovsky and Nauss, 2006, Kokhanovsky and Rozanov, 2004, Nauss and Kokhanovsky,
2011]), given that clouds are weakly absorbing bodies. This is indeed the case in the visible range such
as for the O2 A-band.
Moreover, in the case of terrestrial water clouds, the optical depth is large enough (typically τ  10)
to allow the third term (the direct illumination) in the right hand side of Eq. (4.30) to vanish and to
enable the description of scattered ﬁelds only in terms of diffuse light.
Still, the applicability of asymptotic theory depends on the prior knowledge of the following quantities:
the asymmetry parameter g, the cloud phase function p(θ ), the droplet size distribution n(r) and the
gas concentration as well as its spectral signature (if inside a gaseous absorption band). Also noteworthy,
in the diffuse light regime, multiple scattering prevails over single scattering whose distinctive features
are averaged out and the dependence of the cloud reﬂection function on p(θ ) decreases substantially.
Overall, asymptotic theory provides a relatively simple physical framework, enabling the derivation
of analytical equations which can be easily adapted to spectral windows other than oxygen A-band
[Kokhanovsky et al., 2003]. Corresponding algorithms, build upon such equations beneﬁt from their
inherent speed and can be used both for operational processing and as ﬁrst-guess solutions within more
complex retrieval techniques. The list of parameterizations used in this work can be found in Appendix
A and has to be read along with the introduction of the forward problem given in Section 4.3.1.
4.2.3 The SCIATRAN radiative transfer code
SCIATRAN is a comprehensive software package developed at the Institute of Environmental Physics of
Bremen and is aimed at the solution of the radiative transfer equation in a inhomogeneous coupled
atmosphere-ocean system. It originates from the precursor GOMETRAN (back in 1994, Rozanov
et al. [1997]), which was designed for the analysis of GOME measurements. At the time of launch
of SCIAMACHY aboard ENVISAT, the software was improved to cover the UV-SWIR spectral range
(240–2400 nm) and included the treatment of polarization, thermal emission and the encapsulation
of molecular line-by-line parameters as well as the correlated-k distribution method [Buchwitz et al.,
2000]. Beside the 1D plane-parallel geometry, the pseudo-spherical [Rozanov et al., 2002] and full-
spherical mode [Rozanov et al., 2005] were added to enable the analysis of limb and solar/lunar
occultation SCIAMACHY measurements.
Among all the features SCIATRAN is equipped with, the following are relevant for the study of
clouds: the surface reﬂection modeling of as Lambertian and bi-directional, the calculation of the four
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Stokes parameters for polarization sensitivity studies, the capability of calculation of monochromatic
radiances at various instrumental spectral sampling and resolutions inside gaseous absorption bands,
and a retrieval module for cloud parameters based on optimal estimation [Rodgers, 2000]. A complete
description of SCIATRAN can be found in [Rozanov et al., 2013].
Historically, for the solution of the radiative transfer equation (4.30) many mathematical techniques
and relative codes have been developed: the matrix operator method, the successive order of scattering
method, the spherical harmonics method, the ﬁnite different method, the Monte Carlo method and the
discrete ordinate method, each with particular strengths and weaknesses. In Lenoble [1985], a detailed
list of RTE solvers is provided, while Emde et al. [2008] survey the ones especially used by the remote
sensing community. All these RTE solvers belong to the family of the quasi-exact solution methods
because they ensure high accuracy of the solution, even if computational speed and storage become an
issue for operational analysis.
In particular, SCIATRAN is buildt upon the discrete ordinate method (DOM). Chandrasekhar [1960]
formalized the earliest foundation of the DOM solver. The starting point is the separation and dis-
cretization of the azimuthal component of the radiance ﬁeld of Eq.(4.30), in terms of an inﬁnite system
of 1st-order ordinary differential equations (the m-th Fourier modes). In practice, such inﬁnite series
have to be truncated after a certain number of terms for a reasonable tradeoff between accuracy and
computational time to be reached.
The azimuthally-averaged radiance component (corresponding to the Fourier mode m = 0) is
subsequently evaluated at discrete directions μi (the so-called streams), which approximate the radiation
ﬁeld along the i-th cosine of the zenith angle μ. This is accomplished with varying Gauss-Legendre
quadrature formulas, which will be chosen to treat arbitrarily anisotropic phase functions of intervening
scatterers (water and ice particles).
Distinctive features of the DOM implementation of SCIATRAN (which resembles the scheme presented
in Siewert [2000]) are the description of the phase matrix with a series of generalized spherical
functions; the analytical solution of both azimuthal integration and system of differential equations; the
δ-m approximation [Wiscombe, 1977] for strongly asymmetric phase functions; and the calculations of
Jacobians of intensity w. r. t. geophysical parameters (the weighting functions).
The procedure explained above is repeated for a sliced inhomogeneous medium, divided in a
discretionary number of sub-layers. Both up- and downwelling radiations are calculated, imposing
continuity of the solution at the borders of each sub-layer.
The main advantages of the DOM technique are that the RTE solution is explicitly derived and that
the computational endeavor for each sub-layer is independent of its optical depth. The high accuracy
provided by DOM can also be used to perform benchmark calculations [Kokhanovsky et al., 2010].
4.2.4 Radiative transfer in the oxygen A-band
From a remote sensing perspective, the measurement of a reﬂection spectrum inside a gaseous absorp-
tion band displays the problem of separating the part of the spectrum modiﬁed by scattering caused
by atmospheric particulate and the part changed by the natural density-dependent variability of the
gas itself. If a cloud or an aerosol layer enters the ﬁeld of view of the instrument, the shape and the
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depth of a gaseous band are changed accordingly. Yet, a scattering layer can be characterized by its
macro- and microphysical properties, whose contributions to the reﬂected spectrum are disguised in
different ways. While this reasoning can be still applied to all gases, the importance of the oxygen
stems from its almost constant volume mixing ratio along the vertical dimension and from the relatively
free-of-interferences absorption A-band, centered at 761 nm.
For these reasons, oxygen can be chosen for evaluation of the surface pressure, that is the pressure of
the gas at the ground height, which serves as calibration reference baseline spectrum under cloud-free
conditions or as a complementary ﬁt window for trace gases retrievals. In this regard, the oxygen
A-band under clear-sky conditions has been exploited to derive a correction factor for absolute radiances
[Dubuisson et al., 2001, van Diedenhoven et al., 2005] or to investigate the sensitivity on XCO2 and
CH4 retrievals from SCIAMACHY measurements [Reuter et al., 2010, Schneising et al., 2008, 2009]
in presence of thin clouds. Recent studies aimed at the retrieval of CO2 and CH4 concentrations from
GOSAT [Butz et al., 2011] and XCO2 from OCO [Connor et al., 2008] make use of the oxygen A-band
as well.
Theoretically, the A-band of molecular oxygen stems from vibrational levels of the electronic transition
b1
∑+
g - X
3
∑+
g (0,0) only through magnetic dipole oscillations, since quantum mechanical selection
rules preclude any electric dipole transition. The angular N and the total angular momentum J dictate
the number of rotational levels. Here J equals the sum of the rotational N and the spin S angular
momenta, respectively.
The symmetry of 16O2 allows only odd values of N , and the ground state X
3
∑+
g is triply degenerated
with levels given by J ′′ = N ′′ − 1, N ′′, N ′′ + 1. The upper state b1
∑+
g consists only of states with
even values of N and N ′ = J ′, given that S = 0. Therefore, the A-band is described by ΔN N ′′ΔJ J ′′
transitions and is made of only four branches: PP, PQ, RQ and RR.
The P-branch starts at 762 nm (13,120 cm−1) and is inversely proportional to J ′ values, decreasing with
the wave number. Conversely, the R-branch is centered at 760,8 nm (13,165 cm−1) and the distance
between set of paired transitions decreases with increasing wave number (see Figure 4.2(a)).
In Figure 4.2(b) the contribution of oxygen backscatter to the total TOA radiance, measured by the
instrument, is plotted as a function of height and wavelength, for a neutral clear atmosphere with a
black underlying surface, at the GOME spectral resolution (adapted from Koppers et al. [1997]). The
brightest the region, the stronger is the oxygen sensitivity to a change in its columnar optical depth, and,
therefore, to the retrieval of atmospheric particulate. On the other hand, the darkest regions around
761 nm and, to a minor extent, 763–764 nm, correspond to layers which are screened out and almost
no photons emerge, which implies a decrease of the backscattering from the surface. This wavelength-
and height-dependent variability of oxygen absorption can be regarded as the baseline, from which a
retrieval algorithm, aiming at the separation of different atmospheric and ground contributions, will be
developed.
However, every retrieval algorithm relies on the accurate reproduction of the complex spectral
behavior of oxygen. High-precision laboratory measurements of the energy levels have lead to the
customary HIgh-resolution TRANsmission molecular absorption database (HITRAN, Rothman et al.
[2009]). The version released in 2008, which is used in this study, is compared to the newly released
line parameter database described in Long et al. [2010, 2011] (hereinafter termed JQSRT).
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Figure 4.2: (a) Intensity of the P- and R-branch of the O2 A-band from HITRAN 2008. (b) Height-resolved O2
contribution to the measured TOA radiance for a neutral clear atmosphere and black surface, at GOME spectral
resolution (adapted from Koppers et al. [1997]).
For this purpose two separate oxygen spectra have been simulated and plotted in Fig. 4.3[1], together
with the residual error δ deﬁned as
δ = 100 ·
IHITRAN− IJQSRT
IHITRAN
(4.34)
From Figure 4.3 a systematic underestimation of HITRAN with respect to JQSRT can be seen. On one
hand, the error is comparable with the radiometric error of the instruments. On the other hand, when
the retrieval is performed, one looks at relative depths of the O2 band with respect at the absolute value
at 758 nm. Therefore HITRAN lines are reshaped with the ESFT coefﬁcients [Buchwitz et al., 2000]
and employed in the operational retrieval.
Table 4.1: SCIATRAN settings for comparison of the oxygen molecular line parameters.
Parameter Value
RTM calculation settings plane-parallel atmosphere, scalar mode,
full multiple scattering
Line absorber treatment line-by-line
Wavelength range, step [nm] 758 – 772, 5 · 10−4
Slit function type boxcar
Slit function FWHM, convolution step [nm] 0.4, 10−4
Surface albedo 0.0
Viewing, solar, azimuth angles [◦] 0.0, 20.0, 0.0
[1]The Long et al. [2010] line parameter set used here doesn’t take into account air- and self-collisional narrowing effects.
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Figure 4.3: Upper panel: O2 A-band line parameters comparison between Rothman et al. [2009] and Long et al.
[2010], at the typical spectral sampling of GOME. Lower panel: relative residuals as deﬁned in Eq. (4.34). No
clouds are assumed in the simulation.
The improvements achieved in radiative transfer modeling and the instruments’ capabilities in
measuring polarization require also a sensitivity study in order to quantify errors in top-of-atmosphere
radiances, if polarization is neglected and the radiative transfer equation (Eq.(4.30)) is solved in the
scalar approximation.
A multi-layered summer midlatitude atmosphere with a one-layered maritime aerosol loading (optical
thickness 0.1 at 765 nm) at height of 4 km has been simulated. Only the error dependence on solar
zenith angle is investigated, because of the nadir downward looking geometry of the instruments,
which sets the viewing angle equal to 0◦. Any dependence on the relative azimuth is here neglected.
Surface albedo has been set to 0 in order to minimize the randomization of light orientation: due to the
lambertian nature of the ground, light striking upon it will be depolarized. The setup of this sensitivity
study is outlined in Table 4.4.
The forward reﬂectances are modeled using the scalar discrete ordinate method (S-DOM), then
using the vector discrete ordinate method (V-DOM), when all four components of the Stokes vector
{I ,Q,U ,V} are computed. The Stokes parameter I is the intensity, while Q and U characterize the
linear polarization of radiation and V the circular polarized light. Note that for atmospheric light the
element V is typically 0. The intensity element Iscalar is compared with the intensity element Ivector,
calculated in the second run.
If polarization effects would show up in the O2 A-band, then one would expect a leaking of photons
from I , that is a change in its absolute value, in favor of the second Stokes component Q, implying
the appearance of linear polarization p, deﬁned as p = −Q
I
. For a Rayleigh atmosphere, this effect is
maximum when |Q| → I and the scattering angle→ 90◦.
Overall, from the bottom plot of Figure 4.4, one can conclude that the residual difference in intensities
between the scalar and the vector calculations remains far below the radiometric uncertainties for all
conﬁgurations. As expected, the smallest residuals are found in proximity of the λ with maximal oxygen
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optical depth. At 761 nm, the radiative characteristics of light are mainly driven by single scattering:
the lowest atmospheric layers are almost screened out by the O2 column above them, which absorbs
and single-scatters the majority of photons back to the instrument, as can be seen in Fig. 4.2(b).
Departing from the line core toward the continuum (at 758 and 772 nm), photons undergo multiple
scattering and penetrate deeper altitudes, where the aerosol layer is placed. Therefore, it is expected
that two different effects come into play: the depolarization induced by both molecular and aerosol
multiple scattering and the redistribution of photons by aerosol as a function of scattering angle (phase
function effect), and, therefore, in function of solar zenith angle[1]. While multiple scattering events
of lower-order (in the azimuth plane φ=0◦, as in this study) can cause a change of sign in δ (Fig.
4.4, lower plot) [Mishchenko et al., 1994], the enhancement of scattering in the sideward direction
explains the increase in absolute I , both in scalar and vector cases (Fig. 4.4, upper plot).
A detailed analysis of intensity and degree of linear polarization can be found in earlier studies
[Stam et al., 1999, 2000], which focused on a cloudless, pure molecular, atmosphere at the GOME-like
spectral resolution. More recently, Natraj et al. [2007] and Boesche et al. [2009] studied the inﬂuence
of surface albedo and aerosol type at the OCO/GOSAT spectral resolution.
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Figure 4.4: Upper plot: reﬂectances in the O2 A-band in Scalar (S-DOM, solid lines) and Vector (V-DOM, dotted
lines) SCIATRAN mode for three different solar zenith angles (10◦ black, 40◦ blue, 70◦ red). Lower plot: relative
residuals between reﬂectances calculated from the Stokes vector I in Scalar (S) and Vector (V ) mode. The error is
deﬁned as δ = 100 · (S − V )/V , for the corresponding solar zenith angle. Wavelength step: 0.1 nm.
Assuming an atmospheric state described by humidity, temperature and pressure, and knowing the
oxygen molecular strength and shape of the monochromatic absorption lines, the task is to relate
the variations of measured radiances in the A-band with the perturbations of the signal caused by
particulate (clouds and aerosols). Clearly, the amount of A-band features that can be reconstructed
[1]In nadir geometry, the scattering (or phase) angle [◦] is deﬁned as 180◦ - solar zenith angle [◦].
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Table 4.2: SCIATRAN settings for comparison of intensities in the oxygen A-band between scalar and vector
discrete ordinate method technique.
Parameter Value
RTM calculation settings Plane-parallel atmosphere, scalar and vector mode,
full multiple scattering
Line absorber treatment exponential sum ﬁtting
Wavelength range and step [nm] 758 – 772, 0.1
Aerosol optical thickness 0.1 at 765 nm
Aerosol type maritime, WMO parameterization1
Surface albedo 0.0
Viewing, solar, azimuth angle [◦] 0.0, {10.0, 40.0, 70.0}, 0.0
Atmospheric state July, 45◦ N
1 Bolle [1986]
depends also on the spectral resolving power of the instrument, which, in turn, dictates the amount of
retrievable informations about the scatterers.
To illustrate this effect, the integrated vertical optical depth of oxygen in the A-band has been
calculated for a midlatitude summer atmosphere at a spectral sampling of 10−4 nm, a value considered
close to the upper limit of line-by-line calculations (see Tab. 4.3 for the RTM parameters). The spectrum
is convoluted with a gaussian slit function for increasing Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) values,
ranging from 10−4 nm throughout 10 nm. Then the maximum and the minimum optical depths across
the band are plotted in Fig. 4.5, together with the nominal resolutions of four instruments of chapter
3 (the GOME label encompasses SCIAMACHY as well as GOME-2, due to their respective similar
resolution).
The curves disclose the amount of absorbed photons which will not reach the instrument, because
the coarser (ﬁner) the spectral resolution, the less (more) attenuation by O2 sunlight will undergo
through the atmosphere. Hence the sensitivity to surface albedo decreases with increasing resolution,
being this effect beneﬁcial to the vertical sounding of multilayered cloud-aerosol systems on one hand
and setting a threshold for the minimum required resolution needed in order to disentangle surface
disturbances on the other hand.
For instance, O’Brien and Mitchell [1992] and Stephens and Heidinger [2000] endorse an instrumental
resolution limit of cm−1 (≈ 0.058 nm) toward the discrimination of surface/atmosphere signals. On
the other hand, Figure 4.5 shows also that the A-band saturates beyond 10−3 nm, setting an upper
limit for the useful amount of informations any spectrally-resolved instrument can provide. As long
as the red curve’s slope differs from zero, the gain in Δnm implies a gain in the information content
concealed in the O2 A-band.
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Figure 4.5: Change in maximum (left axis) and minimum (right axis) columnar optical depth of oxygen in the
A-band as a function of the instrument spectral resolution (FWHM, nm). Slit function modeled as gaussian. No
clouds are assumed.
Table 4.3: SCIATRAN settings for calculation of the columnar total optical depth of oxygen as a function of
instrumental resolving power.
Parameter Value
RTM calculation settings plane-parallel atmosphere, scalar mode,
full multiple scattering
Line absorber treatment line-by-line
Wavelength range, step [nm] 758 – 772, 10−4
Slit function type gaussian
Slit function FWHM, convolution step [nm] {10−4 – 10}, 10−3
Surface albedo 0.0
Viewing, solar, azimuth angle [◦] 0.0, 60.0, 0.0
Atmospheric state July, 55◦ N
4.3 SNGome algorithm
It has been extensively proven that cloud top height can be retrieved from measurements in the oxygen
A-band (758–778 nm) [Fischer and Grassl, 1991, Koelemeijer et al., 2001, Kuji and Nakajima, 2002,
Kuze and Chance, 1994, Rozanov and Kokhanovsky, 2004, Saiedy et al., 1967, Yamamoto and Wark,
1961]. When a cloud is idealized as a perfect reﬂector, every photon striking to the cloud top will be
scattered back and will not be absorbed by O2 molecules within or below the cloud. So the depth of the
absorption line decreases as the cloud altitude increases, because most of the oxygen is located under
the clouds.
In reality, two further aspects must be considered. First, the assumption of a cloud as a Lambertian
diffuser with zero transmittance and ﬁxed plane albedo leads to the underestimation of height, because
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smaller top-of-atmosphere (TOA) reﬂectances in the oxygen absorption band are misinterpreted as
lower cloud layers (ﬁrstly remarked by Saiedy et al. [1967]). Gaseous absorption takes place throughout
a cloud layer and does not stop at the cloud top. This effect has been proven in the context of the
Optical Centroid Pressure (OCP) for OMI retrievals [Joiner et al., 2012, Sneep et al., 2008, Vasilkov
et al., 2008]. Second, it has been shown that the sole retrieval of top height will be biased low if no
attempt is made to account for multiple scattering and its value will be closer to the altitude of the
middle of the cloud [Ferlay et al., 2010].
The SNGome algorithm is based on Semi-Analytical CloUd Retrieval Algorithm (SACURA,
Kokhanovsky et al. [2003], Rozanov and Kokhanovsky [2004]). SACURA was originally developed at
IUP Bremen for the application to SCIAMACHY measurements [Burrows et al., 2011, Gottwald and
Bovensmann, 2010, Kokhanovsky et al., 2011a]. It consists of two parts: a forward semi-analytical
parametrization of the cloud TOA reﬂection function and a numerical minimization for the retrieval.
Extensive description can be found in Kokhanovsky and Nauss [2006], Kokhanovsky and Rozanov
[2004], Kokhanovsky et al. [2003], Rozanov and Kokhanovsky [2004].
4.3.1 The forward problem
The sun-normalized geo-referenced calibrated and degradation-corrected spectral radiances I are
extracted from L0 data with the aid of the GOME Data Processor 4 [Slijkhuis and Loyola, 2009]
and of in-house software for SCIAMACHY and GOME-2. Due to the coarse spatial resolution (i.e.,
320× 40 km2 for GOME, 60× 40 km2 and 80× 40 km2 for SCIAMACHY and GOME-2, respectively),
two corrections are introduced to address the issue of broken cloudiness.
It has been shown [Kokhanovsky et al., 2007a] that, as long as the cloud top height retrieval
incorporates spectral ratios, the horizontal photon transport is of minor importance. Hence, if the cloud
fraction value is known from an independent source, then it is reasonable to scale partially cloudy
scenes to fully cloudy cases with the Independent Pixel Approximation (IPA) [Marshak et al., 1995]
and to calculate the cloud TOA reﬂectance Rcl from
Rmes = c f Rcl+ (1− c f )Rs. (4.35)
The value of cloud fraction c f , deﬁned as the fraction of the ground pixel occupied by a cloud, is
delivered by DLR (Deutsches Zentrum für Luft- und Raumfahrt) in bundle with the GOME radiances
and is based on the analysis of Polarization Measuring Device (PMD) records [Loyola, 2004, Loyola and
Ruppert, 1998] (see Sect. 4.3.3 for details). The clear sky reﬂectance Rs is substituted by a Minimum
Lambert-Equivalent Reﬂectivity (MLER) value taken from the global database Tropospheric Emission
Monitoring Internet Service (TEMIS, Koelemeijer et al. [2003], see Sect. 4.3.3). This climatological
value has been derived from 5.5 years of GOME observations. The TEMIS sub-pixels are co-located (see
equations (1) and (2) in Kokhanovsky et al. [2007c]) and averaged.
Second, the inﬂuence of the surface reﬂection on the top-of-atmosphere reﬂection of the cloudy
scene, assuming that the surface is Lambertian with albedo A, is taken into account with (see equation
(54) in Kokhanovsky et al. [2003])
RTOA = R∞ − t K0(μ)K0(μ0) +
A t2 K0(μ)K0(μ0)
1− A(1− t)
, (4.36)
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where t is the cloud transmissivity, K0(μ) and K0(μ0) are the escape functions, μ and μ0 the cosines
of viewing and solar zenith angles and R∞ the reﬂection function of an inﬁnite layer, respectively.
Arguments in R∞ and RTOA are omitted for simplicity. The escape function can be approximated as
K0(μ) =
3
7
(1+ 2μ) (4.37)
with an accuracy of 2% at μ 0.2 [Kokhanovsky, 2006]. The value of t is related to the cloud optical
thickness (COT) τ via
t =
1
α+ 0.75τ (1− g)
. (4.38)
The asymmetry parameter g depends on the chosen phase function. It is assumed that g = 0.859
(i.e. water clouds, Kokhanovsky [2006]). The parameter α is almost independent of microphysics of
clouds and is set equal to 1.07 [Kokhanovsky, 2006]. The optical thickness τ is then calculated from
the continuum outside the absorption, at wavelength 758 nm, where almost no sensitivity to cloud top
height is expected. Then it follows from equations (4.36) and (4.38)
τ=
1− A− D (β − A) (α− 1)
0.75 D (1− A) (1− g)
, D =
R∞ − RTOA
K0(μ)K0(μ0)
, (4.39)
where β = α
α−1
. This technique, used also in King [1987], applies to clouds with τ > 5.
For the validation of cloud optical thickness, a set of MODIS Terra measurements was ingested and
compared with two other algorithms (ATSK3/JAXA and MOD06/NASA, both based on look-up-tables
approach. Details are given in Nauss et al. [2005]). SACURA retrievals exhibit a slightly higher mean
than MOD06 and ATSK3 (18.5 versus 15.9 and 16.9 respectively) and deviate ±18% on average from
MOD06, with a stability index r2 of 0.99. Since the intercomparison has been performed on the same
measurement set, the arose discrepancies among the algorithms rule out co-registration and scenario
issues and can be tracked down to the different theoretical and algorithmic approaches.
The values of geometrical cloud height h and thickness l are derived from measurements around the
oxygen absorption centered at 761 nm (whose depth as seen in reﬂected light depends also on τ), with
the nominal instrument spectral resolution and sampling (≈ 67 spectral points were used). In this case,
the modeled reﬂectance RTOA is modiﬁed accounting for both gaseous absorption and multiple light
scattering inside and below the cloud and has the following form
RTOA = R0+ T1 Rb T2, (4.40)
where R0 gives the reﬂection function of the part of atmosphere above the cloud in the single scattering
approximation. Both scattering and absorption coefﬁcients for Rayleigh and aerosol scatterers are
considered. The aerosol properties are taken from MODTRAN 2/3-LOWTRAN 7 [Kneizys et al., 1996]
and correspond to a tropospheric model with ground visibility 23 km and boundary layer humidity
70%, while the stratospheric aerosol is the so-called background aerosol [Kneizys et al., 1996].
Rb is the reﬂection function of the cloud-underlying atmosphere system together with surface
contribution, while the multipliers T1,2 are the transmission coefﬁcients from the Sun to a cloud and
from the cloud to a satellite, respectively.
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Figure 4.7: Synthetic cloud reﬂectances in the O2 A-band, at nominal GOME spectral resolution. In each plot,
while three out of four parameters (CTH, COT, CF, SA) are kept constant, one is changed accordingly to the title.
Parameters of the baseline cloud reﬂectance (red curves): CTH 8 km, CBH 7 km, COT 10, CF 1, SA 0.0.
Starting from left, a change in cloud top altitude is seen to impact the line core around 761 nm and
the wing toward 770 nm. As expected, no dependency on cloud top altitude is found in the continuum
outside O2 absorption.
At the contrary, a change in cloud optical thickness (2nd plot from the left) modiﬁes the whole band,
with the highest O2 sensitivity being outside the deep absorption. Moving on to the 3
rd plot, a similar
sensitivity of oxygen is found but to cloud fraction, instead. In fact, this resemblance hampers the
concurrent retrieval of both cloud fraction and cloud optical thickness from a single measurement,
because not enough informations are concealed in the A-band. For instance, a modiﬁcation of the
spectrum for the case of COT 10 and CF 1 (red curves→ blue curves) can be explained either with
a change in COT (10 → 5, CF 1) or in CF (1 → 0.6, COT 10). For this reason, cloud fraction must
be inferred from an independent source, as from PMD measurements (see Sect. 4.3.3), or a different
cloud model must be devised. If cloud optical thickness is ﬁxed, cloud fraction can be retrieved and
the model embodies only effective homogeneous properties of the cloud (see Sect. 5.5.2), which can be
substantially different from the actual ones.
Finally, the far right plot shows the inﬂuence of reﬂection changes of the underlying lambertian
surface. A variation in surface albedo can be captured only if looking at the wing between 762–770
nm. As discussed in Sect. 4.2.4 and portayed in Fig. 4.2(b) and Fig. 4.5, the strong O2 absorption
extinguishes photons before they can reach the ground. Consequently, a change in surface brightness
can not modify the line around 761 nm and the three curves overlap almost perfectly only in this
wavelength range.
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4.3.2 The inverse problem
Review of inverse methods
Generally speaking, in the realm of remote sensing, a unique direct measurement never delivers the
desired parameter. Usually it is a indirect measurement and is typically a function of a variety of solar
and terrestrial parameters. Speciﬁcally, the observed quantity is the amount of radiation transmitted (if
looking upward with a ground-based instrument, Eq. (4.33)) or reﬂected (if looking downwards from
an air- or space-borne perspective, Eq. (4.33)) through the atmosphere as a function of wavelength λ.
The reconstruction of the ﬁnal quantity of interest from the measured signal requires the application of
inverse theory.
The inverse problem consists of recovering the most likely state x of the atmosphere from the remote
measurement y of sensed radiation, given any available knowledge on the dependency of the measured
radiative signal on the atmospheric state (see Figure 4.8). The relation between x and y is given by
y= F(x) (4.42)
in which the functional F embodies the true physical properties of the system and is described by the
forward model. In practice, the looked-for atmospheric parameter is obtained from measurement sets
provided by a real instrument, which samples at different wavelengths and introduces the noise δ, so
that one writes
yδ = y+δ. (4.43)
Therefore one has to deal with radiances integrated over a set of discretized wavelength bins, which
are, in turn, perturbed by instrumental and measurement errors. This consideration gives rise to
instabilities in the inversion of the functional F(x), because very small changes in y (smoothed out
by integration) can be accounted for by large changes in x. This phenomenon leads to a breakdown
of a straightforward inversion and the problem is deemed as ill-posed – that is to say, one single
measurement is compatible with a large number of starting geophysical states, such that no unique
correspondence (solution) can be found.
The concept of ill-posedness (ﬁrstly formalized by Hadamard [1902]) reveals itself in the condition
number of the matrix associated with the system of linear equations emerging from m data and n
wavelengths (in case of multi-spectral measurements). The reconstruction of the solution x has to
be stabilized with regularization. The basic idea of regularization is that, instead of trying to solve
equation (4.42) exactly, one seeks a nearby problem that is uniquely solvable and is robust in the sense
that small errors in the data yδ do not corrupt excessively the approximate solution x.
Clearly the choice of a simpliﬁed, yet accurate, and physically meaningful forward model, which
must be able to reproduce the measurement within the δ error range and the constraints set by the
accessible computing power, is important. It is custom practice to split the atmospheric state vector x
in two parts [Rodgers, 2000]: the ﬁrst component x1 describes the parameter of interest, while the
second one x2 incorporates all those atmospheric model parameters, which the solution depends upon.
Among these parameters, one includes the surface reﬂection, radiometric instrumental parameters
(shift and squeeze, baseline and pointing offsets), spectral convolution parameters, general atmospheric
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state) or the expected value (≡ the weighted value) of the PDF can be chosen as the solution. Such
posterior PDF sets out the degree of conﬁdence about the desired quantity, after the measurement has
been carried out. Equation (4.42) now reads
Y= F(X,E) (4.44)
where the three random variables Y,X and the noise E (with the respective distributions) are related
via the model functional F. This implies that the constraints on the solution xa are now coded as a-priori
probability distribution X. All variables are randomly modeled, and the randomness portrays the degree
of conﬁdence in the realizations. Theoretical considerations and applications can be found in Rodgers
[2000] and Kaipio and Somersalo [2004].
General mathematical aspects of inverse problems are illustrated in the introductory textbook
Groetsch [1993] and Kirsch [1996]. Regularization techniques are discussed in the monograph
Tikhonov and Arsenin [1977] and Engl et al. [1996], while their numerical implementations are
presented in Hansen [1992]. Dedicated to inverse problems for atmospheric remote sensing applications
are the classic Twomey [1977], the standard Rodgers [2000] and the newer Doicu et al. [2010].
SNGome inverse algorithm
The retrieval block of SNGome relies on the minimization between the forward modeled TOA re-
ﬂectances (from Eq. (4.40)) and the reﬂectances observed in the wavelength range 758–772 nm (from
Eq. (4.35)). It is assumed that the reﬂection function R can be expanded in the Taylor series around the
a-priori value of the cloud top height h0
R(h) = R(h0) +
∞∑
i=1
ai(h− h0)
i and ai =
R(i)(h0)
i!
(4.45)
with R(i)(h0) being the ith derivative of R corresponding to cloud top height h0. It was found that
the function R(h) is close to a linear one in a broad interval of the argument change [Rozanov and
Kokhanovsky, 2004]. Therefore, neglecting nonlinear terms in Eq. (4.45), it follows
R(h) = R(h0) + R
′(h0)(h− h0) and R
′(h0) =
dR
dh

h=h0
. (4.46)
Having set the value of h0 equal to 1.0 km, a value typical for low level clouds, the actual cloud top
height h is calculated minimizing the cost function
Δ= ‖Rcl− R(h0)− R
′(h0)(h− h0)‖
2, (4.47)
where Rcl is the reﬂectance, scaled with cloud fraction c f , obtained from equation (4.35).
The retrieval of the pair (h, l) is accomplished writing a vectorial form of the above equation and
performing a two-parameter minimization [Rozanov and Kokhanovsky, 2004]. Tests have shown
that the retrieval is almost insensitive to different start values of h0 and l0. This is due to the fact
that the solution for the two-parameter inverse problem is performed iteratively. In particular, the
following values are set: h0 = 1 km, l0 = 100 m. The value of minimum difference δ(hk, lk) between
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the forward calculated spectrum R and the measured spectrum Rcl is iteratively looked for along the
whole absorption band with the following equation
δ(hk, lk) =
Rcl− R(hk, lk)− ∂ R(hk, lk)
∂ h
· (h− hk)−
∂ R(hk, lk)
∂ l
· (l − lk)
2 (4.48)
where the index k = 0 . . .N is the needed iteration number.
High-frequency oscillations of the oxygen molecular absorption coefﬁcients are accounted for with
the correlated k-distribution [Buchwitz et al., 2000]. They are reproduced adopting the method of the
“exponential sum ﬁtting coefﬁcients”: ﬁve pre-calculated proﬁles of molecular oxygen cross-section
(T-, P- and λ-dependent) are employed, multiplied by tabulated constants, and summed up to give the
convolved wavelength-dependent monochromatic TOA reﬂection function. In this work, the wavelength
step of 0.05 nm is used. The temperature and pressure dependence of molecular absorption coefﬁcients
for a given location of measurements is accounted for using the standard atmosphere model [Brühl and
Crutzen, 1993]. This method enables fast calculations with an accuracy within 2% as compared with
line-by-line calculations.
Clearly, this approach is valid as long as GOME-type spectral speciﬁcations are involved. The increase
of spectral resolution of one order of magnitude (i.e. ≈ 0.04 nm, as for OCO and GOSAT, see Table 3.2)
requires a new parameterization of gaseous absorption. For this purpose a linear-k method is proposed
by Hasekamp and Butz [2008], whose achieved accuracy falls below 0.13% in the O2 A-band.
So far, a method to retrieve cloud optical thickness (Eq. (4.39)) and cloud top height has been
presented. Additionally, the retrieval of cloud geometrical thickness l (see Eq. (4.48)) enables the
calculation of cloud bottom height (CBH). It expresses the transmission of light through a single-layered
cloud. The error analysis for CBH has been reported in Rozanov and Kokhanovsky [2004] and Lelli
et al. [2011] (see Sect. 5.2 and Fig. 5.11), where a black and a moderately bright surface have been
considered.
Finally, the cloud spherical albedo η is calculated with the aid of equation (4.38), taking into account
that t = 1−η, if one neglects absorption processes. The error for η has been estimated smaller than
10% at τ  6 and below 3% at τ  10. The technique has been validated by comparing retrieved
values of η with airborne measurements, showing remarkable agreement [Kokhanovsky et al., 2007b].
Eventually, the algorithm ﬂags each retrieval in ascending order (see Tab. 4.4), depending on the
quality of the simultaneous ﬁts of cloud top and bottom height, given the value of cloud optical thickness
calculated in the continuum outside the band.
Summing up, the strengths of the algorithm are the semi-analytical forward parameterization of the
TOA reﬂectances in the wavelength range of the oxygen A-band - but suitable to the broader range
0.4–2.4μm [Kokhanovsky et al., 2003] - for clouds with τ > 5 and solar zenith angles 75◦, the
inclusion of molecular, aerosol scattering in clear sky condition and multiple scattering inside the cloud.
In this way the common look-up-table approach is avoided and fast, yet accurate, on-the-ﬂy retrievals
become feasible and four cloud parameters can be inferred simultaneously: cloud optical thickness,
spherical albedo, top and bottom altitude.
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Table 4.4: SNGome quality ﬂags.
Value Description
0 No retrieval
1 Only cloud bottom height convergence
2 Only cloud top height convergence
3 Geometrical thickness limit
4 No convergence
5 Cloud top and bottom height convergence
4.3.3 Auxiliary data
Cloud fraction
The cloud fraction is derived from the analysis of the Polarization Measuring Device (PMD) measure-
ments because of their ﬁner spatial resolution and under the assumption that clouds in the visible range
of the spectrum are white objects and their reﬂection is wavelength independent. At the contrary, the
surface is not spectrally neutral. For instance, desert-type surfaces reﬂect more in the infrared range
than in the ultraviolet, while oceans absorb more light in the red than in the blue. Hence it becomes
feasible the discrimination of the signal from a cloud and a cloud-free pixel in the so called color space,
where each PMD delivers the intensity of light in one dedicated red-green-blu (RGB) color band.
This approach has been called the Optical Cloud Recognition Algorithm (OCRA) and has been already
employed in cloud retrievals for GOME [Bargen et al., 2000, Kurosu et al., 1998, 1999, Loyola, 2004,
Loyola and Ruppert, 1998] and SCIAMACHY [Kokhanovsky et al., 2007d, 2011b]. Speciﬁcally, the
normalized PMD reﬂectances in red and green channels (r, g) are calculated with
RPMDi =
RPMDi
μμ0 E0
(4.49)
r =
RPMDIR∑n
i=1 RPMDi
, g =
RPMDVIS∑n
i=1 RPMDi
(4.50)
where μ ,μ0 are the cosines of the solar and viewing angles, E0 the solar irradiance, n is the number of
available PMDs.
The discrimination occurs with a set of thresholds, being the lowest one for cloud-free and the
highest one for cloudy scenes. Lower thresholds are calculated for season and geo-location (x , y) with
a monthly time sampling and the following inequality
‖
−→
r gno_cloud(x , y)−
−→
w ‖≥‖
−→
r gi(x , y)−
−→
w ‖ (4.51)
where −→w is the deﬁned white point in the color space. Eventually, the cloud fraction c f is derived from
a linear interpolation between the lowest (darkest) and the highest (brightest) point in the RGB space
with
c f =
√√√√√ n∑
i=1

Ri − Rno_cloud, i
2
−Oi

︸ ︷︷ ︸
xi
Si . (4.52)
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In the above equation Oi ,Si are empirical weighting coefﬁcients, derived by histogram analysis of
the measurements. The offset factors Oi determine whether the PMD pixels are really cloud free,
whereas the scaling factors Si control the selection of PMD pixels, which represent a fully cloudy
pixel. The former correct PMD signals for misinterpretation of scenes with low cloud fraction and
mitigate inﬂuence of surface reﬂection, while the latter ameliorate the retrieval of cloud fraction for
scenes where macro- (viewing geometry) and micro-physical (effective droplet radius and cloud optical
thickness) effects come into play. The cloud fraction is set equal to 0, if the xi are < 0.
Surface albedo
The surface reﬂectance is a value needed for the correction of atmospheric signal in a cloud-free pixel,
for the retrieval of air mass factors in trace gases analysis [Boersma et al., 2004, Martin et al., 2002,
Richter and Burrows, 2002] and determination of aerosol properties [Seidel and Popp, 2012], as
well as for the account of the photon transfer below a cloud deck, which can impact calculation of
cloud top height. In particular, Koelemeijer et al. [2001] showed that cloud top pressures derived in
the A-band are sensitive up to 150 hPa (≈1.4 km for low level clouds), if an error of 2% in surface
reﬂectance, given small cloud fraction and high surface albedo values. However, they conclude that
the error in cloud top height is minimized if the depth of the O2 A-band is used, because of the strong
absorption, which extinguishes almost all the light reaching the ground (see Fig. 4.2(b) and far right
plot of Fig. 4.7).
In general, two techniques can be employed: in the ﬁrst one, measurements of a ﬁne-grained imager
are used to infer both geometrical cloud fraction and radiances emerging from the underlying surface,
after co-registration with measurements of coarse resolved GOME-like instruments, ﬂying on the same
platform. In the second approach, a long-time dataset of TOA reﬂectance is analyzed to ﬁnd values of
minimal surface reﬂectance in representative climatological time windows.
Example of the ﬁrst method can be found in Kokhanovsky et al. [2009] and Schlundt et al. [2011],
where it is shown that the spectral measurements of the Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer
(MERIS, Bezy et al. [2000]), supplied with a ground footprint of ≈300×300 m2 and degraded
to ≈1×1.2 km2, are far more accurate in delivering the cloud fraction and, therefore, the surface
reﬂectance.
The second concept, employed in this study, makes use of the Minimum Lambert-Equivalent Reﬂectivity
(MLER) concept, with the aid of the MLER database created in the framework of the Tropospheric
Emission Monitoring Internet Service (TEMIS) and described by Koelemeijer et al. [2003]. Previous
studies of GOME [Peeters et al., 2000] and Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS, Herman et al.
[2001]) reﬂectances focused only on the UV range, being topical for the assessment of ozone depletion
and erythemal human exposure. However, UV signals are more prone to degradation than VIS and NIR
signals and therefore deserved more attention. One advantage of the TEMIS database is the extension
of spectral coverage to visible and near-infrared wavelengths, speciﬁcally in the continuum close to the
O2 A-band at 758 nm, therefore spectral consistency with SNGome is guaranteed. The TEMIS database
(see Tab. 4.5) derives the surface albedo after minimization of TOA reﬂectance as measured by GOME
with a forward-calculated look-up-table, in which synthetic reﬂectances are stored (in 1 nm wide bins)
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Figure 4.9: Maps of Minimum-Lambertian Effective Reﬂectances at 758 nm from the TEMIS [Koelemeijer et al.,
2003] database for January, April, July and October, representative of the respective four climatological seasons.
The color scale maximum is set to albedo 60% to highlight the seasonality, especially in the northern hemisphere
over land.
as a function of geometry, atmospheric state and ozone density column. A time-averaging step (on a
monthly basis) ensures that the minimum value of reﬂectance of a 1◦ × 1◦-sized cloud-free cell is found
over the globe. Several post-processing rectiﬁcations have to be introduced to correct for values over
problematic scenes, such as desert [Fournier et al., 2006] or for areas at high latitudes, due to poor
spatial sampling, cloud contamination and missing values. In these cases, surrounding grid cells have
been smeared and translated to adjacent cells. Figure 4.9 display global monthly maps of MLER values
for the four months, characteristic of the respective climatological seasons.
An amelioration of the MLER database from GOME has been presented in Popp et al. [2011], based on
the MERIS albedo map data [Muller, 2006], where the artifact in the GOME-derived dataset stemming
from land-water mismatch over coastlines was overcome.
Table 4.5: TEMIS minimum Lambert-equivalent reﬂectivity database speciﬁcations from Koelemeijer et al. [2003].
Parameter Value
Data time window June 1995 – December 2000
Data aggregation monthly
Spectral bins [nm] 335, 380, 416, 440, 463, 494.5, 555, 610, 670, 758, 772
Spectral resolution [nm] 1
Spatial resolution 1◦ × 1◦(GOME), 0.25◦ × 0.25◦(GOME-2)
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Atmospheric state
The atmosphere is divided into layers. They can be classiﬁed if looking at the temperature proﬁle as
function of altitude. Generally speaking, the temperature declines with height, with the average value
of 6.5◦ C · km−1. This decrease is called environmental lapse rate.
In reality, the situation is more complex and Fig. 4.11(a) displays how temperature proﬁles behave
as function of latitudinal belt and season. The lowest layers exhibit a temperature decrease at a
roughly adiabatic lapse rate (ΔT ≈ -1◦ C/100m or ≈ -0.5◦ C/100m for a dry and saturated air parcel
respectively). Especially at the bottom of the atmosphere the steep lapse rate, which is not stable with
respect to the vertical motion, is counterbalanced by the process of convection, which drives the air
parcel to a mean adiabatic lapse rate. Thus, convection is the primary driver of vertical heat transfer up
to the tropopause (≈ 10-15 km), whose zonal height is plotted in Fig. 4.11(b), as mean value of year
2003 and for a winter and summer month.
In the region above, the stratosphere, the dominant mechanism is radiative transfer instead. For
instance, the increase of temperature higher up to the stratopause (≈ 50 km) is due to the well-known
absorption by ozone, which is an important shield against energetic ultraviolet radiation.
A special role is played by water. Almost all the water present in the atmosphere resides below the
tropopause. The three thermodynamic phases of water (gas, liquid and solid) coexist and each phase
change is associated to a transfer of energy. Energy absorbed by water at one Earth’s location is carried
to another location by blowing winds. In this way, large-scale atmospheric circulation is generated
and energy is transported from the tropics poleward. More than 99% of water in the troposphere is in
gaseous phase. Water vapor undergoes phase changes, especially in the lowest layers. For this reason,
its abundance decreases quickly as function of height, as shown in Fig. 4.10.
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Figure 4.10: Volume mixing ratio proﬁles for three molecular
species for a US standard atmosphere [NASA, 1976].
This does not hold for molecular oxygen (O2)
and carbon dioxide (CO2), which are fairly con-
stant up to 100 km. If the abundance of a partic-
ular molecule is constant and if the molecule is
active in the infrared spectral range, then the emit-
ted radiation at various frequencies enables the
retrieval of the atmospheric temperature proﬁle
from satellite measurements [Liou, 2002, p. 387].
This is the case for both O2 and CO2, which are
well suited for this purpose. Customary regions are
the thermal bands of CO2 at 15μmand 4.3μm,
and the microwave cluster around 62 GHz of O2.
Brieﬂy, the retrieval principle is based on the
assumption that the measured TOA radiances are
function of the temperature proﬁle (i.e. the Jaco-
bians of temperature as function of height, termed
weighting functions) and the Planck’s radiation law.
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Figure 4.11: (a) Atmospheric temperature proﬁles for ﬁve latitudinal belts and winter and summer months [Brühl
and Crutzen, 1993].(b) Zonal tropopause height at 12:00 hour, for winter and summer month of year 2003.
ERA-Interim reanalysis data, produced by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)
[Dee et al., 2011].
Every TOA measurement is just the signal integrated along the atmospheric column. Thus, the
weighting functions represent the a-priori temperature proﬁle, deﬁned as the product of the cross-
section of the gas of interest and its concentration proﬁle (ideally exponentially decreasing). The
analysis of radiances inside and outside the active band allows the sounding of the air column at
different heights, because the wings of a spectral line can sense lower atmospheric layers, whereas, in
the band core, light extinguishes at higher layers, shielding the atmosphere below (see Fig. 4.2(b)).
These considerations are still valid for other spectral regions. As discussed in Section 4.3, a similar
technique is applied at O2 for the retrieval of cloud properties, except that its absorption band in the
near-infrared is used, instead of the emission band placed in the microwave region.
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Topography
For global processing, a merged topography ﬁle is created from the digital elevation model generated by
the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (STRM, U. S. Geological Survey [2000]) together with Global 30
Arc-Second Elevation Dataset (GTOPO30, U. S. Geological Survey [1996]), which serves as completion
for Antarctica. Both datasets are referenced to the World Geodetic System 84 (WSG 84) coordinate
system, whose origin is located at the center of mass of the Earth and the surface is deﬁned on the
ellipsoid with major a and minor b axis of radius 6.378 km and 6.356 km, respectively.
The fundamental sample spacing of 3 arc-seconds in latitude and longitude (≈ 90 m at equator) has
been down-sampled to 0.5 arc-minute in both coordinates (≈ 1 km at equator) with a nominal vertical
accuracy of ±110 m at 90% conﬁdence level. Oceans are masked out (i.e. water elevation equals 0
m), such that height values over land are referenced to the mean sea level. Figure 4.12 illustrate the
general features of the global topography dataset used in this work.
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Figure 4.12: Global relief image of the topography dataset, merged from SRTM [U. S. Geological Survey, 2000]
and GTOPO30 [U. S. Geological Survey, 1996].

CHAPTER 5
Validation of retrievals
This chapter is devoted to the veriﬁcation and validation of cloud properties. In the ﬁrst sections, syn-
thetic datasets have been generated for a comprehensive variety of cloud parameters and measurement
geometrical conﬁgurations. In this way, the limitations of the model, stemming from both theoretical
and algorithmic underlying assumptions, are tested. The remaining sections deal with the comparison
against real independent datasets, inferred either with a similar physical approach of this work, or with
different measurement principles. Such comparisons give insight on the strengths and weaknesses of
each technique with regard to the sensing of certain cloud properties and the range of applicability for
different atmospheric and climatic scenarios.
5.1 Analysis with synthetic datasets
5.1.1 Errors from Lambertian diffuser assumption
An ideally perfect reﬂector, historically deemed as Lambertian diffuser, is characterized by the following
relevant property: the radiant intensity of its surface is proportional to the cosine of the angle between
the surface normal and the observer line-of-sight. This implies that, for every viewing unit solid angle,
the emitted power per projected unit area (i.e. the radiance) is held constant and that light scattering
at the surface is isotropic.
Traditionally, clouds have been modeled as Lambert Equivalent Reﬂectors (LER), especially in
conjunction with algorithms devoted to trace gases vertical column estimation [Burrows et al., 1999,
Koelemeijer et al., 2001, Liu et al., 2004]. Only two cloud parameters are foreseen in such model: the
cloud top altitude and the spherical albedo. However, it has been already acknowledged that the LER
assumption leads to the underestimation of cloud top altitude. The physical reason for this effect lies in
the interpretation of the absorption depth of oxygen. In reality, oxygen absorption does not merely
stop at the top of a cloud. Indeed photons penetrate inside the cloud and, due to multiple scattering,
contribute to the deepening of the A-band. Thus, if the clouds are modeled as Lambertian diffuser, the
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increased depth of oxygen is misclassiﬁed as cloud at a lower height. Moreover, not allowing for light
penetration through the cloud, the processes below, which can be caused by the interaction of aerosol,
atmosphere and surface, become unaccessible and are inherently neglected.
In the literature already Saiedy et al. [1967] explained this bias from the analysis of measurements
taken by astronauts on board the Gemini 5 mission, while proposing the concurrent derivation of cloud
optical thickness and bottom height [Saiedy et al., 1965] for error mitigation. More recently, Vanbauce
et al. [2003] compared cloud top heights, derived with a two-channel algorithm inside the A-band from
POLDER measurements, with ground based radar measurements and attributed the underestimation of
retrieved height to both photon penetration and multiple scattering inside the cloud. Newly, Yang et al.
[2013] devised a technique that makes use of O2 A- and B-band to retrieve cloud top and base height
for optical depths greater than 5.
In order to investigate the errors introduced by neglecting O2 absorption throughout the cloud
volume, TOA reﬂectances of single-layer homogeneous water clouds of 1 km physical extent, for varying
optical thickness (COT) and top heights (CTH) have been generated (details are given in Table 5.1).
Subsequently, top height retrievals are performed with the semi-analytical algorithm of Section 4.3 and
the Optimal Estimation (OE) scheme [Rodgers, 2000] embedded in SCIATRAN (see Section 4.2.3),
for spectral characteristics of GOME-type instruments. In the ﬁrst approach, oxygen absorption is
taken into account (see Eq. 4.41) and optical thickness and spherical albedo (CA) of the cloud are
also computed (Eqs. (4.36) to (4.39)). With the OE technique, it has been assumed that the cloud
is a perfect Lambertian diffuser of ﬁxed cloud albedo 0.8, as operationally deployed in some cloud
retrieval algorithms (see Section 5.5.2, Wang et al. [2008]). The results are plotted in the lower
panel of Fig. 5.1(a), together with the input cloud layers (blue-coded). Fig. 5.1(b) displays the CTH
bias (deﬁned as the true input value minus the retrieved value) with the LER model (black lines) and
asymptotic theory (red lines).
As expected, cloud top altitudes with a LER-based model are always underestimated. In absolute
values, the bias ranges from ≈ −300 m for low clouds to ≈ −850 m for high clouds. The bias
dependency on COT is less pronounced and shows a monotonic decrease, proportional to COT values.
The smallest error is found for optically dense clouds (COT = 100, at any height), for which the
radiative transfer below the cloud deck is almost completely masked.
Such clouds are also the brightest, within the dataset under study. The upper panel of Fig. 5.1(a) shows
COT and CA for the corresponding layers, retrieved with asymptotic theory. It can be seen that the
assumption of CA = 0.8 is appropriate only in case of COT  50. For thinner clouds, the retrieved CA
ranges from 0.53 (COT = 5) to 0.67 (COT = 20). It has to be noted that both CA and COT do not
depend on CTH, since their values are calculated in the continuum outside the O2 absorption band (see
Sect. 4.3.1).
A similar, but more comprehensive, analysis has been presented by Rozanov and Kokhanovsky
[2008], who report a general CTH underestimation of ≈ −750 m with a LER-based model for a single-
layered water cloud, assessed with a retrieval algorithm based on exact radiative transfer computations.
Additionally, they investigated the propagation of such bias into calculation of O3 vertical columns,
as function of cloud top and bottom altitude, cloud optical thickness and layering (single-, two- and
three-layer clouds), solar zenith angle and thermodynamic phase (water or ice). They conclude that the
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Figure 5.1: (a) Lower panel: retrieved CTHs with asymptotic equations and optimal estimation, assuming the
cloud as a Lambertian diffuser of top spherical albedo 0.8. Parameters given in Table 5.1.Cloud geometrical
thickness 1 km, cloud C1 model [Deirmendjian, 1969], effective radius 6μm. (a) Upper panel: retrieved cloud
optical thickness (left y-axis) and cloud albedo (right y-axis) for the optically correspondent clouds. (b) Absolute
error in CTH as function of COT, for asymptotic equations (red curves) and OE with a Lambertian cloud. Dashed
grey lines: thick is 0 km bias, thin is ± 500 m bias.
CTH underestimation grows proportional to the vertical extent and heterogeneity of the cloud system
(up to ≈ −5.7 km for 2 layers and total COT 15, and ≈ −8.1 km for 2 water layers plus one ice layer
above and total COT 17), while the error in ozone concentration (in D.U.) can reach 3.1%.
5.1.2 Errors from surface model assumption
In this section to be assessed is the impact on the accuracy of retrieved cloud parameters if the surface
contribution to the TOA reﬂectances is accounted for using a Bidirectional Reﬂection Distribution
Function (BRDF) model instead of a climatological Lambertian Effective Reﬂectivity (LER) model. Since
SACURA makes use of the GOME LER from Koelemeijer et al. [2003], the error assessment is carried
out in the following way:
- ﬁve ground pixels are selected, which are believed to be representative of typical surface reﬂectiv-
ity, season, geo-location and viewing geometry (see Tab. 5.2 for details);
- for each ground pixel the surface reﬂectance is calculated with two different models: LER
Koelemeijer et al. [2003] and BRDF (see below);
- for each ground pixel and for each surface model, two sets of TOA cloud reﬂectances are
generated with SCIATRAN in scalar approximation. The ﬁrst set is computed with the underlying
LER surface of the previous step, while the second set employs a BRDF-based surface model;
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Table 5.1: SCIATRAN settings and cloud scenarios for the error budget calculation of Fig. 5.1 with a LER-based
cloud model and the cloud model used in this work, based on asymptotic theory.
Parameter Value
RTM calculation settings plane-parallel atmosphere, scalar mode,
full multiple scattering
Rayleigh cross-section1 4.513e-27
depolarization 0.0281
optical thickness 0.09565
Line absorber treatment Exponential sum-ﬁtting coefﬁcients
Trace gases in forward model O2, H2O
Wavelength range, step [nm] 758 – 772, 0.2
Slit function type gaussian
FWHM, convolution step [nm] 0.4, 5 · 10−3
Atmospheric state July, 55◦ N
Surface albedo 0.0
Viewing, solar, azimuth angles [◦] 0.0, 55.0, 0.0
Cloud optical thickness 5, 10, 20, 50, 100
top height [km] 1, 3, 5, 9
model C1 model2
droplet effective radius [μm] 6
water path [g/m2] 37.697
phase function Mie
1 Bates [1984] 2 Deirmendjian [1969]
- the retrieval algorithm is run ingesting reﬂectances from each set and results are compared.
While the errors with the LER reﬂectances can be associated with errors in the computation of the
LER-based surface model, the misﬁts arising from the analysis of BRDF reﬂectances will reveal the
inﬂuence of the angular variation of the surface-reﬂected light on the retrieved CTH and COT values.
The conceptual assumption of this exercise is that BRDF-surface model bears on reality more than a
LER-surface model does. Since the analysis of the following results is based on the monitoring of the
error spread between LER-based retrievals and BRDF-based retrievals, for those cases where the errors
behave similarly the improvements brought along by BRDF are negligible. Conversely, the cases where
the errors depart the most, beneﬁts can be obtained with the use of BRDF surface model.
The employed BRDF model is the surface reﬂectance DAtabase for ESA’s earth observation Missions
(ADAM, NOVELTIS [2012]) and ﬁve ground pixels from the SCIAMACHY year 2005 are selected. The
pixels are termed as mixed (half over land and half over water), water (remote Paciﬁc), land desert
(western Sahara), land tropical rainforest (vegetation, central Amazonia) and snow (Greenland).
The setup of the sensitivity study comprises 3 cloud layers, with top height 2 km (low-level cloud), 4
km (mid-level) and 9 km (high-level) for 3 different optical thicknesses (10, 20 and 50). It has been
assumed a single-layered water cloud of geometrical thickness 1 km, with droplets described by an
effective radius of 6μm and the modiﬁed Gamma size distribution of Eq.(5.1). The representation of
the phase function follows the Mie theory. Since ADAM BRDF is calculated with 16 discretized Gauss
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Table 5.2: Overview of selected ground pixels for comparison of the errors introduced in CTH and COT retrieval,
if a LER-based surface reﬂection model is preferred to a BRDF-based model.
Scene Location Lat - Lon center Month LER SZA[◦] VZA[◦]
mixed California 28.8◦N - 111.89◦W Jul 0.121 26.95 22.59
water remote Paciﬁc 2.28◦S - 116.66◦W Jul 0.036 39.87 5.34
snow Greenland 68.64◦N - 51.54◦W Apr 0.301 57.91 6.41
land desert west Sahara 19.01◦N - 10.04◦W Aug 0.171 29.00 18.24
land tropical rainforest central Amazonia 1.14◦S - 57.13◦W Nov 0.092 32.29 16.13
angles, the cloud reﬂectances must be computed accordingly, that is with the same number of streams.
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Figure 5.2: Absolute error (km) in CTH with underlying LER (top row) and BRDF (bottom row) and ﬁve scenarios
of Table 5.2. From left to right, COT varies from 10 to 50.
Figure 5.2 shows the absolute error (km) in cloud top height. Unless for the desert and the snow
cases, the biases between LER and BRDF exhibit a similar spread. In the LER case, the bias ranges from
negative to positive, following the absolute surface albedo values. The brighter the surface, the more
photons are backscattered, so that the changing wings of the A-band around wavelength 761 nm are
interpreted as higher clouds (see Fig. 4.7). This effect is mitigated as function of COT (from left to right
columns): the error range of ±2 km shrinks down to ±0.5 km. For both snow and desert cases, the
biases (see Fig. 5.2, bottom right) become positive in proximity of mid-level clouds. This effect is due to
the analytical nature of the asymptotic equations and compensation of the error takes place.
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Figure 5.3: Relative error in COT with underlying LER (top row) and BRDF (bottom row) and ﬁve scenarios of
Table 5.2. From left to right, CTH varies from 2 to 9 km.
The plots in Figure 5.3 show that COT retrieval is comprised in an error range of ≈ 1% for almost
all cases, except for BRDF-based snow. The values are out of scale, so it is preferred to display them
separately in Figure 5.4. It is also clear that the accuracy in the retrieved COT does not depend on CTH,
because COT is inferred from wavelength 758 nm, outside the O2 absorption band.
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Figure 5.4: As in Figure 5.3 but for the snow case only.
It can be concluded that, for almost all investigated scenes, the LER-based surface albedo does not
introduce crucial differences, if the BRDF-based surface model is not employed. Among these cases,
there are water and vegetation scenarios. For the other scenes (mixed, desert and snow) LER and BRDF
display differences for thin and low-level clouds. In particular, while COT retrieval relative errors reveal
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a substantial stability, CTH retrieved values are more affected.
From a global operational perspective when statistics of cloud properties are collected, computational
time can be an issue. Given water and vegetation global abundances and global mean COT of ≈20,
global mean CTH between 3 and 6 km [Lelli et al., 2012b, Loyola et al., 2010], it can be concluded
that the introduction of angle-dependent surface model should not signiﬁcantly impact the derived
cloud products. However, the advantage of a BRDF model can be appreciated over selected problematic
scenes, such as snow and desert regions, when comparative studies on a pixel basis are carried out
among different platforms. Additionally, errors arising from almost-grazing sun illumination geometries
(occurring at high latitudes) can be mitigated by the usage of BRDF-based surface models.
It has to be noted, however, that any required accuracy in cloud remote sensing relies on the approach
deployed in the algorithm and on the spectral sensitivity of the instrument. Different spectral, spatial
coverages and resolutions make feasible the capture of different cloud property ranges, which can mask
the beneﬁt of the BRDF usage.
5.1.3 Sensitivity to viewing geometry
The objective of this section is to ﬁnd the optimal geometrical conﬁgurations for cloud top height
retrieval, given the actual orbital and viewing parameters of the instruments used in this work. For
this purpose, the algorithm introduced in Sect. 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 took part in the ESA Cloud CCI Project
(http://www.esa-cloud-cci.org/). Within this framework study, several cloud retrieval algorithms
have been intercompared [Kokhanovsky et al., 2012] and their sensitivity to various geometry scenarios
and surface albedo has been assessed. Synthetic top-of-atmosphere reﬂectances have been simulated
using the radiative transfer software package SCIATRAN [Rozanov et al., 2013] in scalar approximation.
The cases differed by the cloud bottom height (CBH), cloud top height (CTH), which has been varied
in the range [2,12] km, and cloud optical thickness (COT), which changes in the range [1,100], but only
at ﬁxed CTH 6 km. Given the mean effective radius μ = 6 μmand a0 = 4 μm, it was assumed that the
cloud droplet size distribution f (a) can be described by a modiﬁed Gamma function as [Kokhanovsky,
2006, p. 6]
f (a) = B aμ exp
μ a
a0

. (5.1)
The calculations have been performed at the solar zenith angle and viewing zenith angle in range
[0◦–75◦], at the three relative azimuths (RAA) 0◦, 90◦and 180◦. The underlying surface was either
black (SA = 0) or moderately bright (SA = 0.4). The O2 A-band was reproduced with a sampling step
of 0.2 nm, for a summer season and a typical atmospheric state of latitude 55◦N. The monochromatic
radiance has been convoluted with a gaussian slit function of Full Width Half Maximum 0.35 nm,
using the exponential sum ﬁtting coefﬁcient method [Buchwitz et al., 2000]. It was assumed that
absorption by both ozone and water vapor takes place in atmosphere. Rayleigh scattering was taken
into account using the parameterization presented in Bates [1984]. The scattering and absorption of
light by particulate matter suspended in atmosphere was neglected.
In the context of a plane-parallel atmosphere, it holds [Chandrasekhar, 1960]
μ0 I(μ,φ,τ) F(μ,φ) = μ I
′(μ0,φ0,τ) F
′(μ0,φ0) (5.2)
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Figure 5.5: Scatterplots of cloud top height retrievals versus synthetic input cloud top height for solar zenith (top
row) and relative azimuth angles (bottom row). Black and moderately bright underlying surface from left to right.
Cloud optical thickness was ﬁxed at 10. Due to the reciprocity principle (Eq. (5.2)), the dependence on viewing
zenith angle resembles the solar zenith angle and is not shown.
where I(μ,φ) is the upwelling radiance in direction (μ,φ), F(μ0,φ0) the downwelling solar irradiance
in direction (μ0,φ0) and τ is a quantity, which describes the optical depth of the sensed scene. μ,μ0
are the cosine of viewing θ and solar zenith θ0 angle, while φ is the relative azimuth angle.
The prime symbol expresses the time lag at which two different measurements should be taken. Since
F is approximated to be constant and cancels out, Eq. (5.2) indicates that the same radiance is observed
if μ and μ0 are interchanged and average quantities are sensed [Di Girolamo et al., 1998]. Equation
(5.2) is termed the reciprocity principle.
Thus, in the following, the errors are presented only as function of θ , φ, scattering angle ξ and cloud
optical thickness τ. Given any geometry, the scattering angle ξ is calculated with
ξ= arccos(− cos(θ ) cos(θ0) + sin(θ ) sin(θ0) cos(φ)). (5.3)
Focusing on cloud top height, Fig. 5.5 shows scatterplots of input CTH versus retrieved CTH, as function
of underlying surface albedo, θ (top row) and φ (bottom row). A substantial stability for almost all
θ is seen for clouds from 2 km to 12 km over a black surface (left column). Bright surfaces (right
column) determine a wider spread about the exact result line, being the amplitude of the scatter
proportional to cloud altitude. While the φ dependence is negligible (lower left), CTH is almost
exclusively underestimated for θ = 75◦.
The absolute error in cloud top height, deﬁned as Δ = input CTH − retrieved CTH, is plotted in
Fig. 5.6 as function of scattering angle, cloud optical thickness and brightness of the ground. Despite
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Figure 5.6: Absolute error in cloud top height as function of cloud optical thickness and scattering angle. Black
(top row) and moderately bright surface (bottom row) are assumed.
the nominal lower limit of 5 for COT retrieval, the top right plot shows that the asymptotic theory
introduces a CTH bias of ± 1 km for clouds optically thick 3. Speciﬁcally, enhanced ground reﬂection
(bottom right plot) is interpreted as a lower cloud and the bias is negative, while for black surface the
bias is only positive.
Nauss and Kokhanovsky [2011] already reported a lower limit of COT 4 (being the COT relative error
smaller than 20%), when (almost) the same analytical approximate framework is applied to MODIS
product (MOD01/MOD03 raw data and compared with MOD06 collection, Platnick et al. [2003]).
The only difference between the implementation of asymptotic theory between this work and Nauss
and Kokhanovsky [2011] is the calculation of the single scattering albedo ω0 of Eq. (4.41) and the
escape function K0 of Eq. (4.36) (see also Appendix A) for absorbing and non-absorbing wavelengths
as well as for water- and ice-phase clouds. The excellent agreement with MODIS COT retrievals shown
in Nauss and Kokhanovsky [2011] underlines the suitability of the asymptotic theory for the analysis of
measurements from highly spatial resolved instruments, such as TROPOMI/S5-p or OCO-2.
Plotting the absolute error in cloud top height Δ as function of viewing and solar zenith angle (see
Fig. 5.7), at ﬁxed relative azimuth 0◦, one can notice that, due to the reciprocity principle of Eq. (5.2),
the errors at ﬁxed SZA and various VZA have the same patterns of those with ﬁxed VZA and varying
SZA. The task is to assess the error introduced by the model, given the instrumental observational
geometries and the seasonal illumination conditions.
The GOME-type spectrometers used in this study have a nominal viewing angle at the spacecraft
of ±32◦. In addition, Fig. 5.8 shows seasonal illumination conditions expressed by solar zenith angle
values, for a boreal winter (left) and summer (right) season. Consistently, the tropics are the most
irradiated belt, with SZA in the range [25◦, 50◦]. The Sun position for the mid-latitudes ranges between
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Figure 5.7: Absolute error in cloud top height as function of solar zenith and viewing zenith angle. Relative
azimuth 0◦. Cloud optical thickness 10. Surface albedo 0.0 (top row) and 0.4 (bottom row). The blank in the
upper right stands for no retrieval. Note that top and bottom rows differ in range.
40◦and 65◦in both hemispheres. Solar illumination at the horizon (SZA >70◦) is found only at high
latitudes (> 65◦ S in summer and >65◦ N in winter months).
Through comparison of Fig. 5.7 with Fig. 5.8, it is possible to deduce the expected modeling error.
Cloud top altitude will be solely overestimated of about [0, 500] m at all levels (low-, mid- and high
clouds) over the oceans (whose albedo is practically 0), at almost all latitudes. Over bright surfaces
(albedo 0.4), low- and mid-level clouds will be overestimated up to 1 km, while the bias for high clouds
exceeds 2 km for all geometries. Conversely, clouds sensed at high latitudes (depending on the season),
will be placed at lower heights. The underestimation of cloud top altitude amounts to [−500, 0] m
for black surface at all levels, and low-level clouds over bright ground. Enhanced light path through
the atmosphere and reﬂection by the surface deepen the O2 A-band, especially in the spectral regions
outside the line core at 761 nm (see Fig. 4.2(b) and Fig. 4.7). For these reasons, clouds are placed by
the algorithm at lower altitudes.
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Figure 5.8: Seasonal variation of solar zenith angle for a summer and winter boreal season.
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5.1.4 Sensitivity to spectral resolution
In Section 3.4 future missions for atmospheric monitoring have been outlined. The main purpose of new
instruments, such as GOSAT and OCO, is the retrieval of CO2 concentrations. They are also designed to
cover the O2 A-band for cloud/aerosol discrimination and calibration purposes. Their main feature is
an increased spectral resolution of 1 order of magnitude as compared to GOME-type spectrometers.
To be investigated here is the spectral sensitivity with respect to cloud top height retrieval in the O2
A-band using the asymptotic theory as implemented for this work.
The reﬂection function of a single-layered cloud, of geometrical thickness 1 km and optical thickness
10, in nadir view with solar zenith angle 60◦and relative azimuth 0◦, is calculated for three different
heights (2 km, 5 km, 9 km). The underlying surface is assumed black. The following four instruments
are considered: GOME, SCIAMACHY, GOSAT and OCO (see Table 3.2 for their spectral properties). The
TOA cloud reﬂectances are calculated according to their FWHM values. The “exponential sum ﬁtting
coefﬁcients" [Buchwitz et al., 2000] is employed for SCIAMACHY and GOME, whereas line-by-line
calculations are performed for GOSAT and OCO.
Fig. 5.9 shows the absolute error in cloud top height (deﬁned as retrieved CTH − input CTH) as
function of input cloud top height. A gain in accuracy of ≈200 m can be achieved. Without any claim of
completeness, this exercise shows that cloud and aerosol retrieval (see Section 6.3.3) with asymptotic
theory can beneﬁt from high spectrally resolved radiances.
Moreover, improving the spatial and spectral resolutions of new generation instruments increases
the need of computational effort and data storage. Analytical equations can deliver accurate cloud
parameters and provide ﬁrst guesses of the O2 A-band, owing to their inherent speed. If a CO2 retrieval
algorithm is based on a optimal estimation approach, the ﬁtting procedure can proﬁt from the a-priori
spectrum generated for oxygen and some constraints can be lifted. As a result, the information content
concealed in the TOA radiances can be augmented.
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Figure 5.9: Cloud top height absolute error for low (2 km), mid (5 km) and high (9 km) clouds for four different
instruments. Spectral resolution (nm) in the O2 A-band: GOME 0.38, SCIAMACHY 0.44, GOSAT 0.035, OCO
0.044.
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5.2 Single-layered clouds
The theoretical error investigation has been carried out generating forward spectra with the radiative
transfer software package SCIATRAN (v. 3.1, Rozanov et al. [2013]) in the Scalar Discrete Ordinate
Method (S-DOM) mode. This is because polarization effect play a very little role in the O2 A-band (see
Fig. 4.4). The calculated reﬂectances are then ingested in SNGome.
In the ﬁrst case study, a single layered water cloud of ﬁxed geometrical thickness 1 km and optical
thickness in the range [5–50] has been moved in the height range [2–16] km. The phase function of
water particles (of effective radius 6μmand Deirmendjian’s cloud C1 droplet distribution [Deirmendjian,
1969]) is assumed to be the same throughout the cloud. The underlying surface has been assumed
black (albedo 0) and moderately bright (albedo 0.2). The solar zenith angle has been set equal to
60◦and viewing zenith angle equal to 0◦.
The absolute error of the retrieved top altitude, deﬁned as
Δ= CTHretrieved−CTHinput
is shown in Figure 5.10. The error is in the expected value range (±0.5 km), in line with previous
ﬁndings [Rozanov and Kokhanovsky, 2004], where the authors already pointed out the decreased
sensitivity to oxygen absorption for high and thin clouds. However, such clouds cannot be detected
anyway by GOME-type instruments, due to their large footprint, as reported in Rozanov et al. [2006].
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Figure 5.10: The absolute error in cloud top height retrieval. Cloud fraction equals 1. Input parameters: water
cloud, cloud geometrical thickness 1 km, droplet effective radius of 6 μm, gamma particle distribution. Geometry:
solar zenith angle 60◦and nadir view (from Lelli et al. [2011])
The comparison of the two plots of Fig. 5.10 reveals also the impact of surface reﬂection on CTH. For
a bright surface (right plot) one sees a CTH underestimation for low clouds. Photons bounce back into
the atmosphere, once hitting the surface, and oxygen absorption is enhanced. As a consequence, the
A-band deepens and is interpreted as a cloud at lower altitude. Interestingly, almost no dependence of
CTH on cloud optical thickness is observable.
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The cloud model employed here requires cloud top and bottom heights to be reciprocally linked
by the given optical thickness. Thus it is expected that the errors in the retrieved parameters are
symmetric. The CBH is not simply an error sink, but is a parameter looked for, taking into account
light transmission through the cloud layer. In Lelli et al. [2011] a sensitivity study has been presented,
derived from the same dataset used for Fig. 5.10).
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Figure 5.11: The absolute error in cloud bottom height retrieval. Cloud fraction equals 1. Input parameters: water
cloud, cloud geometrical thickness 1 km, droplet effective radius of 6 μm, gamma particle distribution. Geometry:
solar zenith angle 60◦and nadir view (from Lelli et al. [2011]).
Moreover, GOME and GOME-2 are UV-VIS instruments, lacking spectral coverage in the short-wave IR.
This limitation implies the lack of information on the cloud phase function for the retrievals beforehand,
because only very weak absorption by condensed water takes place in UV-VIS, hence no cloud particle
size can be inferred. For this reason errors are introduced because the phase function can be only
guessed and solar illumination geometry varies appreciably.
Yet, in order to test the algorithm under realistic operational conditions, the choice has been to
maintain a slight difference between the asymmetry parameters g in equation (4.38) used in the
forward (g = 0.846) and inverse (g = 0.859) problem. This effect is depicted in the cloud optical
thickness retrieval, whose relative error is shown in Figure 5.12. Given the geometry of the experiment,
a solar zenith angle of 38◦ corresponds to a scattering angle of 142◦. Referring to Kokhanovsky [2006,
Fig. 37, p. 152], we are in the region of rainbow. An analytical error propagation study for a single
spectral channel has been presented earlier by King [1987] and Kokhanovsky et al. [2003]. For values
of solar zenith angles → 90◦, τ will be overestimated as a consequence of the increased light-path
through the atmosphere, which weakens the assumption of the plane parallel geometry of our approach.
In Figure 5.13 the impact of bow regions is less evident. This error mitigation is due to the fact that
only reﬂectances normalized to the average value of these functions outside the band (at λ = 758 nm)
are ingested in the algorithm and that the retrieval itself is performed along the oxygen absorption
band using 67 spectral points.
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Figure 5.12: Relative error (%) in cloud optical thickness retrieval as function of surface albedo and solar zenith
angle. Input parameters: COT 20, CTH 5 km, geometrical thickness 1 km (from Lelli et al. [2012b]).
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Figure 5.13: The absolute error in cloud top height as a function of solar zenith angle in nadir view. Cloud fraction
equals 1. Input parameters: water cloud, cloud geometrical thickness 1 km, optical thickness 10, droplet effective
radius of 6 μm, gamma particle distribution (from Lelli et al. [2012b]).
5.3 Double-layered clouds
As a matter of fact, GOME-type instruments, due to their coarse spatial resolution, sense more hetero-
geneous clouds than ﬁne-resolved instruments. Therefore, one has to address the issue of multi-layer
clouds. Synthetic tests have been run for a two-layer system with a lower water cloud of COT = 10,
CBH = 3 km and CTH = 4 km. In the ﬁrst case (Fig. 5.14(a)), the upper water layer was ﬁxed at
heights 13-15 km; in the second case (Fig. 5.14(b)), an ice cloud was simulated with a fractal crystal
model [Kokhanovsky, 2006] of 50μmside length and placed at 13-15 km as well. This height value has
been chosen from the CALIPSO dataset [Sassen et al., 2008]. The solar zenith angle was set equal to
30◦, consistent with tropical latitudes. With increasing optical thickness of the upper layer, the curves
show the cloud bottom (red curve) and top (blue curve) height retrieved values of the lower layer. The
lower panel shows the total COT retrieved for both layers.
Inspecting the retrieval ﬂags (see Tab. 4.4 for their meaning), one notices that the operational limit of
geometrical thickness (11 km) is met at COTwater = 4 and COTice = 2 of the upper layer. Beyond that
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value, CTH and CBH are constrained and all successive retrievals are ﬂagged 3. Given that our model
assumes single-layered clouds, we would then reject retrievals ﬂagged 3, above a limit height of 5 km.
When looking at the right plot, the presence of an ice layer does not hinder the retrieval. However
we are not able, at the present stage, to discriminate the thermodynamic phase, due to the lack of
spectral coverage in the infrared by GOME. Besides, we do not process L1 reﬂectances lower than 0.15,
therefore cirrus clouds are excluded and the algorithm is not triggered. Therefore only low-level ice
clouds are present in the retrievals. In the single-layer approximation, we expect a stronger sideward
scattering for an ice cloud as compared to a water cloud, due to the irregular shape of ice crystals, as
compared to water droplets, which imply a ﬂatter phase function for this geometry. An increase in the
reﬂection function in the oxygen A-band in the sideward direction is therefore expected, which means
an overestimation of CTH. This effect can be seen comparing the two plots. The retrieved CTH curve is
steeper in the ice case scenario than in the water one.
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Figure 5.14: Retrieval of CTH (blue curves), CBH (red curves) and COT (lower panels) for a double-layer system
with two different overlaying clouds. Input parameters: solar zenith angle 30◦, nadir view, black underlying surface.
Water layers parameters (upper panel): COT 10 (lower layer), cloud C1 model [Deirmendjian, 1969], effective
radius 6μm. Upper ice layer parameters (lower panels): crystal fractal model, 50μmside length [Kokhanovsky,
2006] (from Lelli et al. [2012b]).
5.4 Comparison with ground-based measurements
In order to test the soundness of SNGome cloud top heights retrievals, we compare the results with
ground-based measurements and with two different and independent space-based algorithms. The
ground-based data are collected at three different several Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM)
climate research facilities [Clothiaux et al., 2000] and at the Chilbolton Facility for Atmospheric
and Radio Research (CFARR). The satellite-based retrievals come from the GRAPE [Poulsen et al.,
2011, Sayer et al., 2011] dataset made freely available via the British Atmospheric Data Center
(http://badc.nerc.ac.uk/data/grape/) and from the Retrieval of Cloud Information using Neural
Network (ROCINN, Loyola et al. [2007]) dataset, operationally deployed by DLR. The basic idea behind
this comparison is to gain insight on the strength and weakness of each technique. They rely on three
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Table 5.3: Location of the radar facilities with elevation above mean sea level and number of matches for deep
and shallow clouds.
Site Latitude Longitude Elevation, m Matches (deep/shallow)
Chibolton 51.145◦ N 1.437◦W 90 9/2
SGP (Central) 36.605◦ N 97.485◦W 320 28/9
NSA (Barrow) 71.323◦ N 156.616◦W 8 12/1
TWP (Nauru) 0.521◦ S 166.616◦ E 7.1 2/3
different physical principles: the ARM data are based on active measurements of a millimeter-wave
cloud radar, the GRAPE data on the passive thermal measurements of ATSR-2 instead, while the
ROCINN data are based on the O2 A-band technique in the framework of the neural network approach.
Clearly different parts of the cloud are sensed and the inter-comparison is not straightforward.
The Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR-2)[Stricker et al., 1995] is a dual-view sounder onboard
the ESA ERS-2 space platform, being the natural choice for comparison with GOME, since no temporal
lag between the two instruments and the same cloud scene is assumed. Even so, the limited across-nadir
swath (≈ 500 km) of the ATSR-2 reduces the number of co-registered retrievals of SNGome, resulting
in a decreased spatial coverage. The radar facilities description used in this evaluation is given in
Table 5.3.
The physical principle the GRAPE algorithm is based on is the cloud infrared (IR) brightness tem-
perature as observed by ATSR-2 [Poulsen et al., 2011]. Clouds located higher up in atmosphere are
generally colder. Local temperature proﬁles are used to match the derived cloud-top-temperature with
the equivalent cloud altitude. The main assumptions in the GRAPE retrieval scheme are: look-up-tables
of atmospheric transmittance and reﬂectance (DISORT as radiative trans- fer code and MODTRAN for
the gaseous absorption part); Lambertian surface (MODIS albedo product for 2002); cloud model as a
single layer; pressure, temperature and H2O pro- ﬁles according to ECMWF (ERA-40 dataset). More
details on the algorithm can be found in Poulsen et al. [2011], while an evaluation of the data, and the
criteria for data selection, are given in Sayer et al. [2011].
SNGome data selection and properties are as follows: the ground-based site is inside the GOME
pixel at a maximum of half of its size; the quality ﬂags are 2 and 5; no restriction on fractional cloud
cover has been made. Hence cloud fraction is in the range [0.17–1] for the investigated scenes (i.e. no
overcast clouds).
The scenes are additionally subset as deep clouds if the top of the cloud is higher than 3 km and
vertical extent of the cloud greater than half of its height, whereas shallow clouds otherwise. It has
to be stressed that the “deep" clouds do not refer to the customary deep convective systems, but it
just emphasizes the vertical heterogeneous extent of the sensed scene, as it can be seen in Figures
9 and 10 in Sayer et al. [2011, p. 3924–3925]. This distinction has been made in view of the fact
that vertically heterogeneous clouds might occur, in contrast to single-layered homogenous ones and
has been adopted here for consistency among the results given in Sayer et al. [2011] and Lelli et al.
[2012b].
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Figure 5.15: Comparison between radar ground-based and satellite-based CTH retrievals for (a) deep and (b)
shallow clouds (from Lelli et al. [2012b]).
51 co-registered overpasses have been selected for the deep cloud scenario, 15 overpasses have
been matched for the shallow cloud scenario and the respective plots are given in Figures 5.15(a) and
5.15(b). The statistics are shown in Table 5.4.
First, the ﬁndings conﬁrm what has been already explained by Rozanov et al. [2006], Sayer et al.
[2011], Sherwood et al. [2004]. Infrared sounding techniques are affected by a systematic bias, as
a consequence of the assumption that a cloud is a black body radiator in the IR, for that reason the
proﬁle matches at higher temperature, placing the cloud too low. This effect can be seen in both cloud
ﬁeld types. Especially for deep clouds the simultaneous retrieval of top and bottom altitude seems to be
more suitable, despite the fact that a single layered cloudiness is assumed in the model. It has been
shown that inference of both parameters, using the full spectral informations in the A-band [Rozanov
et al., 2004] or multi-angular measurements [Ferlay et al., 2010], mitigates this uncertainty.
Noteworthy, in order to account for the vertical photon penetration depth in GRAPE, a ﬁrst-order
correction was introduced in Sayer et al. [2011] and it resulted in a better (smaller bias) comparison.
However this correction was not applied to GRAPE in the present study.
In the shallow cloud case plotted as function of radar facility (Figure 5.16(a)), the outliers originate
from the site in the Tropical Western Paciﬁc (TWP) of Nauru island. From the climatological viewpoint,
this site exhibits frequently westward downwind cloud trails [Henderson et al., 2006], which are, in
turn, linked to aerosol production. It is therefore likely that, on the GOME pixel scale, the assumption
of a single-layer cloud is not appropriate. As an example, the radar reﬂectivity proﬁle for the day
05/07/2001 has been plotted. Given a mean wind speed of 5 m/s and westward direction, the scene
sensed by GOME is highly heterogeneous (see Fig. 5.16(b)).
We see three distinct layers. At the overpass, the radar CTH was 7.4 km, this being the intermediate
layer. SNGome CTH was 13.02 km (COT 10.26). GRAPE placed the cloud at 4.82 km (COT 2.2), which
is the layer of radiative cloud height. Clearly the uppermost layer was retrieved by SNGome, handling
the space between layers as if it were a single cloud slab.
Overall, where the satellite retrievals deviate from radar top height, they exhibit opposite signs,
backing the idea of synergistic use of oxygen A-band and infrared techniques. Therefore, the proﬁling
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Figure 5.16: (a) upper panel: comparison of retrieved CTH as function of ground-based facility for the shal-
low cloud case of Fig. 5.15(b). (a) lower panel: CTH bias (SNGome − radar). (b) Millimeter wave cloud
radar reﬂectivity proﬁle of 05/07/2001 at TWP Nauru (see http://www.arm.gov/data/vaps) (from Lelli et al.
[2012b]).
Table 5.4: Mean cloud top height (km), average bias (Radar – Satellite, km) and correlation coefﬁcient r for 51
matches of deep (Fig. 5.15(a)) and 15 matches of shallow (Fig. 5.15(b)) clouds. The fractional cloud cover for the
GOME pixels is in range [0.17–1].
Cloud type Deep Shallow
Mean Bias r Mean Bias r
Radar 8.51 4.78
SNGome 6.89 −1.62 0.57 5.67 +0.89 0.75
GRAPE 6.03 −2.48 0.52 4.11 −0.67 0.88
ROCINN 5.72 −2.79 0.62 4.96 −0.18 0.69
capabilities of the former together with the radiative sounding of the latter can result in value-added
datasets and should not be rejected for future instruments’ design.
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5.5 Comparison with satellite-based measurements
5.5.1 O2 A-band: ROCINN
The Retrieval of Cloud Information using Neural Network (ROCINN) algorithm [Loyola, 2004, Loyola
et al., 2007] uses the oxygen absorption band and a combination of look-up-tables of forward reﬂec-
tivities and neural network to deliver cloud top height (pressure) and albedo, with the same cloud
fraction used in SNGome and calculated with OCRA (Optical Cloud Recognition Algorithm, [Loyola
and Ruppert, 1998, Loyola et al., 2007]). To be compared is the same dataset as described in the work
of Rozanov et al. [2006].
Four separate GOME orbits (15453, 16910, 18366, 19537, for a total pixel number of 2422) were
selected, which are considered to be representative of climatological and geometrical illumination
conditions. Such orbits have been operated in enhanced narrow observation mode (i.e., ground pixel
size 80×40 km2), thus the results can be extended to instruments with equivalent spatial resolution as
GOME-2 (80×40 km2) and SCIAMACHY (30×60 km2).
For the large GOME pixel size, an error in cloud fraction impacts the cloud top height retrieval.
Assuming the ATSR cloud fraction as the true one (due to the better spatial resolution), we show in
Figure 5.17 the CTH bias of the two O2 A-band algorithms versus the CF bias (deﬁned as ATSR CF -
OCRA CF) shared by them.
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Figure 5.17: Scatterplots of cloud top height bias versus cloud fraction bias between IR-based and O2 A-band-based
retrievals (upper plot) and the same between the O2 A-band-based retrievals. Original dataset presented in Rozanov
et al. [2006] (from Lelli et al. [2012b]).
OCRA itself slightly overestimates CF compared with ATSR (as already reported in Tuinder et al.
[2004b]). However, there is no evidence of a CTH bias cluster in the plot against IR retrievals, for
both O2 A-band algorithms. This is an indirect corroboration of the validity of the independent pixel
approximation.
The comparison between SNGome and ROCINN discloses a cluster of retrievals where CF under-
estimation leads to a slight CTH overestimation. This cluster corresponds to the low-level clouds of
2-3 km height of Figure 5.18. Being all parameters equal for SNGome and ROCINN, this bias can be
explained through the enhancement of radiation backscattered to the platform, because of the higher
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fractional cloud cover. Only in this scenario the assumption of a Lambertian cloud model leads to CTH
overestimate, with respect to a model where multiple scattering is taken into account.
Overall, ROCINN tends to underestimate CTHs with respect to SNGome (in Table 5.5 the statistics
of the four orbits are given). A negative bias of -0.63 ±1.46 km [Loyola et al., 2007] and, more
recently, of -0.44 km ± 1.26 km [Loyola et al., 2010] have been found, where the same record of CTHs
from GOME and METEOSAT were compared. The difference likely arises from the assumption in the
ROCINN forward model that a cloud is a perfect Lambertian reﬂector, hence not accounting for multiple
scattering of light inside the cloud.[1]
Scatterplots between the three CTH products for the 4 orbits are given in Figure 5.18. In general,
SNGome shows high correlations with both ATSR (0.81) and ROCINN (0.86). ROCINN itself exhibits
an excellent correlation (0.95) with ATSR.
To be underlined, ROCINN algorithm is based on a neural network approach, which relies on the
beforehand training of its components and offers a limited space of solutions, whereas SNGome makes
no assumption for the sensed scene. SNGome agrees better with IR retrievals for low and mid-level
(CTH < 7 km) clouds than for high-level clouds. The possible reason for such scattered retrievals
likely arise from the presence of ice or mixed-phase clouds, whose unknown phase function (and lower
asymmetry parameter g) enhance light scattering in the sideward direction.
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Figure 5.18: Scatterplots and correlations among the three CTH products derived by satellite measurements for
four GOME orbits. The original dataset was presented in Rozanov et al. [2006] (from Lelli et al. [2012b]).
Table 5.5: Statistics for average values of all orbits in Rozanov et al. [2006] for three retrieval algorithms. Bias
values are given w. r. t. SNGome. Total number of pixels 2422.
Algorithm CTH (km)± 1σ bias (km)
SNGome (GOME) 5.99± 1.65 –
GRAPE (ATSR) 5.68± 1.53 −0.38
ROCINN (GOME) 5.35± 1.60 −0.66
[1]This assumption impacts only the cloud properties bundled with the L1 GOME ﬁles disseminated by DLR. However, a new
reprocessing with a reﬁned radiative transfer cloud model is ongoing and should be made public soon (D. Loyola, personal
communication).
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Figure 5.19: Multi-annual (June 1996 – May 2003) aver-
aged zonal cloud top height (top), cloud optical thickness
(mid), cloud albedo (bottom) and 2σ conﬁdence interval from
SNGome and ROCINN from GOME measurements (from Lelli
et al. [2012b]).
In Fig. 5.19 we plot the pixel-counted multi-
annual average of daily composites of zonal CTH,
COT and CA with 95% conﬁdence interval. The
results are compared with ROCINN retrievals.
The ROCINN curves here presented are slightly
lower than the ones published in Loyola et al.
[2010]. Enough informations about the applied
data selection are not available. Especially for
CTH, the maximum in the tropics is ≈1 km higher.
Even so, the bias between the two datasets for
CTH and COT can be explained as follows: CTH
depends, to a certain extent, on the COT val-
ues, because the depth of the O2 A-band around
760nm changes as function of COT (see Fig. 8 in
Kokhanovsky and Rozanov, 2004, p. 46). There-
fore if the independent piece of information of
actual COT values is not used as input for the
forward radiative transfer calculations along the
band, the resulting CTH can be biased low.
In general, the high values of CA calculated
by SNGome can be understood in this way: the
asymptotic relations used in this work hold only
for clouds with τ>5, therefore thinner and
darker water clouds do not contribute to the
global statistics. Another limitation is the GOME
spatial resolution. Horizontal and vertical vari-
ability of clouds can introduce systematic biases
in cloud albedo [Oreopoulos et al., 2007, Pincus
et al., 1999]. A heterogeneous cloud, which is
likely to be sensed by GOME, has always a lower
albedo than its homogeneous counterpart, both
having the same optical thickness. Thus, treating
real clouds as plane-parallel slabs leads to higher albedos.
On the other hand, we speculate that a positive trend in aerosol optical thickness (AOT) over ocean,
as reported by Thomas et al. [2010, Table 4, p. 4861], impacts cloud albedo through a decrease in mean
cloud droplet radius. This effect has been already seen for weak volcanic eruptions over ocean [Gassó,
2008]. The negative correlations shown in Bulgin et al. [2008] between aerosol optical thickness and
effective radius corroborate also this hypothesis. However, these results pertain only to oceanic regions,
which are affected by continental aerosol outﬂows. Note that the AOT signals in Bulgin et al. [2008]
and Thomas et al. [2010] are derived from ATSR-2 measurements, therefore temporal and spatial
co-registration with GOME are not an issue.
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5.5.2 O2 A-band: FRESCO
The Fast Retrieval Scheme for Clouds from the Oxygen A-band (FRESCO, Koelemeijer et al. [2002,
2001] algorithm has been originally developed at the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute
(KNMI) for the calculation of cloud parameters for the GOME mission, in support of trace gas retrievals.
The FRESCO retrieval algorithm uses reﬂectances near and in the oxygen A-band from the three spectral
windows at 758–759, 760–761 and 765–766 nm and retrieves an effective cloud fraction and a cloud
top pressure. The clouds in the scene are modeled with a Lambertian surface and a ﬁxed cloud spherical
albedo value of 0.8.
This assumption clearly relieves of the calculation of the transmittance through the reﬂective layer
and cloud optical thickness can not be computed. As a consequence, deeper O2 A-band spectra are
misinterpreted as lower clouds and the FRESCO cloud top pressure is expected to correspond to the
level close to the optical scattering center (see Section 5.1.1). Validation exercises against ground-
based measurements [Wang et al., 2008] and independent retrieval algorithms [Sneep et al., 2008]
corroborate this reasoning.
In the following SNGome is compared with the new version of the FRESCO algorithm [Wang et al.,
2008], which has been ameliorated with the inclusion of a Rayleigh scattering signal for scenes with
low cloud fraction.
As ﬁrst comparison, the timeserie of the Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcient between the two cloud
top height products retrievals is given Fig. 5.20. The two algorithms correlate better over water
(r ∈ [0.75− 0.8]) than over land (r ∈ [0.55− 0.65]). This correlation feature is expected, because the
enhancement of scattering due to surface reﬂection alters light transmission below the cloud and also
the depth of the oxygen absorption band.
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Figure 5.20: Time serie of seasonal correlation coefﬁcient be-
tween SNGome and FRESCO as function of underlying surface.
Zonal range: 70◦N - 70◦S.
Fig. 5.21 shows the GOME seven years (1996–
2003) of co-registered retrievals of cloud top
height from FRESCO and SNGome. Subsetting is
done for land, water, and climatological seasons.
A systematic bias is present for the whole time
span over both land and water, being SNGome re-
trievals higher. Speciﬁcally, the higher the clouds
the higher is the bias. The minimum differences
are always found in spring over water (≈ 1 km)
whereas the maximum bias is situated over land
in winter months (≈ 2.7 km).
Given the regularity of the features of Fig. 5.21,
only the year 2001 is selected and subsetting
is done for season and underlying ground type.
Three ﬁgures are presented: Fig. 5.22 shows scat-
terplots of FRESCO cloud fraction versus OCRA cloud fraction (used in SNGome); Fig. 5.23 shows the
cloud fraction bias, deﬁned as FRESCO CF − OCRA CF, versus cloud top height bias (FRESCO CTH −
SNG CTH); in the third ﬁgure, Fig. 5.24, the cloud fraction bias is plotted against cloud top height.
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Figure 5.21: Scatterplots of seasonally averaged cloud top height (in km) between FRESCO (x-axis) and SNGome
(y-axis) as function of underlying surface, for the seven years (June 1996 – May 2003) of GOME. Zonal range:
70◦N - 70◦S.
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Figure 5.22: Scatterplots of FRESCO cloud fraction versus OCRA cloud fraction for the seasons of year 2001, over
land and water. Cloud fractions greater than 0.98 are excluded.
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Figure 5.23: Cloud top height bias as function of cloud fraction bias between FRESCO and SNGome for the
seasons of year 2001, over land and water. Bias deﬁned as FRESCO − SNGome. White stands for no retrievals.
Fig. 5.22 discloses a structural underestimation of FRESCO cloud fraction (or OCRA overestimation),
which has been already reported in Tuinder et al. [2004a]. Correlations are poor over land (0.44 during
winter, 0.53 during summer) and relatively good over water (≈ 0.77 throughout the year). Please note
that fully cloudy pixels are ﬁltered and do not contribute to the statistics. However, the discrepancy
in cloud fraction does not impact cloud top height. This can be seen in Fig. 5.23, where the almost
constant occurrence of CTH bias as function of CF bias points to a substantial independence between
the two variables.
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Figure 5.24: Cloud top height from SNGome as function of cloud fraction bias (FRESCO − OCRA) for the seasons
of year 2001, over land and water.
Cloud top height bias ranges from −0.5 km in winter season over land (Fig. 5.23, top left plot) up to
−2.5 km over water during spring and winter (Fig. 5.23, far right column).
Table 5.6: Statistics of cloud fraction bias (FRESCO − OCRA), cloud top height bias (FRESCO − SNGome),
correlation coefﬁcient, and pixel number for year 2001.
Cloud fraction bias Cloud top height bias [km] Pixel [104]
Season land r water r land r water r land water
DJF −0.34 0.44 −0.35 0.76 −1.14 0.51 −3.57 0.78 5.9 31
MAM −0.33 0.52 −0.35 0.77 −2.13 0.64 −3.04 0.74 9.1 41.3
JJA −0.33 0.53 −0.36 0.77 −1.67 0.61 −2.70 0.75 11.4 46.4
SON −0.34 0.46 −0.34 0.77 −1.34 0.56 −3.17 0.78 8.4 43
The arose discrepancies evaluating the GOME dataset can still be related to the different parameters
used in the retrieval framework, such as topography, surface albedo, atmospheric state, and oxygen line
parameters (HITRAN version 2004 is used in FRESCO, whereas HITRAN version 2008 in SNGome).
It is advisable to untangle the inﬂuence of these parameters. For this purpose a set of GOME-2 L1b
radiances is ingested in SNGome. The customary OCRA cloud fraction and TEMIS surface albedo values
used in the independent pixel approximation of Eq. (4.35) are substituted with the FRESCO cloud
fraction and albedo, delivered together with the ofﬁcial GOME-2 product. Only radiances of the same
day (July 1st) of four different years (2007–2010) are analyzed. In this way the inﬂuence of differing
atmospheric scenarios is minimized.
Fig. 5.25 shows the results for this “dry" comparison and the retrievals are subset for underlying
surface as well with pixels over land (green) and over water (blue). The bias values resemble again
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the situation depicted in Fig. 5.21. However in Fig. 5.25 the intercept is lower, pointing to the
underrepresentation of very low level clouds in SNGome, which do not show up in Fig. 5.21. The cloud
top height bias derived here is somehow smaller than the bias of Fig. 5.21 and Table 5.6. Nevertheless,
it can be concluded that such differences arise due to dissimilar theoretical assumptions and are not
due to real physical effects.
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Figure 5.25: Scatterplot of SNGome cloud top heights with FRESCO+ from GOME-2 L1b radiances. Time windows:
1st July of years 2007–2010. FRESCO surface albedo and cloud fraction used for retrievals on the y-axis. Blue
points over water, green points over land. Correlation coefﬁcient is given only for water.
Furthermore, 3.5 years (January 2007 throughout May 2010) of GOME-2 measurements have been
processed with the same approach used for the generation of Fig. 5.25. The purpose is to understand
where and how much FRESCO cloud fraction can impact the inferred cloud top height, if used in the
algorithmic chain of SNGome. The cloud top height timeseries are plotted in Fig. 5.26. Clearly the
two datasets are different in the total number of pixels, but the calculation of monthly means smooths
short-term oscillations, making this comparison valuable.
Firstly, there is a systematic bias of ≈ 650 m for the whole period. Secondly, the CTH/OCRA dataset
displays different features, especially in late winter-early spring months and in summer months. Overall
the seasonality is preserved in both datasets.
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Figure 5.26: Monthly mean cloud top heights from GOME-2, averaged over 70◦N-70 ◦S, calculated with SNGome
algorithm plugging in the independent pixel approximation (Eq. (4.35)) OCRA (red curve) and FRESCO (blue
curve) cloud fraction (from Lelli et al. [2012a]).
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Figure 5.27: (a) Monthly zonal mean ratios between FRESCO cloud fraction and OCRA cloud fraction, both
derived from GOME-2 measurements. (b) Monthly zonal mean ratios between SNGome cloud top height calculated
with FRESCO cloud fraction to SNGome cloud top height calculated with OCRA cloud fraction, both derived from
GOME-2 measurements (from Lelli et al. [2012a]).
Understanding the reasons for this offset is not a straightforward task, due to the presence, in
the framework of the independent pixel approximation, of surface contributions as well as clear-sky
signals and owing to the two different approaches to infer CF values. OCRA is a color space algorithm
(see Section 4.3.3), which uses broadband polarization measurements, whereas FRESCO employs a
threshold method and assumes clouds as perfect Lambertian reﬂectors with ﬁxed albedo equal to 0.8.
In view of Eq. (4.35), the depth of the oxygen A-band seen by the sensor depends on cloud fraction.
Therefore we plot the zonally averaged ratio of FRESCO CF to OCRA CF in Fig. 5.27(a). The ﬁgure
shows a seasonally dependent underestimation (up to a factor of 2, blue spots) of FRESCO as compared
to OCRA in the belt of 15◦N - 5 ◦ S. These regions are characterized by low-level warm and wet air,
with clouds optically thick between 20 and 30. These air masses function as inﬂow to the Intertropical
Convergence Zone, a tiny belt located slightly above the equator, populated by heterogeneous cumulus
clouds, which are colder and drier. The optical thickness of such clouds amount to ≈ 15 and the ratio
FRESCO CF / OCRA CF→ 1 (Fig. 5.27(a), the narrow red line around 5◦ N).
Starting from March 2008 onward, FRESCO cloud fraction slowly approaches OCRA values at almost
all latitudes, except in the tropics. The inﬂuence of CF discrepancies can be seen in Fig. 5.27(b),
where the timeseries of Fig. 5.26 are zonally averaged and compared. The patterns of FRESCO CF
underestimation (or OCRA CF overestimation) correlate with SNGome CTH/FRESCO underestimation
(or CTH/OCRA overestimation). In the sub-tropical belts (at ≈ 20◦ N and ≈ 20◦ S) and in the relative
boreal and austral winters, the white spots indicate a general agreement between the two datasets and
the ratio FRESCO CF / OCRA CF→ 1.

CHAPTER 6
Global cloud ﬁeld as derived from GOME, SCIAMACHY and GOME-2
6.1 Data selection
In Figure 6.1 the occurrences of the quality ﬂags (see Table 4.4 for their meaning) are binned for the
complete datasets of the three instruments in function of cloud fraction, cloud optical thickness and
cloud top height. The statistics are given in Table 6.1. Accounting for these ﬂags is a crucial step for the
extraction of realistic cloud scenarios. Retrievals ﬂagged 0 (no retrieval), 1 (no cloud top height) and 4
(no convergence) are clearly discarded.
Speciﬁcally for cloud top height, the peak of ﬂag 1 (blue bars) is the consequence of the underesti-
mation introduced by the model (see Figs. 5.10 and 5.11) and affects all three instruments. For this
reason clouds with height< 1 km might be underrepresented in the record. Data ﬂagged 2 (red bars)
appear as long as the two parameter minimization of Eq. (4.48) (Section 4.3) converges only for cloud
top height and not for cloud bottom height.
In view of the synthetic study presented in Section 5.3, retrievals ﬂagged 3 (green bars) appear when
the upper layer becomes optically thick enough to generate a multi-layer cloud system. The algorithm
retrieves unrealistic high geometrical thickness values which, in turn, imply a bias in cloud top height
and assigns quality ﬂag 3. GOME pixel size is 320 ×40 km2, whereas GOME-2 has a pixel size of 80 km
× 40 km2. This impacts the characteristics of the sensed clouds.
From Table 6.1 one sees that GOME-2 senses less heterogeneous clouds (2.11% compared to 5.69%
of GOME). Therefore the coarser (smaller) the ground pixel, the most (least) occurrent is ﬂag 3.
We see also that the ratio of fully converged retrievals (ﬂag 5) is more than doubled with GOME-2
measurements and that the failed retrievals (ﬂag 0, white missing bars) drop from 23.88% to 6.11% of
the total number of observations. These changes in the quality ﬂagging indicate how the modeling of
clouds as single-layer is better suited for better spatially resolved instruments.
In the following sections only retrievals ﬂagged 2, 3 (excluding CTH > 5 km) and are used to generate
time series and global maps, which must be intended as results for single-layer clouds.
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Figure 6.1: Quality ﬂag statistics of cloud property retrievals for GOME, SCIAMACHY, and GOME-2
Table 6.1: Statistics of the quality ﬂags for GOME (total number of observations 41,183,749), SCIAMACHY
(204,406,630), and GOME-2 (73,388,121).
Flag value GOME (%) SCIAMACHY (%) GOME-2 (%)
0 23.88 8.12 6.11
1 34.6 42.47 20.51
2 13.71 25.94 25.15
3 5.69 8.19 2.11
4 0.002 0.40 0.004
5 22.10 14.89 46.1
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6.2 Cloud top height time series
Cloud top heights are averaged to a equidistant rectangular grid of 0.5◦ side length cell at longitude j
and latitude i, for the month t. The vertical coordinate is binned in 13 k layers (see Table 6.2), and the
cloud height h is calculated with
ht(i, j) =
∑
k ckt(i, j) b¯kt(i, j)∑
k ckt(i, j)
(6.1)
where b¯ is the averaged cloud height belonging to bin k. The results are shown in Fig. 6.2. The global
monthly means of cloud top height ht are plotted for the three instruments, for the region 70
◦N-70◦S
(6.2(a)) and the tropical belt 15◦N-15◦S (6.2(a)).
For the respective overlapping months, the time series exhibit in-phase seasonality, whereas the
shifts of the absolute values can not be explained by the mere diurnal cycle clouds have, owing to
the different overpass time of the instruments. In the tropical belt (see Fig. 6.2(b)), SCIAMACHY and
GOME-2 time series overlap nicely. Both sensors have a similar spatial resolution (60 × 40 km2 and 80
× 60 km2), while GOME’s footprint amounts 320 × 40 km2.
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Figure 6.2: (a) Time series of global monthly means of cloud top height. (b) Time series of monthly means of
cloud top height in the tropical belt 15◦N-15◦S.
In regions characterized by deep convection, cloud systems rarely are single-layered and heterogeneity
is a common situation (as an example see Fig. 5.16(b), Section 5.3). Thus, it is expected that sensors
with coarser footprints will observe more high-level at the expense of low-level clouds (which will be
almost screened out), as compared to ﬁner resolved sensors. This instrumental feature impacts the
column-averaged mean cloud top height, because of different weights applied to different layers of the
atmosphere.
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Figure 6.3: Relative pixel count as function of height bin (see Table 6.2) and instrument for (a) global region, (b)
tropical belt and (c) count difference between GOME and SCIAMACHY. The coarse GOME footprint favors the
detection of high-level clouds over low-level clouds.
This situation is depicted in Fig. 6.3: retrieval counts (normalized to the total number of counts) are
plotted as function of instrument and height bin for global (Fig. 6.3(a)) and tropical belt (Fig. 6.3(b)).
GOME senses comparatively half low-level clouds (5% and 2.5% on a global scale and in the tropics,
respectively) than SCIAMACHY and GOME-2, which are in good agreement themselves. Especially in
the tropics, GOME counts increase toward higher layers (≈ 2-10% per height bin between 11 km and
17 km). Hence cloud top heights can be corrected plugging the weighting factors of Fig. 6.3(c) into
Eq. (6.1) and the time serie can be homogenized (Fig. 6.2(b)).
The harmonic component in the time serie is regarded as the seasonal (or annual) cycle. Weatherhead
et al. [1998] states that the seasonal component has almost no inﬂuence on the statistical estimates
for trend detection. Likewise, Mieruch et al. [2008] have shown that the description of the seasonal
component can be deployed either by a Fourier series of oscillatory terms or by the seasonal cycle of
the variable of interest averaged over all years of measurements, without loss of information and with
the advantage of being less computationally demanding, in the following fashion
Sn =
1
12
T/12−1∑
i=0
hi·12+n n= 1, . . . , T/12. (6.2)
Here hi stands for the monthly mean (see Eq. (6.1)) and T the total number of months of measure-
ments (T = 192, from June 1996 throughout May 2012) . Once the climatological seasonal cycle is
calculated and subtracted from the time serie of the absolute values, the global anomalies are weighted
with the law of spherical triangles in function of the latitude φ, in order to take into account the
curvature of the Earth.
However, it has to be noted that time series of anomalies can be calculated even in presence of shifts
between instruments (Fig. 6.2(a)), if one allows a step function Ut , at the time step T0 where two
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Figure 6.4: Time series of global cloud top height anomalies. The dashed gray vertical lines show the months at
which the time series have been merged (June 2003 and May 2008).
sensors intersect, to contribute to the ﬁtting procedure as [Mieruch et al., 2008]
Ut =

0, if t < T0
1, if t  T0.
In this way, the base mean seasonal component Sn can be calculated and subtracted separately from the
time serie of each instrument, resulting in the time serie of anomalies (Fig. 6.4) which, by deﬁnition,
has zero mean and minimal variance [Wilks, 2011, p. 46].
The application of correction factors must be devised with caution, because two different instruments
must sense the very same cloud scene, which is not the case here, given the time lag among the
three sensors. Therefore, the approach of Eq. (6.2) might be more appropriate in order to avoid the
introduction of post-hoc artifacts in the data. While the CTH anomalies from GOME and SCIAMACHY
are in almost perfect agreement, the transition between SCIAMACHY and GOME-2 records is not
smooth. This is likely due to calibration issues in the ﬁrst year of GOME-2 operation: a change in the
PMD pixel deﬁnitions was devised in April 2008 [EUMETSAT, 2010], which is seen to impact cloud
fraction and the cloud reﬂection function of Eq. (1). Thus, for the ensuing analysis, the merged time
serie has been joined in June 2003 (GOME/SCIAMACHY) and May 2008 (SCIAMACHY/GOME-2).
Table 6.2: Description of the height grid for calculation of cloud top height time serie.
Cloud type Height range Bins
Low 0 – 3 km 1 – 1.5 km, 1.5 – 2 km, 2 – 2.5 km, 2.5 – 3 km
Middle 3 – 7 km 3 – 5 km, 5 – 7 km
High 7 – 17 km 7 – 9, 9 – 11 km, 11 – 13 km, 13 – 15 km, 15 – 17 km
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6.2.1 Persistence
Persistence is understood as the tendency for a meteorological or climatological variable to remain
similar in time and is measured as the degree of temporal autocorrelation at lag k. This quantity is
calculated computing the correlation coefﬁcient between two copy of the same dataset, shifted of k
time unit between each other.
The datasets used in this study are sampled on a monthly basis, thus autocorrelation at lag-1 reveals
the degree of persistence (or the memory) that the cloud variable has after one month. Figure 6.5
shows the autocorrelation of cloud top height anomalies up to 4 months lag, for near-global region and
the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). It can be seen that in both cases the altitude of clouds does
not exhibit almost any persistence. That is, the actual anomaly is not affected by values leading by one
month.
Since characteristic time scales of clouds range from minutes for individual shallow cloud cumulus to
many hours for large stratiform cloud systems, over a month their features are randomized by interven-
ing wind ﬁelds and persistence is not found. However, in Fig. 6.5 a small difference can be seen in the
ITCZ. Likely, the steady convergence of trade winds from the Hadley cells toward the equatorial belt re-
inforces deep convection, which is seen to be slightly less susceptible to large-scale horizontal air motion.
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Figure 6.5: Autocorrelation function cloud top height
anomalies. Unlagged data (k=0) correlate perfectly
with themselves (r0 = 1). rk decays to almost 0 al-
ready at k = 1.
The existence of autocorrelative processes means that the
largest variation in the time serie is longer than the time
sampling. Hence it has implications on the applicability
of statistical methods to atmospheric data. In particular,
Wilks [2011, p. 60] states that “. . . uncritical application of
classical methods requiring independence of data within a
sample will often give badly misleading results when applied
to strongly persistent series. In some cases it is possible to
successfully modify these techniques, by accounting for the
temporal dependence using sample autocorrelations.”
But this is not the case of cloud top height anomalies,
at a monthly temporal resolution, since no persistence
is found. Therefore methods for normally distributed
(gaussian) variables can be applied. This approach is
supported, with a similar logic, by Laken et al. [2012,
p. 4432] and Zwiers and von Storch [1995].
6.2.2 Trend model and bootstrap resampling
The purpose of trend analysis is twofold: estimate the magnitude of the gradient associated with a
time serie and assess whether such trend is statistically signiﬁcant. The latter goal can be rephrased as
discerning whether long-term changes can be attributed to standard processes and natural variability
or to permanent constitutional modiﬁcations of the system.
The reasoning of the previous section enables the application of linear least-squares methods for the
calculation of the trend magnitude, given that the dataset has been deseasonalized (i.e. the annual
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Figure 6.6: Normalized bootstrap (resamples n = 10000) distributions of trend β for (a) global and (b) tropical
regions. The red tails indicate the conﬁdence interval (CI) at 95% (2 ·σβ). Globally CI = [-1.913, 1.912] m/year,
while in the tropics CI = [-10.4, 10.1] m/year.
cycle of Eq. (6.2) must be removed from the time serie). In addition, the large-scale climate event
ENSO is removed (as discussed in Section 6.3.2), by masking the corresponding paciﬁc regions, because
of its intra-annual component and the trend magnitude β of cloud top height anomalies is calculated,
at latitude and longitude (i, j), with
Yt(i, j) = α(i, j) + β(i, j) · Xt + εt(i, j) t = 1, . . . , 192 (6.3)
where Yt are the cloud top height anomalies, X is the temporal variable sampled at monthly step t, α
and εt the offset and the stochastic noise of the time serie, respectively.
Among the techniques for the estimation of conﬁdence intervals of the trend magnitude β , the
bootstrap resampling [Efron and Tibshirani, 1993] enables the treatment of potentially non-normal
data without any assumption on the underlying probability distribution. It belongs to the group of
nonparametric methods and the knowledge of the analytical form of the statistics is not required. The
guiding idea is the “plug-in” principle: a new scrambled dataset is drawn (resampling with replacement)
from the original dataset and a new β ′ is calculated with Eq. (6.3). This procedure is repeated n times
and an empirical sample distribution for β is estimated. This empirical distribution can be regarded as
the approximated estimate to the unknown β distribution and σβ can be associated with the random
effects reﬂected in the data.
The required conﬁdence level is customary chosen as 95%, implying a 2.5% cutting off probability
level for a two-tailed distribution. When the probability density function of the unknown distribution is
related to its standardized Gaussian approximation, the cutting off level amounts to the mean value
≈1.96 standard deviations σβ [Wilks, 2011, p.140]. Therefore, at locations (i, j) where the ratio β
σβ
 > 2, the trend magnitude exceeds natural variability and is considered statistically signiﬁcant.
Figure 6.6 shows the normalized probability density function (PDF) and the cumulative density function
(CDF) of β for global (Fig. 6.6(a)) and the tropical belt (Fig. 6.6(b)), calculated with 10000 resamples.
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Table 6.3: Statistics and conﬁdence intervals (CI) of bootstrap distributions for trend magnitude β for global
(±70◦ latitude) and tropical (±15◦ latitude) regions. The statistics without ENSO are computed masking the box
160◦ E-90◦W and 5◦ N-5◦ S (see Section 6.3.2).
Region CI [m/year] Mean Skewness Kurtosis
Global with ENSO [−1.913, 1.912] 4.1 · 10−7 −0.001 0.050
without ENSO [−1.975, 2.165] 3.4 · 10−7 0.141 0.143
Tropics [−10.4, 10.1] 5.8 · 10−8 −0.017 −0.094
The red tails of the PDF portray the conﬁdence level calculated with the percentile method at 2.5% and
97.5% quantile and provide the estimate of the uncertainty associated with the trend value β .
Generally, both plots exhibit gaussian behavior, pointing to the normality of the stochastic error
εi j t of Eq. (6.3). The existence of an autoregressive component (i.e. persistence) in the data would
pull the PDF away from the bell shape and introduce red noise. While this is not seen in Fig. 6.6(a),
little skewness is observed in Fig. 6.6(b), which points to the slight persistence inside the ITCZ (see
Fig. 6.5). It has to be noted that the values for the ENSO-removed scenario are given for consistency
with the following sections (Section 6.2.3 and Section 6.3.2), where the inﬂuence of ENSO on cloud
top height is discussed. Clearly, the artiﬁcial removal of a well-deﬁned area of the globe introduces
ﬁctional statistical features in the bootstrap distribution.
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6.2.3 Results
The trend magnitude β computed with Eq. (6.3) is shown in Fig. 6.7. Fig. 6.7(a) supports the argument
given in Section 6.3.2: ENSO drags clouds to lower altitudes. The removal of ENSO shifts the overall
trend upward, from −30.26 m to −8.33 m over 17 years.
Trends in cloud top height (CTH) have been already published by independent authors. Davies and
Molloy [2012] and Evan and Norris [2012] analyzed MISR and MODIS (on Terra) data. The former
reported a decreasing trend of −40.1 m · decade−1, as seen by MISR. The latter showed that this result
is affected by instrumental inhomogeneities (cameras co-registration issues at the beginning of the time
serie) and the corrected slope is positive instead, leading to +54.3 m (MISR) and +60.9 m · decade−1
(MODIS).
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Figure 6.7: (a) Linear trend β in cloud top height anomalies, averaged over latitude and longitude (i, j), with (red
curves) and without (blue curves) ENSO regions (see Fig. 6.18). (b) Same as (a), broken up for underlying surface.
The trends have been calculated for the latitudinal belt ±60◦, in order to lessen the inﬂuence of ice-capped regions.
Trend values derived from different platforms do not necessarily have to match the values derived
from GOME/SCIAMACHY/GOME-2 of this work (hereinafter termed GSG). The shorter temporal
coverage of MISR and MODIS time serie (from March 2003 throughout February 2011) may change the
overall slope because different cloud scenarios are respectively sensed. For this reason, the GSG record
has been trimmed to match the record length of the dataset to be compared with and β recalculated.
GSG exhibits now a positive trend of +3.4 m · decade−1. Clearly, the different spatial resolution
between GSG and MODIS/MISR can explain the discrepancy in trend’s absolute values. MODIS and
MISR capture ﬁner cloud features, whereas GSG average CTHs over a larger area.
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Figure 6.8: Global map of trend in surface temperature anomalies for 1996−2012, relative to 1951−1980 base
period. Data from Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS, http://data.giss.nasa.gov/gistemp/). No
data available for white-coded regions [Hansen et al., 2010].
The reasoning is further corroborated by the comparison of the trend −47.9 m · decade−1, computed
by Loyola et al. [2010] from the analysis of GOME measurements, with−67.2 m · decade−1 extrapolated
from GSG. In this case, trends derived from the same sensor show little discrepancy. Table 6.4
summarizes these ﬁndings.
The ENSO-cleaned global time serie of Fig. 6.7(a) has been broken out for underlying surface type in
Fig. 6.7(b). Over a decade, CTHs are found to be decreasing −25.1 m over water masses and increasing
+2.7 m over land masses. No exhaustive explanation can be found for this divergent land/water
trend on a global scale, due to the complexity and variety of tropospheric processes inﬂuencing the
clouds. As an example, an increase in CTH can be attributed to larger aerosol loading for both clouds
in mixed-phase [Niu and Li, 2012], over land and water, and deep clouds over oceans, through rain
suppression and convection invigoration [Koren et al., 2005]. But all these phenomena are regionally
and seasonally constrained.
On a global scale their effects might average out and give rise to well-deﬁned cloud changes. Even
so, it has to be noted that CTH anomalies react in response to a change in near-surface temperature
Table 6.4: Overview of cloud height trends [m · decade−1]. The length of the GOME/SCIAMACHY/GOME-2 base
period is trimmed accordingly to the referenced dataset and the trends recalculated for the latitude belt ±60◦.
Base period MISR MISR corrected MODIS Terra GOME This work
2003/03 – 2011/02 −40.1 1 +54.3 2 +60.9 2 - +3.4
1996/06 – 2003/05 - - - −47.9 ,3 −67.2 
1996/06 – 2012/05 - - - - −17.8
 Extrapolated to a decade 1 Davies and Molloy [2012] 2 Evan and Norris [2012]
3 Loyola et al. [2010]. Original value -38.32 m · 8 yrs−1. Latitude belt ±60◦.
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Figure 6.9: (a) Global trend β [m/year] in cloud top height anomaly. (b) Global trend standard deviation σβ
[m/year] derived from 100-times bootstrapped normalized distributions, as in Fig. 6.6, for each 5◦-sided grid cell.
Both plots are smoothed with values from 8 surrounding cells.
(ST). This result has been reported, among others, by Wagner et al. [2008], which showed a strong
positive correlation between CTH and ST. The authors, analyzing 7.5 years of GOME data, also found
that ST changes are highest over land masses.
Data of ST anomalies, averaged for the time 1996−2012 (the GSG record length), are plotted in
Fig. 6.8. They are taken from the Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS, http://data.giss.
nasa.gov/gistemp/) dataset described in Hansen et al. [2010]. Generally, a land/sea contrast can be
seen, with the highest increasing ST in the northern hemisphere over land, except for central Asia, and
decreasing ST over Central East Paciﬁc and southern mid-high latitudes. Thus, at the simplest level,
global patterns of ST might explain the informations concealed in the diverging land/water trends of
Fig. 6.7(b).
Fig. 6.9 shows global maps of trend magnitude β [m/year] in cloud top height anomaly (Fig. 6.9(a))
and standard deviation σβ (Fig. 6.9(b)). σβ is calculated with 100 bootstrap resamples for each
5◦-sided cell grid. The number of resamples n is somehow arbitrary [Mudelsee, 2010]. While n is not
seen to affect the normality of the distribution, it might inﬂuence the width of the conﬁdence interval.
In this case n=100 is chosen to keep computational time at a reasonable level.
Fig. 6.9(a) indicates that trend magnitudes are zonally partitioned. The strongest trends are found
over North Africa and the Arabian subcontinent (> +45 m/year) and over Central Eastern Paciﬁc
(−30 m/year) and over Indian Ocean (−15 m/year). Conversely, the mid latitudes (30◦ N−60◦ N and
30◦ S−60◦ S) are homogeneously characterized by almost no trend. Fig. 6.9(b) shows that the trend
variability σβ follows the oceanic contours, being over water almost always greater than 20 m/year in
the latitude belt ±30◦ and smaller than 15 m/year otherwise.
Statistically signiﬁcant (at 95% conﬁdence level) trends are plotted in Fig. 6.10. No peculiar patterns
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Figure 6.10: Global trend β [m/year] in cloud top height anomaly, statistically signiﬁcant at 95% conﬁdence level.
The map is gridded onto a mesh of 2◦-sided cells.
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Figure 6.11: Trend map over North Africa (R1) and Arabian Peninsula (R2) for (a) cloud top height, (b) water
vapor, (c) cloud fraction, and (d) cloud optical thickness. Water vapor dataset (in reprocessed stage) taken from
Noël et al. [1999] (GOME) and Noël et al. [2004] (SCIAMACHY). Period June 1996 – May 2011.
are discernible that can be easily classiﬁable in the context of natural climate variability, except for the
increase in CTH over North Africa. The main difference between Fig. 6.9(a) and Fig. 6.10 is that the
CTH increase over the Arabian peninsula is not signiﬁcant.
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Figure 6.12: Trend map of water vapor over North Africa and Arabian Peninsula for (a) summer months and (b)
winter months.
Table 6.5: Overview of trends in cloud properties and water vapor for North Africa (Region 1: 30◦ N−12◦ N,
5◦W−35◦ E) and Arabian Peninsula (Region 2: 26◦ N−13◦ N,40◦ E−58◦ E). All values are given per year−1.
Reference values: CF 0.4, COT 15.
Region CTH [m] H2O [g/m
2] CF [%] COT [%]
Sahara (R1) +31.77 +0.0005 −0.066 +0.02
Arabia (R2) +26.64 −0.0011 −0.088 +0.09
To investigate this effect, the two regions are outlined on a continental scale in Fig. 6.11 and labeled
R1 (North Africa) and R2 (Arabian Peninsula). The upward trend in CTH of Fig. 6.11(a), present in
both R1 and R2, is contrasted with trend in columnar water vapor of Fig. 6.11(b). It can be seen that
the signiﬁcant CTH trend over R1 is sustained by an increasing trend in H2O. Conversely, the decreasing
trend in H2O over R2, which has been reported to be statistically signiﬁcant [Mieruch et al., 2008,
Figs. 6-7, p. 497], is anticorrelated with the trend in CTH.
A possible explanation of the mechanism can be found in large-scale outﬂows of ﬁne-mode soot
particles, that are produced in the Indian subcontinent during biomass burning seasons and transported
over R2 (but not over R1) by easterly winds during the winter phase of the Indian monsoon. Indeed,
most of the decreasing trend in H2O is seen during winter seasons (Fig. 6.12(b)), while almost no trend
is seen in summer months (Fig. 6.12(a)). The absorption of solar radiation by soot gives rise to two
competing effects. On one hand, soot warms the atmospheric column [Feingold, 2005] and may cause
clouds to dry out [Ackerman et al., 2000]. On the other hand, soot depletes the amount of radiation
reaching the surface, exerting a negative radiative forcing [Nakajima and Schulz, 2009, Fig. 17.3(f), p.
411], and the amount of energy at disposal for evaporation is diminished. Consistently with the results
of Norris [2001], cloud fraction is not correlated with the Indian monsoon (Fig. 6.11(c)) because its
trends over R1 and R2 are commensurate, which would not be the case otherwise.
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Table 6.6: Zonal average values and standard deviations (1σ) of cloud top height (CTH), cloud optical thickness
(COT) and spherical cloud albedo (CA) derived from the three instruments. N is the number (in millions) of
observations used in the statistics.
Latitude belt CTH (km) COT CA N
GOME (June 1996 – May 2003)
60◦ N - 70◦ N 4.51 ± 2.19 22.2 ± 16.9 0.65 ± 0.11 0.95
35◦ N - 60◦ N 5.31 ± 2.74 20.4 ± 15.1 0.64 ± 0.11 2.79
15◦ N - 35◦ N 6.66 ± 3.66 18.3 ± 13.3 0.62 ± 0.10 1.15
0◦ - 15◦ N 8.41 ± 3.80 18.3 ± 12.9 0.63 ± 0.10 1.07
0◦ - 15◦ S 7.47 ± 3.96 17.2 ± 11.9 0.62 ± 0.09 0.96
15◦ S - 35◦ S 5.88 ± 3.53 15.3 ± 10.9 0.59 ± 0.09 1.60
35◦ S - 60◦ S 4.88 ± 2.64 18.8 ± 13.6 0.63 ± 0.10 4.13
60◦ S - 70◦ S 4.02 ± 2.01 23.8 ± 17.6 0.67 ± 0.12 0.99
SCIAMACHY (June 2003 – May 2010)
60◦ N - 70◦ N 4.65 ± 2.41 29.2 ± 24.9 0.68 ± 0.14 4.76
35◦ N - 60◦ N 5.28 ± 2.87 25.1 ± 22.3 0.65 ± 0.14 14.64
15◦ N - 35◦ N 5.92 ± 3.44 15.3 ± 14.3 0.56 ± 0.14 6.13
0◦ - 15◦ N 7.14 ± 3.58 16.1 ± 15.4 0.57 ± 0.13 4.64
0◦ - 15◦ S 6.13 ± 3.62 15.5 ± 13.8 0.57 ± 0.13 4.64
15◦ S - 35◦ S 5.07 ± 3.32 18.1 ± 15.5 0.60 ± 0.13 7.49
35◦ S - 60◦ S 4.68 ± 2.68 36.5 ± 28.3 0.73 ± 0.13 18.81
60◦ S - 70◦ S 3.74 ± 1.93 44.2 ± 29.6 0.77 ± 0.11 5.42
GOME-2 (June 2007 – May 2012)
60◦ N - 70◦ N 3.88 ± 2.03 18.8 ± 12.3 0.67 ± 0.11 2.31
35◦ N - 60◦ N 4.55 ± 2.60 20.7 ± 12.7 0.69 ± 0.10 11.44
15◦ N - 35◦ N 5.50 ± 3.44 21.2 ± 12.9 0.70 ± 0.10 5.48
0◦ - 15◦ N 7.49 ± 3.69 21.9 ± 12.7 0.70 ± 0.09 4.96
0◦ - 15◦ S 6.41 ± 3.90 20.9 ± 12.4 0.70 ± 0.09 4.55
15◦ S - 35◦ S 4.65 ± 3.34 18.2 ± 11.8 0.57 ± 0.10 8.31
35◦ S - 60◦ S 4.25 ± 2.57 18.1 ± 12.1 0.67 ± 0.11 15.75
60◦ S - 70◦ S 3.53 ± 1.76 19.7 ± 12.6 0.68 ± 0.11 3.56
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6.3 Case studies
6.3.1 Annual cycle
The focus of this section is on geographical cloud properties annual distributions. For this purpose,
the year 2001 is plotted for the four seasons in Fig. 6.13. The maps have been projected onto a lattice
of 0.5◦ ×0.5◦ after a pixel-counted average of daily composites. In fact the main features of global
cloudiness are already known and have been studied by other satellite groups [Chang and Li, 2005,
Jensen et al., 2008, Loyola et al., 2010, Rossow and Schiffer, 1999, Stubenrauch et al., 2006, Wylie
et al., 2005].
Nevertheless is it worth to mention that, in the presented maps, some world regions over ocean (and
sometimes over portions of the coast) are characterized by speciﬁc cloud systems. A cloud system may
be represented by one or several interacting cloud structures and even with the coarse spatial resolution
of the instrument we are able to detect some of them on a global scale.
Namely, over North Atlantic at mid-latitudes the extratropical cyclones form in the late autumn through
winter months and they can reach altitudes of ≈ 9 km. Such cloud systems are detected by SNGome.
Especially the seasonality of the monsoon (stretching from South-East Asia to the Arabian Sea) is
well pictured, together with the appearance of the typhoons’ cloud structures in the late summer and in
the autumn in the far east region bordered by Japan from the north side and Taiwan from the south.
Another feature is the season-conditioned cloudiness over the Caribbean sea, where hurricanes are
observed in the late summer and in the autumn.
The habitual cloud structures, termed marine stratocumulus clouds, can be seen over south Paciﬁc,
close to south Peruvian and Chilean coast. Their accumulation is mainly due to the cold Humboldt sea
current, the high mountainous coast and winds from the Andes. They reach 1.5–2 km, rarely exceeding
such altitudes. This region resembles the Benguela region, situated over south Atlantic, where cloud
cells formation is mainly due to the cold sea currents from the South Pole and the warm winds from
the continents. Such low-level stratus clouds reﬂect sunlight at high temperatures, thus cooling the
underlying water and reinforcing the sinking air of the subtropical highs. This feedback mechanism
explains the persistency of these cloud patterns.
In Figure 6.15 are presented zonally averaged seasonal vertical distributions of relative cloud amount
for the year 2001 for the same data in Fig. 6.13. Data are normalized in a way that for each latitude
belt (1.5◦ increment) the sum of all CTH occurrences is equal to 100%.
The seasonality is again well reproduced and the structure of the Intertropical Convergence Zone
(ITCZ) with high clouds near the tropopause is depicted. In Stubenrauch et al. [2010, Fig. 8, p. 7207]
datasets from CALIPSO, AIRS-LMD and the radar-lidar GEOPROF are compared for years 2007–2008,
boreal winter and summer, and similar plots are presented.
Notwithstanding the different temporal coverage, we observe a similar shift of the maximum around
the equator. This maximum is placed by SNGome at ≈12-13 km, lower than CALIPSO and GEOPROF
and similar to AIRS-LMD. This behavior is expected because, in the case of a thick layer underneath a
thin one, SNGome detects the former.
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Figure 6.13: Maps of seasonal cloud top height for year 2001 for clouds with optical thickness > 5.
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Figure 6.14: Maps of seasonal cloud optical thickness for year 2001.
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Figure 6.15: Zonally averaged relative amount of seasonal cloud top height for year 2001 (from Lelli et al.
[2012b]).
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Figure 6.16: Seasonal histograms of cloud top height
for 2001. (a) over land, North; (b) over water, North;
(c) over land, South; (d) over water, South. North =
0–70◦ N, South = 0–70◦ S (from Lelli et al. [2012b]).
As a further investigation, cloud distributions are an-
alyzed with respect to season, hemisphere and underly-
ing surface. Retrievals are binned with 0.25 km spacing
and normalized to the total number of counted cloudy
pixels. Additionally, cloud fractions smaller than 0.3
are ﬁltered, in order to screen occasional dust events
and to be consistent with the analysis of Joiner et al.
[2012]. The distributions are plotted in Fig. 6.17(b) for
year 2001 and the disentanglement of the frequency
distributions is plotted in Figs. 6.16(a) to 6.16(d).
Since we plot cloud distributions with respect to
northern seasons, the behavior as shown in Fig. 6.16(a)
is expected. From winter seasons, where more low-
level clouds are observed, the response to an increased
heating is to shift the mean mode toward higher values
during spring and summer. Likewise the high peaks in
boreal cold seasons have to be linked to austral warmer
seasons. In particular, in the southern hemisphere
we ﬁnd again the hallmark of the persistent low-level
cloud structures which contribute to the ﬁrst modes,
as seen in Fig. 6.16(d). It is evident from Figs. 6.17(b),
6.16(a) and 6.16(c) that cloud top heights over land
follow a bimodal distribution, whereas in both hemi-
spheres over water appear broader and even trimodal
distributed. Given that averaged global cloud distri-
butions hide short-time ﬂuctuations, we found good
agreement with the shape of distributions for July 2007
derived from Cloudsat proﬁles and presented in Joiner
et al. [2012, Fig. 13, p. 540].
The multi-annual global distribution of zonal mean
cloud top height observed by SNGome in the boreal
winter and summer (upper panel) with its difference
(lower panel) is presented in Fig. 6.17(a). Qualitatively,
the CTH maximum is located in ITCZ region centered
at 5◦N-10◦N in summer, while in winter the ITCZ
moves southward, displacing the maximum at 5◦ S-
7.5◦ S.
In terms of hemispheric averages, winters clearly
exhibit lower cloud top heights at 22◦N-25◦N in the
boreal belt, whereas 16◦ S-20◦ S in the austral belt. In
opposite seasons (i.e., summer) this minimum vanishes
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and the average cloud top heights increase. These changes are related to changes in the atmospheric
circulation over the annual cycle, that is, in the tropical Hadley cell and mid-latitude Ferrel cells and
their intervening ITCZ [Mokhov and Schlesinger, 1993], as shown in the sinusoid in the lower panel of
Fig. 6.17(a).
For polar regions, the anomalous high peak during the austral winter can be related to a missing
snow/ice screening in the algorithm. In the case of clouds occurring over bright surfaces, due to missing
contrast, the sensitivity to COT retrieval decreases [Kokhanovsky et al., 2003, Pincus et al., 1995]
and the retrieved total optical thickness (typically greater than 100) will be the sum of snow optical
thickness plus cloud optical thickness. Similar to the two-layer system presented in Section 5.3, the
retrieved cloud top height will be biased high.
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Figure 6.17: (a) Upper panel: multiannual average of cloud top height in boreal winter (DJF) and boreal summer
(JJA). Lower panel: difference JJA - DJF. (b) Histogram of global cloud top height for 2001 (from Lelli et al.
[2012b]).
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6.3.2 El Niño-Southern Oscillation
Average plots of cloud properties over years minimize the inﬂuence of short-time variations, but preserve
intra- and multi-annual changes. The El-Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) has been recognized as the
largest natural ﬂuctuation that can establish teleconnections between different climatological regions
and modulate cloud properties.
The term ENSO has to be understood as the tie between two different processes: the term El-Niño is
assigned to a yearly warming of the ocean current which streams along the coasts of Peru and Ecuador
in late December. Regularly, but not every year, a more pronounced warming of the wide tropical-east
paciﬁc pool occurs, driven by the magnitude of trade wind ﬂows, and a link with global climate
patterns is established. The atmospheric component of this perturbation is termed Southern Oscillation.
The opposite phase, namely La Niña, corresponds to a cooling of the paciﬁc basin [Trenberth, 1997].
Bjerknes [1969] already pointed out how trade winds and sea surface temperature (SST) mutually
strengthen for both ENSO phases.
El-Niño events are quantitatively identiﬁed with the aid of appropriate statistical thresholds applied
at sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies of well-deﬁned oceanic regions (see Fig. 6.18), calculated
over a speciﬁed climatological base-period (usually 30 years). The resulting climate index is termed
Southern Oscillation Index (SOI) [Ropelewski and Jones, 1987], that has been superseded by the,
de-facto standard, Oceanic Niño Index (ONI) [U. S. National Centers for Environmental Prediction
(NCEP)], derived from a 3-month running mean of the Niño 3.4 index. Depending on the set criteria,
strong warm El-Niño events occur every ≈ 4 to 6 years, lasting from 6 months to a year, while strong
cool El-Niña events are less frequent, occurring every 8 to 10 years.
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Figure 6.18: Regions corresponding to development and phases of ENSO: initial development (index 1.2), warm
eastern tongue (index 3) and cold western tongue (index 4). Index 3.4 is chosen as standard region for monitoring
SST gradient changes exceeding ±0.5◦C for ﬁve succeeding 3-month running mean smoothed anomalies [U. S.
National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP)].
The questions to be answered are whether cloud top height is inﬂuenced by ENSO; to which extent
cloud top height can be considered as a proxy for atmosphere dynamics (deep convection); and to
evaluate whether ENSO covers up the net cloud feedback to global warming and its modulation has to
be subtracted for trend analysis.
In Fig. 6.19 the Niño 3.4 index has been plotted together with cloud top height anomalies (averaged
over all altitudes) for the 17 years window of the dataset. A high correlation (R=0.77) is found and
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Figure 6.19: Time series of cloud top height anomaly over the Central East Paciﬁc with the Niño 3.4 index (see
Fig. 6.18) and Pearson’s correlation coefﬁcient.
cloud top height anomaly nicely mirrors the SST anomaly.
This result is reported by Davies and Molloy [2012] and, indirectly, by Laken et al. [2012]. In the
latter study, MODIS Terra and Aqua cloud anomalies have been analyzed and it is shown that a link
between solar activity and clouds is not detectable on a decadal time scale (2000-2011). It is also
suggested a modulation of cloud altitudes by ENSO. Similarly, but with the longer ISCCP time serie of
cloud cover and top pressure, Erlykin and Wolfendale [2010] assert that both ENSO phases and global
Earth’s low troposphere temperature are negatively correlated with low-cloud amount. Thus, in the
periods inﬂuenced by el Niño, low clouds are lift higher up and are classiﬁed as mid-level clouds. The
opposite holds true for periods driven by la Niña. Since the last decade is showing more frequently la
Niña episodes [Loeb et al., 2012], it is reasonable to suppose that the ENSO will drag clouds to lower
heights.
Looking at Fig. 6.20(a), during the period 1997-1998, a meridional shift in the maximum cloud top
height can be observed. In 1997, when the ENSO had its ﬁrst appearance within the SNGome record, a
single maximum of zonal CTH at ≈ 8.8 km was situated in the belt 3◦ N–10◦ N. As the ENSO developed
further, reaching its maximum between November 1997 and April 1998, two distinct maxima of ≈ 8.4 -
8.5 km each were observed at 3◦ S and 10◦ N. The ITCZ, where the closure of the Hadley cell dominates
circulation in a narrow belt close to the equator, was inﬂuenced by the E-W temperature asymmetry
over the Paciﬁc Ocean. The combination with the longitudinal Walker circulation and Earth rotation
had the net effect to strengthen convection loops along the equator and to change heat distribution
maps at the surface.
Cloud cover trends, retrieved in the O2 A-band, have been found to be positively correlated with SST
[Wagner et al., 2005]. Moreover, SST anomalies over Paciﬁc Ocean have been found to be negatively
correlated with O2 absorption [Wagner et al., 2008]. Thus an increase in SST implies a shallower O2
band, that is higher CTHs. This effect could be observed in ISCCP records during the ENSO episode
back in 1987-88: a change of SST of 2◦ C for temperatures >26◦ C lowered cloud top pressure of ≈ 25
hpa [Bony et al., 1997], which means an increment in CTH of ≈ 0.6 km, therefore matching SNGome
retrievals, when the maxima of 1997 and 1998 at 3–5◦ S in Fig. 6.20(a) are compared.
More recently, Larson and Hartmann [2003] numerically probed the response of tropical clouds and
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Figure 6.20: (a) Multiannual cloud top height from GOME. (b) Average relative cloud amount for low (LC), middle
(MC) and high (HC) clouds in the Paciﬁc Region where the El Niño anomaly (1997–1998) has been observed.
water vapor to SST anomaly. Their ﬁndings suggest that high cloud occurrence rises as compared to
middle or low cloud ones. We focus on the tropical paciﬁc region (7.5◦ S–10◦N, 100◦ E–280◦ E), as
speciﬁed in Cess et al. [2001]. High clouds (HC) are deﬁned as clouds with h> 6.5 km, middle clouds
(MC) with 3.2 km < h< 6.5 km and low clouds (LC) with h< 3.2 km [Stubenrauch et al., 2010] and
in Fig. 6.20(b) their monthly relative averages are plotted.
The seasonality, more pronounced in the HC, starting from mid 1998 onward until December 2002,
is broken during the ENSO anomaly. In the time window February 97 - September 98 the high cloud
abundance never drops below 65%, and middle and low cloud do not exhibit any periodicity either. An
anomalous inter-hemispheric gradient in SST impacts magnitude and location of tropical convection
in the ITCZ, which in turn triggers Rossby waves propagating north-eastward. This conﬁrms the
role enhanced convection plays, linking the oceanic coupled system of non-dispersive Kelvin and
off-equatorial non-dispersive Rossby waves [Dijkstra, Jan. 2002] with clouds in the tropics.
In summary, clouds are found to react to ENSO variations, both along the vertical (see Fig. 6.19)
and the horizontal (see Fig. 6.20(a)) dimension. This consideration implies that ENSO events, due to
their interannual duration, may change autocorrelation as seen in the cloud datasets. For this reason,
the boxes over Paciﬁc Ocean, labeled 1 to 4 (Fig. 6.18), are masked out for trend calculation (see
Section 6.2).
The results pictured in Figs. 6.19 to 6.20, supported by independent studies, pose a further question:
whether radiative effects, induced by cloud top height changes, feedback to ocean surface temperatures.
Model studies suggest a one-way interaction: SST variations inﬂuence clouds, but SST does not respond
to cloud variations, being the ENSO dominated by oceanic heat transport [Dessler, 2011]. However,
because of the differing interactions between single ENSO events and clouds and the critical need of
extending the records over multiple decades, the long-term cloud radiative effects remain still uncertain
[Loeb et al., 2012].
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6.3.3 Eyjafjöll volcano
The advantage of an algorithm based on the screening of oxygen absorption by a scattering layer can
be appreciated not only when clouds are present in the satellite’s footprint. Layers generated by dust
outbreaks over desert regions or injected in the atmosphere by volcanic eruptions can result in radiances
similar to the ones generated by clouds and therefore detected [Boesche et al., 2009, Dubuisson et al.,
2009].
Iceland’s Eyjafjallajökull erupted twice in spring 2010, leading to a suspension of airplane routes
over most of Europe. A ﬁrst eruption event took place in April, while a second event produced a major
ash plume on May 7. The height of the plume is a parameter needed to correctly simulate dispersion
of its constituents in the atmosphere. Such data are topical for policymakers and safety agencies (see
Stohl et al. [2011] and references therein).
In this comparison, retrievals from GOME-2 are co-located with retrievals from the Multi-angle
Imaging SpectroRadiometer (MISR) instrument aboard NASA’s Terra satellite. MISR is equipped with
nine push-broom cameras with viewing angles 0◦, ±26.1◦, ±45.6◦, ±60.0◦, and ±70.5◦ across-track,
reaching a 1.1 km horizontal spatial resolution. In Figure 6.21 MISR natural color image of the plume
in mid morning on May 7th 2010 is plotted. Physical and chemical properties of this plume, imaged by
MISR, have been presented in Kahn and Limbacher [2012].
Figure 6.21: Eyjafjöll volcano’s ash plume event on mid-morning of 2010, May 7. MISR natural-color nadir image
from orbit 55238, time (UTC) 12:39.
Having at hand two different cloud fraction calculated with two algorithms (namely OCRA and
FRESCO), co-registration was ﬁrst looked for both datasets, then SNGome algorithm was run for the
matching GOME-2 overpasses and plotted in Fig. 6.22.
Strictly speaking, an heavy aerosol event should not be mistaken with a cloud. Beside the opaqueness
of the layer, they have different microphysical characteristics and optical responses which can indeed
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Figure 6.22: (a) OCRA algorithm does not classify the opaque plume as cloud, so no retrievals were possible.
(b) Layer top height retrievals from GOME-2 with FRESCO cloud fraction (outlined polygons) and MISR (dots).
Both share the same color scale.
generate similar TOA reﬂectances and are, therefore, difﬁcult to discriminate. This consideration raises
the question whether OCRA or FRESCO misclassify the plume. As one can see from Fig. 6.22(a), OCRA
did not detect the plume and no cloud fraction was calculated, whereas FRESCO did and only in this
case we could run SNGome (see Fig. 6.22(b)). The FRESCO behavior is known and Wang et al. [2012]
have synthetically shown that, at λ = 760 nm, the FRESCO algorithm handles cloud and aerosol
radiances similarly, as long as the layer is optically thicker than 5. Additionally, the fractional cover will
be systematically underestimated in the presence of the plume instead of a cloud.
Six pixels were matched, labeled and plotted for increasing fractional plume cover (PC) in Fig. 6.23.
After a visual inspection, it is evident that FRESCO underestimates the fractional layer cover of the
sensed scene, conﬁrming the results given in Wang et al. [2012]. Owing to the fact that MISR outlines
the real plume’s horizontal extent, due to its better spatial resolution, the geometrical fractional plume
cover is recalculated, within each GOME-2 pixel, by intersection of the respective multi-segment
polygons. The values are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 6.23.
In the upper plot, the mean MISR layer height is pictured (red curve) together with SNGome retrievals
and FRESCO PC (blue curve). The mean bias, deﬁned as MISR - SNGome, is −2.5 km. A second
attempt is done with the geometrical PC (green curve) and SNGome is rerun with the updated value.
The bias is diminished to −0.76 km. The retrieval can be further reﬁned when taking into account the
actual asymmetry parameter of ash particles (g = 0.65), instead of water droplets (g = 0.85). The
purple curve displays the retrievals which now exhibit a mean bias of −0.03 km. Ground pixels 3 and 5
match almost exactly the MISR heights. These pixels have the highest plume fraction.
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6.3.4 Limb-nadir matching
As a matter of fact, a cloud retrieval algorithm in nadir observation geometry and in the UV-VIS-NIR
range is insensitive to cirrus clouds and multilayer clouds involving such cirrus. This limitation has been
throughly discussed in many comparative studies [Marchand et al., 2010, Stubenrauch et al., 2010],
where the synergy between instruments, equipped with complementary spectral coverages, revealed
different sensitivities to cloud properties in both altitude and phase.
This behavior is rooted in the different radiative characteristics of water as compared to ice and in the
corresponding retrieval algorithms. While in the VIS-NIR both water and ice absorption are negligible,
so is not in the SWIR range beyond 1μm. In fact, due to their different thermodynamic phase, water
and ice absorption peaks in the radiances around 1.6μmare displaced [Kokhanovsky, 2006], hence
they become detectable. Given that the nadir cloud algorithm presented in this work detects only warm
water clouds of optical thickness > 5, the results are compared to cloud products from SCIAMACHY
limb measurements, derived with the SCIAMACHY Cloud Detection Algorithm (SCODA, Eichmann et al.
[2011]).
This algorithm makes use of the short-wave infrared range to differentiate water from ice clouds, so
that the difference between the limb and nadir cloud retrievals reﬂects the presence of cirrus clouds.
Moreover, the tangential observation geometry does not limit the detection of thinner clouds in the
vertical dimension than in the horizontal one, as it is the case for cirrus clouds.
In particular, SCODA delivers the cloud top altitude and its thermodynamic state. It exploits radiances
recorded with a slicing step of ΔH of 3.3 km (i.e., the vertical resolution of the proﬁles) and integrated
over four different spectral bands (summarized in Table 6.7), ranging from 750 nm (NIR) throughout
1687 nm (SWIR). Then the height-dependent channel ratios Rc are calculated from intensities I at
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different bands with
Rc(TH) =
I(λ1, (TH))
I(λ2, (TH))
, Θ(TH) =
Rc(TH)
Rc(TH+ΔH)
. (6.4)
The quantity Θ(TH) is termed “color ratio index" and is the ratio of two reﬂectances sensed at adjacent
tangent heights (i.e., TH). The cloud top is placed where Θ(TH) is maximized (see Fig. 6.24).
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Figure 6.24: Illustrative SCODA result of Rc (left) and Θ (right) from a single SCIAMACHY limb state (courtesy of
K.-U. Eichmann). The height of the cloud is displayed by the maximal Θ value.
Table 6.7: Speciﬁcations of the SCODA algorithm and dataset of cloud properties from SCIAMACHY Limb
measurements.
Parameter Value
Spectral bands (nm) 750–751, 1088–1092, 1550–1553.2, 1683–1687
Vertical resolution (km) 3.3
Horizontal resolution (◦) 5 × 5
Data availability January 2003 – April 2012
Data products Tropospheric cloud top height, cloud phase
polar stratospheric clouds (PSC)1, noctilucent clouds (NCL)2
1 von Savigny et al. [2005] 2 von Savigny et al. [2004]
The SCIAMACHY nadir retrievals are ﬁrstly ﬁltered for unrealistic ﬂags, as described in Section 6.1. In
this way contamination of aerosols and multilayered clouds are minimized. Subsequently, the data are
downsampled to the grid resolution of SCODA retrievals of 5◦ ×5◦ and averaged on a monthly basis.
Let the difference between Limb and Nadir cloud top heights be deﬁned as
Δ= CTHlimb− (CTHnadir+σ). (6.5)
The reason for Eq. (6.5) resides in the horizontal irregular shape of clouds. Tangential observations are
likely to sense the largest vertical extent from the lowermost to the uppermost level, corresponding to
the mean layer height plus the local maximal standard deviation.
In Fig. 6.25 the Δ seasonal change is averaged and plotted from 2002 throughout 2010. These
results are in very good agreement with cirrus frequencies derived from active sensors such as Cloud-
Sat/CALIPSO and reported by Sassen et al. [2008, Fig. 2-3, p. 5]. A maximum cirrus coverage occurring
in the tropical belt of ≈ ±15◦ latitude is visible above four distinct geographic regions (equatorial
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Figure 6.25: Maps of averaged seasonal difference between SCODA limb and maximum SACURA nadir CTH (=
mean CTH + 1σ).
South America, Indonesia, the central-western Paciﬁc Ocean warm pool and central Africa) and seasonal
oscillations across the equator, as a consequence of deep convection driven by the moving ITCZ.
However, the northern latitudes above 60◦ exhibit a mean seasonal difference of ≈ 4 km, as compared
with [Sassen et al., 2008]. This discrepancy can be explained with the recent activity of the Kasatochi
volcano, one of the Aleutian Islands (52◦N, 175◦W), which erupted on August 7, 2008, and of the
Sarychev volcano, belonging to the russian Kuril Islands (48◦ N, 153◦W), which erupted on June 2009,
the 12th (see Fig. 6.26).
When the monthly averaged Δ difference is zonally plotted (see Fig. 6.27(a)) for the time span
January 2003 throughout May 2010, the signal caused by volcanic aerosols become visible. This kind
of particulate is injected into the stratosphere and diluted above the Arctic atmosphere and toward
lower latitudes (30◦ N) thanks to circulation patterns. Hence, it is reasonable to single out stratospheric
aerosols, when excluding years 2008–2010 from latitudinal averaged cloud heights.
Fig. 6.27(a) displays the impact of these two volcanic events as the gap between the thick orange and
the blue dotted curve. The blanks between the maximal nadir mean plus 1σ and the limb mean values
can be classiﬁed as cirrus clouds.
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Figure 6.26: Location of the two active volcanoes. Kasatochi of the Aleutian Islands (52◦ N, 175◦W) erupted on
August 7, 2008. Sarychev, belonging to the russian Kuril Islands (48◦ N, 153◦W) erupted on June 2009, the 12th.
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Figure 6.27: (a) Zonal mean difference between SCODA limb and maximum SACURA nadir CTH (= mean CTH +
1σ) from SCIAMACHY data. Volcanic eruptions: Kasatochi on August 7, 2008; Sarychev on June 12, 2009.
(b) CTH zonal means averaged over 5 (2003–2007) and 7 (2003–2009) years from SCODA and SACURA with 2σ
intervals. The gap in the northern hemisphere between orange-solid and blue-dotted curves shows the inﬂuence of
volcano eruptions.

CHAPTER 7
Conclusions
7.1 Summary
This thesis has dealt with the characterization of cloud properties on a global scale. The observational
dataset has been inferred from the spaceborne sensors GOME, SCIAMACHY and GOME-2, whose topical
features are described in Chapter 3.
They provide over 17 years of continuous global measurements of the sunlit Earth’s surface and
atmosphere in nadir view. The measured absorption band of oxygen (the A-band) at 758−772 nm
has been used to retrieve properties of clouds such as cloud optical thickness (COT, with COT > 5),
cloud spherical albedo (CA), cloud top (CTH) and base (CBH) height. The oxygen A-band has been
proven to be an accurate diagnostics for remote sensing of cloud properties under several experimental
settings, as can be seen in Section 4.2.4. The algorithm used for the calculation of cloud properties
is the Semi-Analyitical CloUd Retrieval Algorithm (SACURA, [Rozanov and Kokhanovsky, 2004])
modiﬁed in order to take into account surface reﬂection [Lelli et al., 2012b], derived as a climatological
value of minimum Lambert-equivalent reﬂectivities (MLER) from 5.5 years of GOME measurements
[Koelemeijer et al., 2003].
The theoretical error budget analysis, carried out in Chapter 5, shows that absolute average errors in
CTH amount to ± 400 m at almost all heights, thicknesses and illumination angles (solar zenith angle
< 75◦). Special cases are represented by thin (COT < 10) and high (CTH > 8 km) clouds, for which
the absolute errors in CTH may grow up to 1.2 – 1.4 km for COT→ 5.
Cloud optical thickness, which does not depend on cloud height but on illumination geometry and
surface reﬂectivity, can be retrieved with an accuracy of ±20% for almost all settings (solar zenith
angle <75◦and surface brightness <0.3). Given that the retrieval algorithm assumes clouds as single
scattering layers, cloud optical thickness becomes a parameter needed for the concurrent calculation of
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cloud top and bottom heights. Hence, absorption of light by O2 molecules inside the cloud (expressed
by the atmospheric single scattering albedo proﬁle, see Section 4.3.1) can not be neglected because of
the enhanced path photons undergo due to multiple scattering, otherwise CTH will be underestimated.
This is the main theoretical difference between the cloud model employed in this thesis and models
devised in other algorithms operating in the same spectral range, as compared to other products based
on oxygen A-band reﬂectance measurements.
In fact, both the theoretical exercise of Section 5.1.1 and the global and seasonal comparison of
Section 5.5 against GOME-derived datasets, namely FRESCO+ (Wang et al. [2008], provided by the
Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute - KNMI) and ROCINN (Loyola et al. [2010], by the German
Aerospace Center - DLR), exhibit discrepancies that prove the reduced accuracy of approaches based
on modeling clouds as Lambertian diffusers. The analysis of CTH retrievals co-registered with radar
ground-based measurements and the GRAPE dataset derived from ATSR-2 measurements in the infrared
range (see Section 5.4) further corroborates the ﬁndings and shows that SACURA-derived CTH are
closer to radar-derived CTH.
The main outcome of the analysis of 17 years of cloud record is presented in Chapter 6. The structural
difference among the three sensors is a different footprint size. It does affect both the occurrences of
best quality retrievals (Section 6.1) as well as the global cloud top height timeseries, sampled on a
monthly basis (Section 6.2). The algorithm applied at measurements of ﬁner resolved sensors, such
as GOME-2, succeeds twice as much as compared to retrievals from GOME. This instrumental feature
impacts timeseries of absolute CTH, because sensors with coarser footprints observe more high-level
clouds at the expenses of low-level clouds. On the global scale, GOME senses 5% less low clouds and
2–10% more high clouds than SCIAMACHY and GOME-2.
Trend analysis with linear least-squares methods applied to timeseries requires that the deseasonalized
variable of interest is not persistent in time. Autocorrelation is a measure of persistence. The existence
of autocorrelative processes means that the largest variation in the timeserie is longer than the
time sampling. Cloud top heights, sampled on a monthly basis, do not exhibit any persistence and
autocorrelation drops to almost zero after one timestep (Section 6.2.1).
In the considered time period (June 1996 through May 2012) the trend in global cloud top height is
found to be −1.78 ± 2.14 m · year −1 in the latitude belt ±60 ◦. However, as shown in Section 6.3.2,
the extensive and intra-annual El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) phenomenon is strongly coupled
to CTH. Its effect is to pull clouds to lower altitudes. The global ENSO-cleaned trend in cloud top
height amounts to −0.49 ± 2.22 · year −1. Both magnitudes are not statistically signiﬁcant (at a 95%
conﬁdence level, estimated with bootstrap technique). Similarly, at a global scale, no explicit patterns
of statistically signiﬁcant trends have been found, which are representative of peculiar natural climate
variability. One exception is the Sahara region, which exhibits the strongest increasing trend in CTH (>
45 ± 17.3 m · year −1), correlated with an increase of water vapor for the same time window.
Additional results can be summarized as follows. Within one full yearly cycle, clouds have been
found to follow a bimodal distribution over land and trimodal distribution over water (Section 6.3.1);
it has been demonstrated that the retrieval technique can be successfully applied to elevated aerosol
layers as well (Section 6.3.3); seasonal distributions of cirrus clouds have been derived from limb-nadir
matching of SCIAMACHY measurements (Section 6.3.4).
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7.2 Outlook
Directions for future research are twofold: theoretical and experimental.
From the theoretical perspective, in view of forthcoming missions such as TROPOMI aboard Sentinel-5
precursor, a reﬁnement of the algorithm is needed. Beside the spectral coverage of shortwave infrared
that enables the retrieval of the thermodynamic phase of clouds (water/ice) as with SCIAMACHY,
TROPOMI also provides a better spatial resolution. As a consequence, it is expected that less heteroge-
neous clouds are sensed by the instrument and the single-layer cloud model will be better suited. On
the other hand, the applicability of 1D radiative transfer theory is questioned. Horizontal light transport
through the clouds (3D effects) and nearby the clouds (adjacency effects) become important and must
be accounted for.
Moreover, clouds often are so thin that their optical thickness is well below 5, which is the lower
limit of detectability of the algorithm in its present implementation. For this reason it is foreseen
to augment the retrieval chain with look-up-tables. Forward top-of-atmosphere reﬂectances are
computed for combinations of several cloud, atmospheric and geometrical parameters and stored into
multidimensional arrays. By means of interpolation, the measured reﬂectance will be matched with
the reﬂectance correspondent to a unique cloud parameters’ set and the retrieval of properties of thin
clouds become attainable.
Another complementary theoretical development concerns the detection and discrimination of
aerosols. As seen in Section 6.3.3, dense aerosol layers might generate optical responses similar to
clouds. The theory underlying this thesis has been developed for water clouds. Given appropriate
optical properties of the medium such as asymmetry parameter, phase function and single scattering
albedo, a new set of analytical equations can be generated and embedded in a new version of the
algorithm.
From the experimental perspective, the present algorithm already provides estimate of the cloud base,
which is an important parameter for radiation budget calculations, radiative transfer modeling and
climate studies. Further validation is therefore recommended, also in view of the expected theoretical
improvements previously outlined.
In addition, the cloud datasets generated for this work also may be of use to the investigation of
aerosol and cloud interactions. With an improved version of the algorithm capable of retrieving both
atmospheric constituents, when applied to measurements of a single instrument as TROPOMI, temporal
and spatial coregistration issues are lifted and consistent datasets are at disposal.
Regarding the analysis of long-term changes of cloud properties, it has been recommended as best
practice to have a 30-year base record as a requirement for the assessment of climate normals [WMO,
2011, and references therein]. Indeed, the representativeness of every trend is affected by the record
length under study. 17 years of cloud data still might not be enough to provide any decisive answer
to current open questions involving clouds. Therefore, future planned Earth’s observing missions will
support the extension of the existing cloud records in order to attribute cloud property changes to
natural or human causes and to assess cloud feedback sign within the climate system.

APPENDIX A
Asymptotic equations
Table A.1: Summary of the equations used for the solution of both forward and inverse problem of Section 4.3.
Superscript c,R,A stand for cloud, Rayleigh and aerosol; μ,μ0 cosines of viewing and solar zenith angle θ ,θ0; p
phase function; g asymmetry parameter; η spherical albedo; σsca scattering coefﬁcient; C
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cross section and concentration of i-th gas; N total number of gases; τ optical thickness
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APPENDIX B
Technical aspects
Satellite data
L1 GOME and L1b SCIAMACHY data have been provided by DLR, while L1b GOME-2 data by EUMETSAT.
At the time of processing, SCIAMACHY had consolidation level U 7.03. GOME-2 L1b data for time
window 2007/01–2009/12 were in reprocessed stage, while near-real time (NRT) data have been used
for 2010/01–2012/10.
The L1 GOME record total size amounts to 455.87 Gb for 32440 ﬁles (avg. size per ﬁle 14.32 Mb). The
L1c SCIAMACHY overall record size totals to 13.7 Tb for 39378 ﬁles (avg. size per ﬁle 365 Mb). L1b
GOME-2 data sums up to 26.01 Tb for 27444 ﬁles (avg. size per ﬁle 0.97 Gb). All ﬁles are encoded in
binary format.
The generated ASCII L2 off-line cloud products in .tar format use up 9.59, 48.42 and 27.47 Gb for
GOME, SCIAMACHY and GOME-2, respectively.
Hardware
Data processing took place on two systems: the internal IUP cluster at iup.uni-bremen.de and the
standalone HPC Nexus at physik.uni-bremen.de.
The L2 cloud records were generated at IUP. The cluster is equipped with a Sun Grid-Engine (SGE)
managing 12 Quadcores (x86_64 Intel Xeon CPU E5345 @ 2.33GHz) and 10 Hexacores (x86_64 Intel
Xeon CPU X5675 @ 3.07GHz) servers. The operating system is the GNU Linux Gentoo 3.1.6.
On Nexus have been run SCIATRAN calculations. This IBM cluster comprises 11 blades of type
x3550M2, with 2 Quadcores Intel X5570 CPU (2.93 GHz) and 24 Gbytes RAM physical memory each.
The operating system is the Novell’s SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 11.
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Software
Spectra extraction from L1 data has been carried out with the GOME Data Processor (GDP v. 4.2,
Slijkhuis and Loyola [2009]) provided by the DLR. SCIAMACHY and GOME-2 spectra have been
read with in-house software, exploiting the Basic Envisat Atmospheric Toolbox (BEAT) C interface
(http://www.stcorp.nl/beat/).
Fortran compilers used for the generation of the executables (SCIATRAN and SACURA) are the Intel
ifort (Nexus) and gfortran (IUP). External libraries for linear algebra and optimization are the Intel
Math Kernel Library (MKL) on Nexus and GALAHAD (http://www.galahad.rl.ac.uk, Gould et al.
[2003]) on both systems.
Data co-registration, gridding and mapping have been achieved with a combination of Perl Data Lan-
guage (v. 2.4.7, http://pdl.perl.org/) and Generic Mapping Tools (v. 4.5.7, http://gmt.soest.
hawaii.edu/, Wessel and Smith [1998]), developed at the School of Ocean and Earth Science and
Technology (SOEST), University of Hawai‘i at Ma¯noa.
Grid manipulations and trend calculations have been achieved with Climate Data Operators (v. 1.5.9,
https://code.zmaw.de/projects/cdo), developed at Max-Planck-Institut (MPI) for Meteorology in
Hamburg.
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